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S~rapbooks

cL_
l&-u

2

Q

Today I received from the mother of one of my
students an olfcrapbool<, 11lfl.de three quurters of a century
ago by a boy who later became a famous editor.

I have been

turning through it, reading a bit here an,{there,and trying
to reoreate the time and the boy.

And that brings up

the whole question of scrapbooks,
Heb.ding matter

W8,S

scarce, as you all know, when some

Books were passed around from house to

of us were young.

house, so tha,t a single volume had often had half a hunclred
Those who could not read very well listened to

readers.

others read aloud.

I got my first love for poetry in that

fashion and heard older people reu.d .iingl.ish and American
classics long before I knew A from B,
could afford to buy books outright.

Not many people
Tho sorci,pbook became

a substutute, a sort of home-made one, for books,
~;///,,/weekly nowsps,pers

[a.ml

the few clrna,p magazines we

received we saved such poems or stories or pictures or jokes
afstruck our fancy, laying them by for e, later da,y when
111e would meJ,e a scrci,pbook,
'.l'he scrapbook, in my c~,.se, at least, was largely
a matter of winter work, when I was shut indoors with a cold
or on tl1e long WJ.nter nights around the fireplace,

I still

have several of tlinse home-made books, some fairly good, others
pretty bad,

The astonishinr, thing is that my scrapbooks and

others I have seen show a startlinr, lack of arrangement or
choice,

Tho dullest thLngs that took our eyes were given

as much attention

,H,

genuinely valuable tb:ings,

2

mniy of these old scrapbooks have 8,crnurned genuine
historical value, for they ruwe kept tdive rnatcril,-1 that would
otherwise be lost.

Libraries that attempt to preserve

vo,luable docurD.entB often pria_e higbly trieee unassuming
records of tbings and times long gone.

These scrapbooks

become,thus, a sort of unplanned, unbiased history of
long-past events.

lii\\';'et

poetry.

T!y scrDpbooks, quite prophetically,
j;oviard
turned
I h,we just ;t:,f;(ffl,. through one I ma,de in 1902

and ,iave found more than a hundred standard poems thnt would
·be fcnm4.. in b.ny inclusi.vc s,nthology of America.n and IGnc;liFjh
poetry.

Besides these, there are several hundred poems tl1at

might be called minor poems, good at the time they were
written but now largely forgotten.

I mention this scrapbook

in detail to remind you that the newspapers used to feature
poetry, r;or~e of them lw.ving a double coiumn once o. week.

Newspapers today

That is where I got r~any of my gems,

would feel somewhat cheap to print on their editorial page
a poem that bas become a part of our heritnge; thus time passes.

one.

Not f.nrery one who ple.nned
tN e,-.-e

G

scra.pbook hCtuoJ.ly made

In a shoebox hH, or ehe. preserved all the valuables

until they became yellow with age.

I ba:ve visited in soP1e

quaint old bomes on the outskirts of the l 1'ideli.ty neigbborhood
i.n wlli.ch I was entert,dnecl, really so, by being shown the
poems, stories, jokes, pictures, cartoons that were to form
the basi,; of a scrapbook tr1at i'md never and v1i11 never take
form,

Treasured up for years, tbese bits of printing opened

the big world to people who probably never wandered twenty
miles beyond the hills t1wl1icr1

tbe),i were Gurrounded.

The J'honograph Comes to Fidelity
Some forty years ago the children at the one-roomed
school were all excited: a man was coming, so said the
hand t)i lls,

,_,,i th 0.

contraption that reprodtitced sound and was

going to exhibit the thing e.t Fidelity.

Ji'a ther was awny

on one of his n1ur1erot,s calls as a country doctor, but Hother
said my tv/0 brothers and I might go, s:Lnce the admission
was only one dime, ten cents.

The chores were done up in

a hurry, and away vie rode on our steeds; I rode behind, as
the privilege and duty of a younger brother.

In the twilight

on the wv.y we met Fe,ttier, returning from his ca.Li.

We

disguised our voices and merel)• greeted him; not until he
got home did ho know who we v1ere.
When we got to Fidelity, we found some two dozen
others who wa.nted to see a,nd klear tlrn new Miracle that we had
read about in the weekly newspaper.

There was the union

church on the hill, where 0oll sorts of oddities of progrRM
were held, but for some reELBon

'NB

h,u1 our first contact with

the mira.culous in e. lumber room upstairs over one of the two
stores, where we sELt on goods boxes e.nd waited our turn
to see and henr.
1'here wa,s no 1J:l.B,rine; horn,

such as later developed,

We adjusted some ear phones and listened to the rather
'
F3queaky tones, with the former r1grna.role
of ,c,,nnouncing the

song, the composer, the singer or singers, nnd tl1e ne,me of
the coF1pErny 1'18,kine the record,

Then came the music proper,

1-Gye.s of rustics bU[!,ged out a,s we actucJ.lly could hear hu:mnn

voices; if soFJe one had booed at us,

'NC

probably would have

,,
C)

All told we heard some do~en records,

jumped out the wi.ndow.
'
1 y f.a.rn' l 'iar
entire

ICentucky Home.

.L./,/,i
Pl"'f'7'

songs l J.'1,e

u
0 '
11
,.-:,..-anee n1.ver

IICJ,~

lW d

"Old

But away we went in the night e.ir as

11

different boys from the ones ,oho ha.d come to view a miracle
of modern science.

Otners who had not been there must have

felt our superiority the next day,

We did not wait for

them to be im_presscd but told endlessly the wonders of the
evening in the upstairB lumber room,
Not long after this our village postmaster-actorman-of-business actually bought a phonograph a.nd several
records,

~hen we went for the mail, we had an added reason

for hanging around with the other loafers,

In addition to

songs there were talkine; records, supposed to be funny but
now ra~her lamentably flat in sound, like last year's or
last century's jokes,
cJO

B~~

this time the phonograph had

fl.

horn,

tha.t the whole group could hear at the SB.lne time, without

having to wr,.i.t impatiently while the others took more than
their share of the time,
And then the greatest miracle of all happened;
a traveling record-maker ce,r1e into 11' j' deli. ty and a.ctually got
Aunt J·i-me to sing into H horn one of l1er fE,.vor i te bu. llHds,
Then he put the same record on another machine, and lo and
be ho lid!

out Co.me Aunt Jane's voice, a little squea.ky/ but

recogni. ;:rn.ble,

The world bad come to Fidelity, and some of

Fidelity had gone to the bie; world beyond the range ~f hills
that formed the bounda.ry of our li.ttle cosmos,

?.-<>v

A Tent Photographer
Even Fidelity had some connections with the world
~'he pack ;>eddlers end clock tinkers e,nd circuit

in e;ener,;J,lo

riders found us out and brought us news of what was going
on; the weekly newspapers did their share to keep us citizens
of the world,

T11ree times a week the ms,il carrier brought

his snw,ll ])E,,ck of papers and letters and took away a few
let~rs to people who had relatives or friends in Fidelity,
1'he cc1,ndidates Hlso came, telling us how fine we were and
how our little neighborhood conte,ined a, large part of the
salt of the ee,rth,

But few of these emiese,ries from the

Outfiide Vforld equaled in importa,nce the traveling photographer
who brought his tent and set it up in

H

broom sedge field

neer the little village,
l•'idelity wa,s not rich and probe,bly never will be,
We,. had no

ancer,trn.l portrc:-.:i.tn, however grent our forehe8.rn
Few homos had many photographs,

When the

pho togrEJ,pher co.me, nenrly hll of the pcorle be lioved Umt

they needed pictures of themselves and their loved onesG
To tho tent in the field flocked people of vll sorts and kinds,
Father ga the rd up his flock and had a f'ami ly group me,cle and
then some inrJ.ivi.c!t1.al tintypes of Obch of tbe children,

Other

fathers did tbe same,unti1 the family 2,lbums fairly bulged
with new pictures,

Some of tho pictures were full length,

some were the ordinary busts, but all were of the painful
kirnl trwt only o.

ti.1110

exposure coulcl. make.

'rhe photosrupher was a good advertiser for hiH time,
Satisfied customers were his best form of keopins the public
earning in troops to his tent,

We children were al.lowed and

even invited to so into the developins :rooms, where we saw
our own picturot< going through the process of photography,
especia:l,Y, my own
I can still remember hov1 bl13,cl< we looked, lff/c/--/.l,{fl/-.;f,r',
picture, for I was very fair of face and cotton top,

We

tallrnd in subdued whispers nbout the mira.cle goine on before
us, probHbly afraid tb8,t the photoerapher
wize,rd

OJ.'

WEW

a kind of

something,

At other season8 of tbe year the ~picture
hif:.I

~

rnan ht-A.,d

i.n Uie county seat, where he fi.na1ly stc:.ye,1 all

the time and built up a large business.

When I vms all of

fourteen, I went into hi.s r1hop alone and f:mt for my picture,
I can ,see on that rm.rae ·:,i.cture today a :iraEJll portion of the
tripod with which he held ray head still for the time
ex:rosure, a thit).g for whi.ch I e,m propP.r1y tnankful, w:; it
helps to estab1iBh ny reputation for truthfulness,
J)eople 110,ve questi.oned my sayine; that our heads were supported

by a contraption somewhat like the bead rest in a dentiat'e
chair,
Whenever you get your next picture taken, in a modern
studio, don't forget that others of us have had greater

' :.
thrills than you can ever feel again, thrills made possible
by the pbotog:nq,ber' s tent in a broom sedge f io ld near
old l•'hl 0, J.i ty,

Working the Hoad
/

Before the Wl'A or th(s :PWA or any oj,he otl1or
combi.mi.ti.ons of letters we ho.d a.n equivalent of r.ll of tbem
J.n the annual do.ys of worki.ng the roHd,

/~very male citizen

of full-grown stature was expected to be on hand for tho
frolic, VJhile he was doing his bit to keep trrn country
runnine:,

One of the men had previously been elected boss

or forr,ma.n or wha.tever i.t was called; he felt as big a.s
a valeclietorian at a hi.g11 school in our time or as the
chairre1an of a. progn,.rn conm1i ttee on
do.y.
tools.

ll.

big political re.11y

We came a:rrned with picks, shovels, and other fo.:rm
In sma.J..le:r groups we wo:rkor1 along tho road,

fU.ling up nudholes, ditching the ro8.dwc1,y so tl'1a.t we.ter would
run off ratber than down it, and occasiorwlly stndr,hten.ing
out some crooked stretch of hie;hvw.y.

Sometimes we

brought a plow and made ditches along the road or plowed up
dirt to fill in washed places,

On hillsides we labored with

our picks, where the gravel was packed and hard,

( I B:rn sv,yine;

YL<l to be s oc.iable, for I left home before I wa.s old enou13J1 to
do all these things; but I was an interested outsider,)
It is pretty hard to :remember just how m"ch good we
did £1.s 1£,.bo:re:rs on the road, for the Fidelity hills
washed so much that our construction work we.s often obliiterated,
Automobile tfres are broHd and flat, making tracks that
help rather than harm fresbly-plowed dirt.

1'be bue;gy and wagon

wheels, being much narrower, CD.us eel small ditches to appear
in our drainage hanks across the road, esJeci&lly when some
one locked his wagon down the hilJs,

1'h8.t

wHter neelled to get another r,ully Btarted,

WEcS

all the

Just before I left Fidelity, there was an actual
rorcd e;rader thHt WHS brought into our neighborhood,

It

rHn up and down the roHd, scrHtching up lots of dirt where
it vms loose but ma.kine; little impresaion on the grHvif,'
the hillsides,

In the flat places, where the roHd wHs

already pretty good, it drew i.n o, v1hole bank of dirt and sa,nd,
estcJ,blishing a gully that soon filled a gain.

At the same

time we actually got some dynmni te, co,ll ed "dymoni te II by the
ol~fellow who vms a sort of county road supervisor.
this we blew some holes in tho side of a hill and broke
a few window panes of the houses ttlE,t were near enough,
The dirt we stirred up was used to make some fills that
apparently soon becHme gullies agHin,
The rese111blance of this to alpha,beticn.l groups
wou1cl not be complete without my mentl,oning the good times we
hacl.,

Yarns tho..t were hoary with e.ge re,,.ppeared every roacl-

working time; new ones dribbled in from elsewhere,

Practi.cal

joker, on the softer ones of the gang were always .Ln ple,oe,
The water boy ho..d to do his useful service,
be sharpened often,
of U8''?

All tooln rw.cl to

But why repeat wha.t is so obvi.ous to all

We were working the roacl., not for money 1but as H

pa.rt of our r;ervioos as grown roen to the government th[>,t
v1a.s protecting us, the government for which our ancestors
had fought, bled, and died,

( As always, I feel that J ought

to stop right hero and say thnt my J.g.ngua.ge vms formed pretty
largely at political speaking,;; h8ncc my tendency to e;et
orntorioa1.)

Novels We Used to Read
'l'he reading of novels wa.s commonly ree;ei,rded as very
Nevertheless, some of ua read

wicked a generation ago,

them, anyway, e.nd e soaped any very ElBrious worldly punishment.
When I think of those same novels, though, I can see why we
did not become villa.ins.

),[rs, Ha.ry Jnne Holmes, once a

1._,.,J

Kentuckian for a very/\yc-w,rs while her husband taught here,
produced as many novels as Shakespeare produced plays,

J~very

one of them got into numerous editions and was read by
avid partisans.

Long after Nrs, Holmes had died, her novels

were still apearing in cheap pulp magazines that found their
wa,y into nearly all kincls of homes,

:!<'or o,11 I know1 they

may still be appearing in monthly installments.

l3ut !llany of

us cut our literary teeth on these rather soft s.nd watery
nave ls.

My own first book to rea.d was Tempest and Sunshine,
..,_)(), ">

over which I cried until I almost a nervous wreck.
/I

of

rw

Thousands

contemporaries h,J.d simila.r experiences, I know.
In the numerous learned theses that are turned out

by graduate schools annually I have not yet found one on
this novelist/ of our youthful reading,

Something ought to

be done to keep her memory from being lost.

Ae com:oared

with the truly great, she was rather small, of course; but
when yo11 consider how many people loved her inane characters
i:i.nd were B,ble to face e. hard semi-pioneer life a li. ttlce more
bravely because of the dream world she had revealed, it does
seem that some justice should be done to our most popular
Kentucky novelist.
Younger readers have come to know li tel!~ture

tbrough modern novels, often ra. ther cynical ones ttw.t-#,tmi
somewhat spoil life for them,

Now Mrs, Holmes never

a.llo,~ed the be. d to triumph, even for a single chapter.

Her

melodramatic stories were made nccording to one pattern,
The go.od' either die young in he°;..[;tories, or they grown up
and ~ring to tears and contrition the villains,

'l'he angelic

little heroine proves to be a very DE1,vid in bravery before
the Goliath of wickedness, the villain,

Tears must have

been sped by the writer as she wrote, just as we are told
that the dea,th of little J]va, in Uncle .J.:gm' s Cabin, produced
a long illness for the author,

Anyway, tears, rather watery

ones, dropped from our eyes as we read,

I um willing to

gamble tlmt some of the old·dog-ei;,red books that we read still
have e-reat fs,ded splotches oil them that show how rnuch we viere
enjoying the story.
Books at any price were hard to get,

A publishing

compnny began printing these and simils,r novels at ridiculously
low prices: ten cents, five cents, nnd even two and a half
cents when several were bought at once,

I once lived in

a home for a while where there must have been forty such
volumes, printed on very cheap paper in such sme.11 type that
I nearly bil:iiilded myself reading some of them,
(rs, Augusti, Evans Wilson, with her St_,, Eihmo,

]1

ranked second, I should say, to Hrs, Holmes,
was vastly different,

But her style

She wrote in a peds,ntic, ponrlerously

learned ws,y that usua,lly made u,s ,~onder ·vii. thout being cteeply
moved,

In tearful scenes, though, she could 1n.alrn even her

scholarly style bring the tears, which, after all, was what
she and we desired,
Because of tbe mon1.l im_l;l:lcati.ons of these novels,
tbey were gradually allowed to come into the best homes,
though some people refused to read anything less religious
than ll£!! Hur nnrl l'rince of th£ House of David.

Home-made 1loard s
With the passing of most of our good-sized trees
has almost passed the making of boards,

The younger generation,

accustomed to tar-paper Hiffj('fli, or corrugated sheet-iron
roofing, ma.y wonder what boa,rd-making was and why it was
the measure of' a man's skill e,s B,n artist,

Of' course there

were clumsy board-makers, just a,s there are poor workmen in
every field, but the real maker of boards lrnev1 more than could
be written down about the skill required to rive out with a
frow tr1e material for his roof.
First.of all, one had to be a good j11dge of trees
to know which one to cut for boards,

Most boards were of

oak, but just any oak tree was not enough; it iook a straight
one, with no evidences of wind-shaken wood/ or knots or
ugly, crooked grain,

'rhen in the sawing of "cuts" one had

to know how to pick the places that would show the straightest
gndn and be freest from defects,

J\fte:r the cuts were sawed,

the bolts were split out, the smaller blocks of the cut
that were to be used in the e.ctu1c,.l board-mB.ldng.

The

heart wood, if it showed too many knots, was carefully blocked
out and left :for wood for the fireplace or stove.

A frow, may I say for the young folks, i.s a knifelike instrument with a handle attached,
like a knife but rather dull; hence

as

P~

frov,1 e

11

It is not ,iha,rp

the comparison ''as dull

The handle is at right angles to the :frow end is

held in one hand ,while the mallet for dri,t'ing the frow i.s held
i.n the other.

When the frow has been driven into the bolt,

you begin to pry with the frow,
gash widens,

slipping it along as the

The skill you may have is best shown by

the fact that your boards are approximately as thick at one
end at at the other,

Those thci,t featt1er out are useless

except for kindling,

The others are ready to be piled up

in straight piles or pens until they have seasoned,

Some

fancy board-mHkers wauld cut off the sap edge of the boards
to ma,ke them uniform in lasting qua,li ty, but this is not
absolutely necessary.

Some other people take a dra,wi.ng-

knife and shave off any thicknesses or irregularities in
the boards, making them look more like "brought-on" shine;les,
Piling the boc1.rds into pens was always my job, and
I ca.me to pride myself on niy pens, whether any one else did
or not,

I usually laid some three down flcvt and tnree

crossways, continuing this until I had a pen n.bout five feet
hie;h.

To keep the boards from warping, it is a good idea

to place a heavy weight on each pen until the curing is done.
The greet edvanta,ge in roofing with boards is that
you can cover so much S]w.ce with so few boards,

If' tney

are thrfle feet long B,nd fairly wide, you can soon roof
a barn or a houseo

•rhough houses were seldom covered with

these boards after shingles came in, I have seen some excellent
roofs on houses tt1at he,d sunrived from older times 8.nd a
vex•y fEn\7 new oneSo

As in so many things, there was no style

a.bout home-made boards; therefore people who owned houseB
with s11ch roofs wore likely to be slightly apologetic,
.Be it said once for all, though, a board roof, however)( rough)
seldom looks so be.d as a peeling, patched, drab roof of
tar paper, especially the kinds that have no color or soon
lose it,

Some Hn.in and Snow Signs

If you want to know about the weather,

consult

local siens, or flUp8rr,ti tionrs, if you ptefer to eo.._11 them by
this belittling name,

}lany of these signs have some basis

in meteorology; others are sheer nonsense,

But the folk

believe the foGlish ones quite as readily as the more
logica.l ones.
Hore are some queer ones:

If you wish to play

the part of s, n,in-malrnr, kill a sn0,ke and hang it up with its
belly to the sl,y,

I hv,ve often tried this, but I am afndd

that the snake must have had enough life to turn over after
1 left it,

You remember that cl snake, no mv.tter when it

is killed, does not die until sunset.

All of the snakes

1 have hung up were still alive by this rule,
It never rains a night in tTuly ..

An old wenther

man of my boyhood alvrn.ys maintained this, ye8.:r in and year
out,

I kept records one yer,,r to prove him wrong and succeeded

n.drrJ.irably.

In 193fl we hv,d some of the best e;ully-washers

on July nights, and a remarkably

heavy ni,infall, over nine-

teen inches, for the month,
Whenever tree toads sing noticea.bly a.nd when
raincrows(Yellow-billed Cuckoos) call, look for rain,

As

a bird student I have never found any truth in either of these
omens, though I an probE1.bly not sufficiently in tune with
nature to pass judgment yet,

I wonder whether raincrows

shut up entirely during dry seasons,
'7hen chiokeirn :run to shelter at the beginning of
a rain, expect only a short shower.

If they remain out in

the weather, look for a big :rain, one long continued,

Chickens,

2

s,s everybody know, are wisfl, a,nyvmy, and may know the weather
as well as they know the prospect of visitors.

In the latter

instance the rooster crows before the door of the house,
To be sure that snow is just around the corner,
listen to the noises made by the burning wood in the fireplo,ce,
If it makes a, sound lilrn heavy shoes walking on snow, there
will soon be snow to tramp on (pronounced "trompx_Y,

Just

wrmt this means in summer I do not know, largely because
we do not have large fires in the fireplace then,
Novr for a few ths,t may hta,ve a bit of truth in tiiem:
A red sunset vortend s

fm

a clea,r day on the morrow, sv,y some

wea trrnr prophets; others declnre ttw,t the reverse is true.
Haloes around the sun or moon mean fall;U:ie weather, ni,in or
snow according to the season,

'I'o know how long the storm

will last, or how long it will be before it starts,

count

the stars inside the halo around the moon, a day for each star,
Morning rains are brief,
like an old lady's dance,''

"A morning rain is

Except in winter it is literally

true tha,t most of our rains come i.n the afternoon,

I 11 ra.tny

seasons, though, all signe fail, juet as they do in dry ones,
Another version of this belief is that if rain starts before
seven in the morning, it will end before eleven.
A cleE,.r.Lnr, of the sky h,te in the a.fternoon
rneans cleHr weather the next day:
"HainboJt night
Shepherds' delight,''
Convorsely, early cloudiness in the da,y foretells rain
later in the d.ny, even thour,h rnorn1ni:,: rnins mny be brief;
11

H1J,inbow at morning
Shepherds' warning."

Ice-cream §uppers
V/hen ice cream was a luxury rather than a part of
many normal meals, it

W8,B

greG,t
s"port
to go miles across
.
'-

country to c1,n ice-cream supper.

Though this function is

hardly dead as yet, it has so changed that I can write its
It has been some fifteen years since I last a~tended

obituary.

one tha.t had a,11 the enrmf.l,rks of ti1e one and only genuine,
Most ice-cream suppers were ostensibly to raise
money for some worthy ca.use, usually scbool or cburch,

Tbe

women of the community contributed eggs, milk, sugar, and
Son1etimes I ho.ve seen the cre,9,m me,de by dumping

fl::-,,voring.

all of these, rsw, into a freezer; I have even eaten such,
Stylish ones cooked th8 rnateri.R.ls into a custard and chilled
the custard in the well or cistern, along with the milk, using
coolers especially designed for the spring or cistern.
Dorne boy or ma,n wa.s dispatched to the county seat to get ice
and some otl1er things that went along with ice cream: ca,ndy,
chewing gum, cigars, soda pop, crackerjack,

Ifoanwhile

the women cooked tea cakes and other cookies to be served
wi tl1 the cream.
The great dRy 10,rri ved,
hove into sight,

Dusty buggies and wagon

1'he stands hacl been built; the ice cream

w0,s being rnanuf&,ctured in freezer.s.

The other things were

laid out, beyonrl ·the reach of bad boys, in the stands.
a barker stood

B.

Often

few .'.'tuds avmy and called the Lttention of

the crowd to what could be bought,

One such boy that I

1':new rw10ked the f'ine cignr thu.t others could bµy merely by
steppin(" up.

~'Iucl1-envied boyr; or r,J.en J~e.n the stands,

I

always wanted to be one of these ancl actiw lly became one a
few times,

It increased one's social EltcuJding conBicierably

Cider-rnakine:

Cider-mo.kine; is not c. pu.ssing :linc,titution, though
I hnve hB,d b.t

it m&y have changed much in recent years.

least an apprenticeship in the art as it was practiced in
the earlier years of the cent11ry; henee rzy nerve in
attacking the subjeet today,
'J'here v,ere two kinds of·mil.:fs:

£1,

small band mill

that vms fu,i.rly easy to opera.to 11.nd a .lar[>;e mill that was
C..Y v- s IA CJ(
turnfld hy horse power, much as the §1':'inder of a sorghum
mill is worked,

In the same way there were two kinds of

presses: small ones for the hand mill and large ones for
tbo rower r1ill,

Wfy experience was almost entirely with

the small mill, where I was the power and the brnins combined,
11..pples ct.re necessary, as you might ~Lnw.e;:i.ne,.

Sinee good c1.p:•J1es

CE\!1

be clri.ec1 or canned or "pied,

11

it wi.lJ. be necessHry for us to choose inferior ones,

If

you are fastidious, you had ,5:,f:t. better not follow me to
the orclw.rd, for I r,my pi.ck up apples the.t

JOU

would reject,

Apples with o. rotten plc,,ce nw.y yet h&ve some juice thnt the
mill will find out,

After we have gathered the windfalls

and probably e;iven tl1e trees a few shakes gr&tis, we
ready to start the work,
·wash the e.pples,

1ffe

A tub ie filled with water to

Incidental1y, if you swish the ap~lcs uround

a few times, Illay·ing-li.lrn you are Y/13,shinc· tlrnm, and then
dump th,-,m into ttrn hopper
you will have more cider,

1,

t once before they cn.n drain,
o\ der people cl id not

ttp

prove of

this, but few of them remained throughout the v,bole ser•.son of
ciden,makine to e;i.ve us the benefit of their 1oncr, and sage

experiAnce.
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When tbe presser, bee;in to run and the odor of
"pummies" gets out into tbe orchard and the garden, whole
,troops of flies, gnats, yellow jackets, wusps, bees, and
such li lrn arrive for tbe durs,tion of the seB.son,

Do not

be too unkind with the stinr;ing ones, for they will stoutly
maintain their rights to the cider you are ms.king.

From

expc: :ience I know how sharply a yellow jacket can sting,
0

even on the nose or lips,

Since there is enough for t,,e

insects and for you, let them have their sha,re,
In the intervals of t0rning the mill and running
the screw down on the presses, strain up wtmt you have made,
A good-sized jar will do for this, but the ultimate containe~
if you are making cider for the farm, will be the large barrel
where the cider will go e.11 the way from innocent and. insipid
sweetness to vinegar with a wallop.
In the interval between sweet cider and vinegar
co11es the foreordained and predestinated use of cider with
its pal and boon companion, gingerbread,

Again I wish I

were a po$t to tell the virtues of this partnership,
Good things go in pairs, as I have often said: turkey and
cranberries, pancakes e,nd syrup, cake an~ickle, fish ancl
tartar se,uce, gingerbread and cider,

Not the least of these

partnerships is t.hat of the last two that I have named.

r
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A Tent Show at Fidelity
Circuses came to the county seat, ten miles away,
but a't least one tent show ca.me all the way out i.nto the
wilds of Fidelity.

There must have been dozens of' such

shows formerly, but they are now one of the passing institutions, even as the circus itself threatens to be,
In an old field near the village the tent was set
up, with the requisite number of saucer-eyed boys in the
immedia.te neighborhood of the opera,tions.

J·ust how large

or small it we..s it would be difficult now to say, for
time oft,,n enlarges things,

Anyway, it had some guy

ropes and a centri:,.l pole and some smaller poles; it was a
bona fide tent,
From the hills and ve..lleys around F'ideli ty came
all sorts of folks to se,c, the marvels to be ex.hi bi ted,

There

were thi.ngs that impr ossed us so deeply that probably fifty
people could describe them yet with greater skill than I can,
There was a cinnamon ·bear that could dance, and there was a
brown bear that could climb trees, with a rope rc;.round his neck
to keep hirn from straying away for good.

My heart demoed and

skipped when the tight-rope walker did his act, rather
clumsily; it seems that some of the neighbors were supposed
to hold some guy ropes to keep his rope tight and relaxed in
open-mouthed wonder when he danced jigs on the rope,

As

I recall it nowJ hi.s langua.ge was neither chaste nor mild
when tbis happened,
But the best things went on inside the tent,

Two

clowns, dressed in bright-flowered Turkish trousers or something like that, said and did cute things until all of us

2

roared with laughter and slapped each other on the back.
The ms,rvel of e,11 came when the ventriloquist came out with
his dummy, or "little man," and gave us a ts,ste of' an age-old
form of entertainmrmt.
Charley HcC&,rtby.

The dummy was as smc1,rt-alec as

For weeks after thefhow we laughed at

his sts,le jokes and near-improper sayings.

We tried by every

known method to develop a voice to suit a dummy, but I f'ear
our efforts were pretty poor,

Then a juggler did his

stunts: knife-swallowing, tossing objects, throwing knives,
a.nd keeping several balls in the air at once.

There may have

been some other things, but they have disappeared under the
dust of forty years.
Nothing, probably, is more distinctively folk
than this tent show.

Everything ttmt we saw harlrn back

to remote times, some of them a,mong the earliest a.ges of'
civilized man,

The ancient Homans had their ma,rionettes

and their trained animals,

1'he jokesters whom vie saw

were the lineal descendants of ancient and mediaeval entertainers
by the doz:ens,

If the,t same little show in the old field

could have been whisked away to the time to Sha~espeare,
the great poet himself could have enjoyed and recognized
every feature of it,

Chaucer must have known dozens of

such troupes in his capacity or internal-revenue collector,::>,..tAo/
b,-«vtll<Ar,
A While we were a, far piece from c~vilization,
triere came to
us in this ornery-looking wagon a slice of the whole world,

Shi verees e.nd Sr.:,renades
Che,rivari is the way to spell it, but we did not
call it that,

This strange French word of uncertain origin

was known as a shiveree, a function that was a legitimate and
expected part of every wedding of e.ny pretension,

Just how

of when it started I have not been able to learn; even the
Rornans had just such a ca_peri.ne as a procession to es.cert
home the newly-wedded pai.r.
In these more decorous days there may be some of
you who do not know the rules governing such a merry-ma.king;
al.low me again, in the ca,)acity of old-timer, to instruct you,
If' the man who has just married is a hale-fellow-well-met,
by all means he should be given

this rowdy serenade.

Get

all the boys and men of the corruuuni ty together with guns,
tin pans, handbells, and anything else tlmt will make
a noise like e. visit by fiends and goblins,

Creep stealthily

to tlle house where tGe newlyweds a.re staying e. nd begin
your noise by fi.ri.ng off all the artillery you have, crashing
pans and ringing bells as e.n after-effort,

Repeat until

you are ti.red or until youi: ammunition is exhausted,

By

all rneans invite the bridegroorn out; if he fc1,il.s to come,
go in after him,

A snarp-edged rail is the official

instrument of torture,

Pla.ce him on this a,nd jog him up

and down until you feel that he has been properly inducted
into the dignified group of married a.nd respectable citizens,
If the

1;eople

at the house are not too 'terrified at the

noise, you might expect a. handout in the shape of some
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cake and pickle or other delicacy,

If all of you escape

unhurt, laugh at your tricks until the next time; if you
eet shot, try to think that you were wounded in service to
society,
The serenade was and is a more genteel thing,
though it has been known to get rowdy,

Husicians, s,rmed

this time with fiddles, banjos, guitars, French harps, et
cetera, steal upon the home which they delight to h~nor.
They sing and ple,y all sorts of airs, ranging from the
tearful ballad to the church hymns,

It is a hard-hearted

family that does not feel tbe compliment of such attention
and reward the musicians witb food and drink,

Some

neighborhoods have kept up this old form of music until
our own times, going from house tofihouse at; Christmas or otner
times, bringing good cheer,

Even as late as fifteen years

ago the serenade broke out Rgain in my own town, groups of
colored boys making a large circuit of the town in an evening,
sure of R warrn wil.lcome wherever they went,
Like so many folk things, this cuGtom, whetner
calm or rowdy, dates back into the misty past,

CiJris trne,s

,11aits in the old countries still perform as a regular part
of the holiday season,

Some of the groups even give brief

ple,ys as r, ps.rt of their journeys of good cheer.

In just

such celebrations as these we find ourselves next-door
neighbors to remote ancestors, who carried on a tradition
that had come to them out of a still more distant past.

William T:i;,;imbletoe
Who was Willinm 'rrimbletoe'I

I have never found

any learned references to him, as well known as he was to us
children of other generations.

Like Jack Horner and Old

Mother Hubbard and Tom the Piper's Son, he Ecpparently lived
his life and departed, leaving no heirs aJ'ld no biographers.
WA knew him around the fire in winter evenings,

when we played games.

He gave his name to a counting-out

Each child participating laid down on a, chair or

game.

some one's knee a dirty finger.

The one who was It touched

e, finger vlith each word as he repeated this ri.grQarole:
"William T:i,:imbletoe, he's a gooc\ fisherman:
Catches hens, puts them in p8ns.
Some lay eggs, some none.
Wire, briar, lin1ber, lock;
Three geese in a flock;

One flew east, one flew west,
One flew over the cuok-oo's nest.
Clock fell down,
Mouse run round.

o,

U,

'r,

spells out and gone,

You old dirty dishrag, YOU!"
'Pho grubby finger touched on YOU--thero v111,re lots of ways to
run your words together to 1nake them come out on the right
cllild--belone;ed to the one who must go across the room
and turn his back to the others.
After tlrn otre rs h1,.d named themselves and the
OUT child names of birds, one of the children asked,
"Which had you rather come bome on, a bluebird or a redbird
(or any other two).

'l'he child guwssed.

If hfuessed

11
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his own ne,me, he wa,s told to "come home on your tiptoes.

11

If he guessed another, that one had to go and bring him
hmme.

Then the leader asked,

"Vfhato/a. ~ got there?"

The answer was invaria,bly, "A bag of nits,"

"Shake him till

'rhen followed a violent shaking, for the one

he spits,"

being brought home liked to prolong his agony to show how
brave he was.

A fair-sized fight often resulted, or a change

to another game.

But nice little boys and girls soon

ended the first chupter of the game so that the exciting
thing could be done over i.nde/.filtlitely,
Foolish?

Yes, as most things are in print.

But to play it or even to remember it takes one back to
a childhood that had to devise games and stunts and sLories
to while away the long winter eveaings.

Books were

scarce; games, except checkers and dominoes, were almost
all of the traditional kind; there were no picture shows
or radios,

People knew how to invent or to pass on

forms of entertainment that seem pretty dull today but were
the means of making life endurable,
Dear old William Trimbletoe, whoever he was!
He ought to have a rnemorinl of some sort, a memorial to
childhood and its games and plays,

l"ictures in the Home
However inexpensive the pictures in the old-

often reprints of some of the best in existence,

The

one great place for a picture was in the center of a fire
screen, a device to cover the fireplc,ce during the summer,
A frame we,s made large enough to enclose the llirepla,ce
and the space between it and the r,iantel.
was tacked canvas or unbleached domestic,

Over this frame
Wall paper,

when it ·was obtainable, was pasted over this canvas, with
a picture from a newspaper or magazine in the center,

'rhe

picture I have most often seen was Rosa Bonheur' s "Horse ]'air,
ree,lly

R

good picture,

Sometimes the whole scree- was

covered with ~ictures, in black and white or in colors,
I wish some one, sensing the value of such things, had
photogre,phed representative fire screens when they were in

.

0G.0h"\-•Jh.s

full sw1.ng; such ~..,..j. would today have a ve,lue in any
study of folk industries,
Pictures on the walls were of three Jinds: prints
like those on tne fire screen, photogruphs, and enlarged
pictures,

Just as Rosa Bonheur' s "Horse ]?air" was so often

found on screons, it was likewise often seen in a simple frame
on the wall.

A stag at bay, probably by Landseer, gnwed

many a home,

Some of these prints were obtainable at the

villHe;e store by paying seventy-five cents s,fter buying
so many do Lars' worth of merchandise,

Many of these pictures

hRd elabors,te fnqnes Rn<l were in their way works of art.
A few homes, Protestctnt or Ccitholic, had sacred pictures,
either in frames or pasted or pinned to the walls,

No

11
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home was too poor to have a picture, even if it were only
the cover of some farm magazine.

I have often wondered at

the quality of the pictures that were to be found in simple
horQes, pictures the.t often may have determined certain
trends in the liv0s of the boys andgirls,
In the front room there were photogravhs in
frames,

sometimes several on the walls at one time.

The

frames that I like best have overlapping corners and are
about an inch wide,

Some of them are rustic in appearance.

l!'ull-length or half-length pi.ctures of members of the family
were the ones usually found in these little frames.
A whole book could be written about enlarged
pictures,

They are the portraits of

afford oil portraits.

#ff

homes that cannot

Practically every community has

had one or more visits from solicitors for pictures of this
sort.

A tintype or later picture, no matter what the size,
ov1 ,_

is converted into a large ]ilii.~, with an imposing frame.
Long-cieu,d ancestors, members of the family when they were
much younger, and sometimes a picture of some d,stinguished
friend or neighbor

are the ones found.

I always look on

the walihs when I enter a house, because I we.nt to see the
enlarted pictures,

An 0,ntique dealer of my town says that

he often has calls for ancestors; just any unidentifiable
portrait looks good to ancestor-hunters,

A portrait like

this, hung up in the front hall, strikes envy into the hearts
of others who can afford only genuine enlarged pictur0s,

,~~

//

"God Bless Our Home"
A

very old art again has supporters; the sa,mpler

is sought after by antique hunters, for its intrinsic
beauty and for its insight into other times and customs,
Many of us grew up in neighborhoods where samplers were a
matter of

common occurrence, so cornmon that nobody
]ii[any girls and women made

commented on any except new ones.
samplers as

,1

matter of course, just as they pieced quilts

and did hem-stitching.
"God Bless Our Home" was t h e ~ legend most
often found on samplers,

Sometimes that was all; sometimes

a, pretty fair outline of the house itself was made as a, part
of the samp1er,

Other appropriate mottoes were known, and

vines 13,nd flowers found their way into the bright-colored
silk thread used for the sewing of samplers.
Other samplers were made by girls but not framed,
A very old-fashioned one included some figures of people,
some flowers, some :fancy letters, as well as

R

motto,

Closely related to the Bhmlller vrns the motto
printed in large, bright
the house.

l<➔ tters

and h(;,nging in any room of

These mottoes usue,lly came fron tlie Bible

and were reassuring or admonishing in tonei
"Jenus ls the Hea.d of ~rhis HoufH~e

11

11

ffod Is Love,''

"Vlhatsoeve:r

ri,

Man 8owoth,

That Shall He Aleo Reap.''
Mottoea had a much greater appeal to our ancestors
thi-m they have now.

\, ;\I\....

The pillow shams bore the time-honoree]

cou])letf, one I\ on each sha,m:
"I slept and dreamt that Life was Beauty."
''I woke and found that Life is Duty.''

2

Tidies, or antimacass11.rs,

1,/46./i~

had their

mottoes, too, like the one I mentioned in this colurnn,with
its appropriate German verse,

Mottoes graced one's

school boh:ks, sometimes, as when the teacher wrote the pupil's
na.me and then added a motto.
Copybooks could hardly have existed without
their mottoes,

After one had practiced writing individual

lette.rfnd could ana.lyze them to the teacher's sa.tisfaction,
whole sentences were given to be copied:

111 1

wil1 try• has

done wonders,'' "If at first you don't succeed, try, try again,''
"A wise son mRketh e, glc1,d fnther,

11

"The wnges of sin is death.

we liked the mottoes best that used the most difficult letters,
so we could show the teacher how well we could write,

I

do not remember just now whether tlle morc,.l precepts did any
immediate good.
Mottoes also appeared oftener in talk, though
they are common enough nov1.

Hardly anything could be men-

tioned without its suggesting a pat quotation, brief and
pointed,
source

w-

.e..,-'<-

Benjamin F'ranklin, the Bible, and any other
drawn upon for these illustrative sayings,

As with so manjl things, this love for mottoes and
maxims allied our generation with ages long past,
books were common in the Middle Ages and la.tor,

Quotation
Man.v of

them were used as textbooks, to illustrate grrnnmar and rhetoric,
Our grs,mmRrs of a bB.lf century ago were almost al\"l'aj,l:s
full of reputa'lllllie quotations, designed f'or parsine; or
dia.graming, but probably put in with the hope, too, that they
woulri inspire us to better deeds.

Who knows but they did

have an influence, whetn.er the~peared in samplers, or
mottoes, or copy-book materiv,l, or sentences for grammars?

11
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Home-made Brooms
It is so easy to buy brooms, today trw,t few of my
acquaintances know the art of making them at home.

I must

confess that my trE1,ining in household a.rte did not include
broom-making, but I have loo~ed in on the art as practiced
by others,

Just as I me.rvel at basketry, so I marvel at

the skillful art of making brooms.
For raking yards in the fall or spring a fair
broom can be made from huckleberry bushes,

'rhey gro,v

tough and have hosts of short, crooked limbs, me.king
a pretty fair rD.ke or broom naturally,

By tying a

bunch of these together, you can have a broom that will
prevent your using a more expensive one,
Broom corn does not seem a farm necessity now.
Once every farm had its patch, planted at some distance from
the sorghum, with which it

v1

ou ld mix and produce a sort of

oane that is unfit for use as brooms or for stock food,
The long heads have a tendency to bend into queer shapes
after the seeds get ripe; hence it is wise to bend the
stalks down e.t a certain st&,e;e of their growth,

'11he stravi,is

thus grow straight, and, I am told, the lasting quali.ty of
the head is increased by this partial separation from the
stalk:.

The hes.els are cut a.t the right time, which I must

con)!:ess I have fore;otten, though I mdsed the cane sever&,l
years,

The seeds are removed by holding a flat stick

on the bead and dntwine; the stre.w between J.t and s. bo&,rd,
Then the heads are dried until they become light; they
are then ready for broom-making,

'
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Broom-makers of the ordinary type nmde round
brooms, arranging the heads around a stick and wrapping them
properly w:l th s, ldnd of wire ma.de especially for this purpose,
Then the body of the hlfoom was sewect(vith some bright-colored
carpet warp,

This broom, though not very arti.stic, would

last a long time e.nd vms usually strong and stub-by,
More artistic broom-makers could create a flat
broom almost exactly like the ones we could buy at the 1:,eneral
store,

These artists were very rare, however,

in our part

of the world.
Brooms were and are useful inventions,

When

a new household was being started, or when the meinbers of the
church gave a donation party, a broom was sure to be a
present from some well-wisher,
I

I find in my old diary that

contributed a broom to the M&thodist preacher when I attended

the one dona.tion party of my life,
Tbe broom became and remains tlle symbol of
good housekeeping.

"A new bro om swee11s clean.

11

Not to

know how to sweep ,iroperly hew branded many a girl who
would. otherwise have been e, model wife.

N0 man wllorn I he,ve

ever known is handy with the :blfoom, except i.n sweeDing up
trash that if: big enough to stumble over.

Older v•,ri ters

called worna,n the user of the distaff, Hn earlier form of tbe
spindle; in our tirnss it would be more appropriate to call
one's l'lotber's Biele of tbe house the }2rOQ!ll "f!,ide,

The Cr,t-hole
The N-overnber, 1938, is sue of Tllli NA1'IONAL GlWGRAI'HIC
J![AGAZINrn had e, riioture of e, cat c'('O.,Wl.ing tbrougf cat-hole,
a very elo,borate one, with a s'h'(n..11 door that could be pushed·

That picture has convinced me

u, as the cat crawlecJ in,

that I will no longer be called untruthful if I chronicle
Several times I have mentioned

this passing institution.

the cat-hole publicly, only to be met with a blank state,
a stare of incredulity,

"Now it can be told,

11

Not every bouse had a door with a cat-bole,
but they were fairly common a balf century ago.

Such

a trusted household pet as the cat was worthy of a. door to
enter when it pleased,

The typical cat-hole was in the

door to the kitchen, merely a sma.11 square piece cut out of
the door at one corner.

It was so much a matter of course

that it crea.ted no comment on the pdt of visitors,
All sorts of jokes are told about oa.t-holes.
One of the most time-honored is that some fellow cut a big
one for the big cat and

R

smaller one for the kittens,

The one I like best goes to this effect: a visitor inn
rn.ountain cabin remarked on the fe.ct that there were several
holes, when one would have accommodated all of the numerous
cats in ttle household.
of the cats replied,

The owner of the shack and the roaster

"Thcct' s true, strnnger, but when I

say •scat,' I mean 'Scat,'''
Vfhen screens came in, a. third of a century or more
a.go, the ca;l;hole was stopped up.

Some cats that I knew

were equa,l to this emergency and learned to push the screen
door open and enter like the lords of the universe that
they seem to imagine themselves to be.

//
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While I am speaking about oats, there are some more
things I would like to record about them,

Your oat,

especially if you are im old-timer, was almost hum,m; it wa,s
human i.n every way except speech,

Other cats might have

caught birds or ohiolrnns, but not yours.

Probably it once

forgot that it was yours and acted its nature; you gave it
a good scolding or switched its legs a few times, and the
wild tiger in it was subdued.
It is queer that such a gentle animal as a oat,
when it is yours, become a much-feared and ferocious
beast when it is some/one else's,

I have seen the most

CB,lm people become li ternlly scared to death at tame
,'"\

cats that were probably as much s__,cared as they,

Meeting

a cat on the highvmy a,t night fri.ghtens many people, lc1,rgely
because of the bright eyes in tpe glare of the car lights,
When there is s, death in some homes, great
care is taken to keep cats away, for they are said to es,t
dead human bodies,

Likewise cnts are thought to suck the

breath of sleeping infants,

Just whenj! and vrhere such

things have happened is not clear, but hundreds of people
keep the superstition alive, though innocent old Tabby
may not have done one such deed in e, century.
Many e, pet i.s less kno,n{now than formerly, but
the cat, long a household pet, seems to be holding its own
and to be increas:Lng in res",ec te,bili ty,

HS

of Persian e,nd Maltese onts would indicate,

the prevalence
And the

e,ristocratic cat in the picture I ha,ve mentioned allies
himself with the traditions of the past by crawling through
a cat-hole, even though it is much more aristocratic the,n the
sque,re hole in e, cabin door,

Buttons

\A."'" t.-

l<rom my earliest childhood 1 had a liking for butt~ns,
'\

In the old-fashioned homes all buttons were saved and kept
Consequently, there were many kinds to be

in a liox.
found,

some o:f them going back to what seemed remote times,

As a little child I, as so rnany others of my tirne, liked to
strine; buttons, enjoying the various shapes and forms,

1'here

were broacl white buttons that children wore on their waists,
or "bodies," wben they were small,

Tbere were all sorts of

pearl buttons and some sbiny ones tbat were called "rice
buttons,"

'J'iny buttons from babi.es' gani1ents were often

i.n the box,

llti~n

by the lar1ier, ooarser ones.

were metal buttons, from men's garments, some of them h,.re;e
and impressive ones frorn. overcocets.

\.,hen not stringing

them, we would sort them out by kinds, enjoying their
infinite V8,riety.

rnvery button had its own story, as related

by I~ 0 ther, just as every piece in the putch-v1ork quilt
had some connection with dresses or bodies, or shirts, or
other gnrments tlrn,t her hands had Fl1l,t1e.

Over and over we

would ask the history of queer buttons, not tl1at we had forgotten, but just to hee,r again how such strfa.nge tl1ings came
to be.

Dolls of the long ago, ke1°t by girl.s who had ~

lost their youth before our time, wore clothes helcl together
by odd buttons, sorne of them wholly unlike anytlling else
we had ever seen and known.
Bilittons had other uses besides their service in
holding clothes together, as fascinceting as that was.
played games wi tI1 them.

We

In "Button, Button, Who's Got the

Button?" we passed some of the spare time that now se0ms to

//
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have .been f,o plenti1ul then but never a.fterwards,

Ciieckers

were always buttons, white against copper-colored,
often concluded that oefiarticular kind

W8.S

hoodooed, si.nce

either white or brass brought defeat,

We played other

ga,mes on the clrnckerboard, especially swa,p-out, in which
the winner is the one who gets his men all jumped first,
In checkers I was po:or enough; in swap-out I was always
defeated, for I bated to see my men jumped, even though that
was a part of the game,
Buttons had and have several substitutes.

A

nail is the best, especially on a pair of cottonnade pants
or overalls,
well,

A stiok whittled properly will do about as

Theoretically these are used until the button

is replEwed by another one; that they sometimes la,sted a
long t:i.me is the memory of some of my e;eneration,
On a door or g~te we had another kind of button,
one whittled out of wood and nailed on,
real bits of wood-carving,

Some of these are

A button made of black walnut

or wild cherry and used until human hands have polished it
often becomes one of the most beautiful kinds of handwork,
Stable doors bad their buttons, but artistry was not tbe
thing here but strength against the horse or mule inside,
\Then these buttons came off because of the :pressure inside
the stalls, they made excellent things to step on with a bare
foot, as I learned to my own sorrow,
1" T om shinv
rice buttons to the coarse chunks of
a

wood nailed on stci.ble cloor frames i.s a lone; way, but
reNiniscent moods can take some of us fart,·,er afi.eld
th,rn that,

House- cl ec1n.i ng
Once each ye,u the average husb,wd decides thi,t
he has sufficient grounds for a divorce; it is the occasion
of the annual spring house-oleaning,

There are nwny other

clE,ys when nobody knows where some things are, but o.t this

And yet, in spite of the

season everything is lost,

discomfort of the seB.son, 1 think l prefer the modern type
of house-cleaning to the one I knew as a boy.
There were so rnany things to do in hourrn-cleening_
that 1 may not remember ,i.11 of them.

All the furniture had

to be thken out into the :rurd, dusted, revHrnished, and
treated to prevent bedbugs,

Corrosive sublinw.te was the

drug usecl i.n my neie;hborhood for this last-named v10rl,,
We took

i,,

turkey or chicken feather,

soti.ked i.t in the

medicine, and ran it around in the joints of the beds.

It

is vl.le-amelling stuff and apparently does its work well,
I

still feel bad when I think how much beautiful wood was

painted or varnished over,

i"1any of the choicest antiques

'
of our tines have been di.soovered by removing
many l,:;,ye~s
of vr;.rnish a.n<J. pE,.int.
'fhe CHrpets formed a unit of the work of cleaning
honse ..

Trrn old one had to be taken up1 and the straw Emel d Ii.st

removed from beneGth it,

1

rhc::1.t 1Na. s ho.rd, 0.irty work, for

the tacks that we ntiiled tne carpet down with were difficult
to remove; finger nEi.l.ls and tempers were much worse off after
this process was finished,

~

1

hen we bad to scr11b the floor

and leave it for a while to dry,

We put i ~ h straw down
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for the new ccupet, le.id the frcsh-smellinc; car;.,et cl.own on
i.t, ,md then, by vi.ol,ding B.11 known lwrn of physics,
lifted it and ourselves and tacked it cl.own/ securely.
At first there was spring in the cE1.rpet, until the strw11 got
fle.ttened out,

]lust was stnuigely absent, too, until i.t

c;ot soaked into the rags and warp of the carpet,

J1be fresh

1

smell of colored cvrpet warp made the house seem new for
days

I;

Paint v.nd whi tew,>.sh lw.d their part in tlie housecleaning,

JGvery few sea.sons the hasehoards ~1.nd winclow and

door frames hHd to be repci.inted.
sic;htly after the

The hearth, 4ull and 11n-

long winter, bed to be painted with

Veneti,rn red, whatever ttiat iB,

The fire screen, hidden

awqy in the attic cluri.ng the winter,

WD.S

brought out and

given a new coat of wall paper and so11e fresh p:ict,,res,
Wall pa.per its elf vms not so very c0Frn10n :i;n rny part of the
world,
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most of the houses were coiled rather the,n ,c>lastered.

Some houses had paper, though, and had to be restored at
ra.re intervalr;.

In earlier times it was customary to white-

wash vihere we nov,.1 1Jaint o

That house-cleuninc; was no joke,
::-wi,,;t._ ..,Jcc~l,,,~"l'

even i.n coloniB.l ancl R 8 vo1utiom,ry times, il' shown inl\one of
,~ bC1ite v.a 6,
the essays of Hopkinson, vrho must have felt ru.ther keenly
the upset of tnis annual spring rite,
The feather duster, made of 1B.rc;e turKey feathers,
must he passing av-raye

In other times we used it to stir up

the dust that had settled on the furniture.
not known then,

Oiled rci.gs were

Some of the d•isters were quite fancy,

b·dng r:tade of pes.cock fe,-1.t ,,ers,
Any kind, however, could
mate dust fly, just the thing we are told now it should not
do,

,1

Hog-Ki 1 ling
As I begin this article, in November, it is
bog-killing weather,...brisk, cold air; clear tikies; promise
of severEJ.l days of the same sort of temperature,

However,

it is not late enough in the season to kill more than one
small hoes to furnish fresh rnea t for the family.

I must

admit thB.t I do not lmow how rQuch the science and Rrt of
hog-kiLling has cl1,wgecl since my last contact with :tt,

I

do lrnovr that some neighborhoods have a central slaughtering
place, but I would guess th&t the standardized festival
of my childhood is much tr1e same,
Sleeping was hardly necessary the night before this
great annual event,

V{e had spent the day before in rrw.king

prepar,tions: cutting sticks, putting up a scRff'old, sharpening
the knives, placing a barrel for scalding, getting the big
kettles ready, a.nd building the heap of wood that ;(qt#,t w2"s to
form the fire, with several old bits of scrap iron on it,

We

got up, like the women in l'roverbs, while it was yet dark, 8.nd
started our fire,

Soon after a.n early brec1.kfast the ncoighbors

witli wlrnm vrn were swa;;pine; work c,,.me to help, often bri.ngi.ng
their v1ives or da.ughters with therQ,

~uite early in the morning,

as soon a.s we telt the water was hot enough and the irons
hotter still, the sh,.ugbter begt,.n,

Killing the hogs and

stickin~:-· them v11ere arts thr:i.t e,rer,r fa.r1-)1 boy and rnnn kne-w.

The sun would be still far toward the east when the scalding

'Je poured some of the hot water into the BCB.lding
bttrrel £1,nd then threw in some of the r:::u.,::-er-heated irons,

a, grea.t spluttering and popping.

scald hogs properly.

Ccl,using

It takes great skill to

'J.'he skillful scalder, who is o.lways

represented in each neighborhood, tests the effectiveness
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of the water, a. common wa.y being to try the tail first;
if the hair slips off well, then the hog is well scalded.
I recall how we sometimes made e poor scald and had to cut

the heir off porti.ons of the hogs rather tlw.n pull it/ out.
T'eople always apologized for meat thB.t had hnirs that had been
cut.

Bnraping the scalded hog left a black deposit on our

hands that only time would remove; soap, even home-made
lye soap, was powerless with this bla.ckness.
We hung the scraped hogs on our scaffold and proceeded
Then the bodies hung and chilled through and

to eut them.

through while we stopped for dinner.
cutting-up process.

Aft ,,r dinner come the

The whole hog soon was divided into

lard, sausage meat, spare ribs, backbones, heads, hams,
shoulders, and middlings.

I have seen grea;t artistry clli;spla.yed

in cuttine up the meat, artistry that vw,B
one realized that it was attistry.

FJO

common thet no

The small boys could be

useful by storing the joints e.way until the salting down
would take ple.ce, in the smokehouse after supper.

'Che

afternoon and much of the night, with often adjourned sesr,ions
the next de.y, were 13:pent in erinding ,musage and rendering
la. rd.

'J'he neighbors usually departed after the rneat was

cut up, ti1.king, as a rnntter of course, some bnckborrns,
ribs, livers, and hearts for their own use,
And on into the night turned the sausage grinder,
a viciouB machine that contained fearful knives 1.md a heavy
metal core,

The modern food choppers had. not then arrived,

Rendering le.rd required the patience of ,fob or any other
famous character; it was a fearful thing to burn the
supply of lD.rd.

Sausage was sacked and later smoked in

the smokehouse,
Later still the joints that had been salted
avrn.y were taken out and hung UlJ to be cu reel.
Now isn't
all of this a fascinating Brt, one so co~~on th8t WA almost

Getting Vour Money's Worth--I
Though I know that circuses are still in existence,
I rev,lize that they cire rapidly pa,ssi.ng away.

l'robably in

a few more seasons they will be as unusual as side saddles
or riding skirts.

The general plan of a circ ,;s haB changed

little within the memory of ma.n; that is one rea,con why
we alwayB know what to expect,

J<l[ay I take you to the county

seat a third of a century ago and let you look in on~
circus, the only full-sized one I ever attended?
For weeks the barns and some of the stores had been
plastered with lurid show bills, representing animals that
Noah probably left out of his collection; certainly they
We children who planned lo o,:rf,,,.,_J,__
were not to be found in Barnu,n's,
--14 <., C., ~ yC, IA',
~ brsge;ed with out shame of our being able to go; the
other boys and girls changed the subject.

Sec111,rely hidden

in our pocketbooks were tne necessary half dollars and dimes
for the circus, the side shows, ancl the pink lemonade and
souvenirs,
Barnum.
e,

Some of the older

people had seen the great

'!'his show still bore his nnme, i.n part, at lea.st,

gooct drawing cs,rd for the younger generation.
Long before the sun was up, almost a8 if it were

io

be

B.

hog-killing, v,e were eat 1';J..i,Tch.tkfE,Bt, D,lmo st afraid

the events wo11ld be over before we got there.

We bolted

our breakfasts, hi tchAd Old Nae; to the farni. ly buggy, 1,.nd were
off ~ on our a,dventure.
out, lone;er th,m usual.

'l'he eleven miles seemed Btretched
The old nag could not go much faster

than a. vmlk, bectwse the road was rough and tbe hills were steep,
Impatiently we spent neu.rly thn1e hour,; on the way, e.rriv:Lng
e.t nine o'clock, according to the entry in my dia.ry that night.
The cir.cus was unloading then, with the usual fringe of smnll
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boys almost in the way.

'Ve stood a.round and wa,tched the

mira'llle perforrmed, the erecti.ne; of the large tent,

The

only disill\i.siom~ent resulted from tbe ls.ngua,ge the bosses
used in directing tbv1 work.

Naturally we supposed that

tba whole e;roup were in the show business wholly for the fun
of i.t a;:::nd could hardly understanct why any one should use harsh,
A few

offensive words to such happy white and colored men,
of the larger animals: five camels, one zebra, a.ml four

elephRnts 1were staked out in the olct field where the tent Wcl.s
to be put up, just be_vond the hurry and bUl,l,tle of the work,
'l'hese queer animals were eati.ne; their hay philosophically
ancl probo.bly ,;1ondering sleepily v1he.t the excitement WEW about,
But let my old boyish di.ary tell some things,
"At about 11:00 A. 1[. came the street p1c1.rade, which vias long

and SJ)ectaculare"

(You seo, I had profited by reading the

garish advertisements in the county paper and also on the
barns.)

"Shortly Rfter noon I went into the Rnirnal tent

and into o. side show, • • , Among the thi.ngs I su.w in this
side show I believe the negro minstrels were best,

'
was a sword-swallow~ng
tbat was excellent,

1'he re

./\monr; other

things were, tattooed man, a Gypsy fortune teller, srnJke chB.rmer, 'l'urki.sh cla.nci.ng girls, 1,.rn1 several more,"

(The plain

truth is thnt I got ashamed at this juncture in recording the
c1ay and did not tell hov1 risque some of the jokes were and
so
even more {>;(_ the dun a ing; to have oonfessed, even to the d i.E: ry,
that there was a serpent in tbis paradise would have been to
doubt whother it was quite the proper thing for a youngster
to enter,)

'l'houc;h the 1'urkisb dancing g,.rls e,nd tbe negro
mi.nstrels were dismissed wi.th

8.

few lines, I felt Bafe in

recording the various animals, as if I were taking the census.
BAsides the zebra, tbe camels, Hnd the elephant staked out
in the bYoomsli,_dge field, there were the following: three
llamas, two wild boars, two nylghaus(I had a hard time with
that word),

0.

dog-fnced babboon, a gnu, about a dozen monkeys,

a, bla.ck bock, two fallo,•1 cJ.eer, five or more kangaroo(npparently
some were hiding out), eight or ten lions, four leopards,
a Bengal tiger, a panther, a hippopo,amus(''the largest in
ca.ptivity"), e.nd two antelopes,

For a boy who had been used

only to the few domestic animals of the farm 0.nd who had never
been twenty mil.es fro1'1 hor:ie, that was a view of anir1JB,t.ed
nature, I can tell you.

Yle stood in silence before the

cEJ,C8S 1J,nd st.o.red at the huge mouth of the

hippopotamus,

the human-like antics of the monkeys, EJ.nd the queer babies of
the ka.ne;aroo s.
When eyes could stttre no lone;er, we went i.nto the
bi.e; tent.

'rhere we suw so r,mny thi.ngs that my d inry bre,,.ks

down into short, quick sentences, as if I were panting for

breath as I wrote:

''There were trG.ined dogs Galore.

llany

agile and beautiful horses performed in the two rings.
neveral troupes of acrobats perf'ormec1 on the stae;e, while
there were a good many trapeze performers.

There was some

excellent horse racine; aro11nd through tho middle of the tent.,
someti.mes drivine e1ght at

fJ,

timeo

bi.eye.le racing on the platform.

• v 1J1here wns some excellent

Dome twenty cl.owns tnalle

smi.les ibcrease in the vast audience of seemiggly 4000.''
And there my d],ary storrped, apparently because I

bad run out of breath and out of adjectives as well, not to
mention ''theres,''

1 failed to say whe,t the clowns did, but

I still reme11iber that one hnd a trained pig and that another
one, ctrer:;sed as o, worr1Bn~ walked nlone; as the crov,d wu.s a,ssem-

bling and ca,ught hold of the ax·ms of men who were decorously
escorting their wives into the tent,
Sixty cents

All too soon the show was over,

bacl been transferred fro", my 1,ockets into the coffers of the

circus, besides some ten other cents that I spent up town on
pi.nl< leMorna,d e.

The final act, to advertise the following

IJerforma,nee, was r,, monkey fire company, which cl.ashed in with

a great ringing of bells and put out a fire thB.t was consuming a pasteboard house,
•

'l'hough this extra attraction was

ff

'only a dime, ten cents, I felt that I had been extravagant
enough,

Besides, the eleven long miles were beekoning, Et_nc\ a

heavy cloud wns rising in the west.
After we had driven about half the distance home,
"it seemed thu.t the wind,,ws of the henvens were opened from
the amount of ra,in that fell

11
111

(I hs,d been to :sunday i3chool

nnd knew my Blhle 9 even for a di a.ry entry e)

S"vernl
f'ip1es
r,,,
~

along the wo:y horrie I was eSnJ,icl th£i,t this electrical display
0-

wa,s ~di.vine warning to us for lw.ving been so frivolous
go to

t:i,

could

110

circus

.

e

&.B

Vfuen the lights in the windows of home

seen, the sheepish feeling vEmished, never to reRppear
11

And tb(~YJ to bed,

11

8,S

Pepys v,ou ld say, to dream ,;1,bou±:

the rare anfinusual things we 1'1c-1.d seena

Ancl for t1a,ys we

repeated the stale jokes and tried some of the acrobats'
tricks111

to

We had been to a circus, and all of life and

experience could not take away the memory of it!

Some lnsti tut ions r_ehat lt{ay Not JJass

So many institutions have passed within the memori
of the present generation that one finds himself wondering
whether there mB.y be so111e that will not follow the others into
the Limbo of Forgotten Tt\i.ngs,

I am not enough of a prophet

to say just whieh clothes, or customs, or words, even, may
outlast our time; it is never safe to be sure about these
things,

Though there are words in our ds,ily speech tbat were

already ancient a thousand years ago, some of the words
that were qqually e;ood then have been dead and forgotten,
except by linguists, for more them half that time,

But

surely there are institutions that are innate, that ''neither
tiMe, nor re.in, nor the north w}nd,nor the innumerable series
of years" m,,n wholly destroy, with prover apologies to Horace's
famous ode,
One of these institutions is boyhood,
circumstances may and will clw,ne;e, of course,

The outward
Many boys of

my acquaintance do not know about bodies and hickory shirts
and cottonnade and jeans; none of them know the agonies of
wearing horue-knit yarn socks and the equal agonies of ''pulling
off barefooted" the next spring e.fter the feet have become
tender in these same yarn stockings,

But, rather oddly,

I can see little difference between boys like mine and boys
that I once knew,

Fear of the dark, whistling to keep up

one's courage, loud talk to hide one's e;enuine cowardice,
unthougb tec1 e,nd unple.nned cruelty to ea.ch other, neglect of
bands and face and ears--tbese are just as real in the
twentieth century as in the first, and they will probably be
equally true in tl1e ninety-firtt,

And I hope they will be,

2

for I would hate to see the race deteriorate,
Eating is another institution that is hardly likely
to pass a,wo,y, let us hope,
is still

H

Ji'ancy foods allure us, but there

love in all th~jfounger and more uncivilized

memhers of our race for green apples and sweet things and
eating between meals,

You can dress up a chicken, let us :my,

until it is aesthetic as a dish; but basically it is no
better for the digestion than one cooked in the most primitive
wayo

Canned goods s,re handy and now indi.spenss.ble, hut

raw foods and plenty of them nre still good for our primitive
digestive tract,

It is possible that concentrated foods

may increase in number, but something will have to be done
with our digestive system before we can live on such things
except in emergencies.
l"ersonal ly I do not fear that the borne will cease
to be

HS

in institution.

I hc1,vy ec1.d too many things E,.long

the vwy to believe trw.t any arnount of Y!E,.tionalizi. ng CD.n or will
ever destroy the home,

All sorts of fads and even dangerous

tyrannical acts of dictators have threatened the home, but
newer and saner generations that succeed such outbursts return
to the sanctity and beauty of home life,

Ir,cid enta.lly,

I hope that ,Tohn Jlei.r1ey e.nd other faddists in educati.on will
go down in defeat; I have lived long enough to be quite sure
that their fsds 'Hill cool off wonderfully after the f8,ddists
who introduced ti1em are deod,

Vfhen the child becomes the

heD,cl of the household, when the ho))Je itself is a e:reat
concentration carnp where the children are fed rations like
pri.ze show animals, when the hum,.n heert no longer cteBires
a shrine, "be it ever so humble, " that i. t cnn call its own- but why irnae;ine the impossible?

Co:cn--1
T\enjc1,min Ji'r[rnklin bj_ ttcrly opposed lrn.ving the Oa[llc
as our nation's emblmrt; he se,.id tlrn.t tbe turkey v1as a much
more suitable bird, something dir;tinctive in the new world,
N1,1rnerous humorists h,we rQade fun of thi. s f311ggesti.on aml lw.ve
even attempted to show how tho turkey would look on our national

sta.tionery or on our coins,

Long association of the turkey

with ,:.bundant feats in tl-Je fall, especially at '.l.'hn.nlrne;ivinc;,
11robably has robbed it of a clignity that it might very well

hnveo

But another diBtinctive American ·:;,roduct lms nll tl-ie

dignity o,nd beauty of the objects acl.opted s.s emblorns of
other countr:los,

cLB

impressive as Fq1. tld.Dtle or rorje or

flour-rlc-lis or lotus.

J refer,

of co11rse, to our maize or

corn ..
Corn is bei.sically associa.ted with the very :1lain
rieople that we c1?,ll the :folk.

It was introduced to the whites

by the folk, the so-called saveEes of Junerica, who yet, i.n

spite of thoir s2-vc1gcry l"w.d tu.med the turkey and the 1larrw.
and had domesticated tobacco, beans, corn, white and sweet
potatoes, anrl some two dozen other food plants.

Tbe variouL1

tribeB had their logerids as to the orig·i.n of this valuri.ble

gr,d.n, the most be1.tutiful

0118

bd.ng the elaborate ntory

amone; the Chippevw.s trwt Longfellow h,rn retold i.n Hiawaj;hn.
All tra,ceB of the ir.sr1@d.ict<: wi1d l)lo,nt tho,t was the anc0Btor

of corn had beon lost before the discovAry of America,
the nes.rerot liY.i.ng reh1.tive, is n,.the:r far rmDovect :from corn
afi

VIP.

knov, it, ex.ce1:it when there is a tbroYt-bD. cJ::, Ei.nd EJ, small

ear form::; in t}1e tasBel,,

Whole books could be written ubout the importance
of corn in the early settling of America.

}3ecaurrn it can

be so easily raised and will grow with lees refined cultivation
than wlrnat or ry'ii,efor barley, it lent itself to use by the
roving frontiersmen, v1ho girdled a few trees, 1)1,rnted the
corn, and rc1,ised fine ears nrr1ong stum}.)s and deiu1 snae;s.,

Corn is good for man and beast and is so widely distributed
tlw.t almost the whole Americcn contim,nt, except in the
far north
act1wl trppics and tbe 1,/jltf -F8-(siQ!;!, iE its home,
Besic1eB,
it is, unlike other grains, good in every stage,

ears, a name that is now usually a 1~isnomer, furnish food
that is ixs.lr.ti,ble 8nd die;estible in the very heart of the
summer season,
and hominy.
m2.y not be

Dried corn furnishes meal and stock food
ropcorn is e highly specialized form that

m#, ltfrJ-savine;

in rrinn~r instc:1,nces, but it

has brought more the.n :its shc:,.re of' lr\liJ,,·,inesr; into the lives
of. J)C011}e ttlat -v,ould l1a.ve otl·1ervd.se hB.ve been ra.ther drB,b
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Every process of raising corn nna prepa.ring it for
food has cteveloped many customs that are picturesque and
sr10.ci_ of the folk.

The earliest ~nerican settlers, who

lived along the coast, ler-uned from the ;tndians to plnnt
a dead fish in each hill of corn to ins11re quick and strong
\/hether plm1ting corn i.n checks or hills rurn
continued becamrn of t110.t or to faci li tu.te plowing both wnyG
I wil 1 leave to fD.rm rna.go.2:ines or Dcholci,rs,

~!.1he most

prJ.r,1i ti.ve motives of Central e.ncl South Amerirm, I rei,d, still

plant their corn in hills, often loosening the dirt only
nt those places, with crude grubbing hoes or crowbars,

CornJ-11
•
Some of the traditions itssociated with corn are

passing awu.y, especially in those areti.r3 where corn is grown
on a largo scale and cultivated by elehorate machinery,
Husking bees of the old sort ere passe, but I rejoice to
read every fall that a corn-husking contest is held here and
there, even with a national championshil) s,s an inducement,
The old husking bee was a social event, bringing together
the neighbors, young anct old, and spiced with cider and
love-making,

In spite of the scarcity of husking bees in

our time, every one still knows the reward of linding a red
88,I' 111

Schoolcraft, in his books on Indian life, found

this custom traditionnl nmong tbe Indii:ms in all parts of tbe
country,
Home-m8de hominy is, lilrn tbe old grnyf. mare, hardly
what it used to be,

It is so much ee.sier to buy hominy in

cnns that few people take tb,1 trouble to make it,

It is also

true that the old asij-hopper hns fallen down.
hominy may cor'le to be unknown, the maldng of it one of the
numerous lost arts.

Last spring I stopped at the home of

a friend of mino v~o still keeps a contact with the past.

He

took me out into his back ynrd and sbowed me a small asbhopper thnt he h[l,d rncede especieJ.ly to secure lye for hominy.
I regretted that I could not st£•.Y with bi.m lone; enough to see
the grains so,iked in the '>4fp{j{-,{if lye and then boi.J.ed for bours
to perform the magic by which bard e;rains of corn become
fluffy, snow-white hominy.

The old. wi-:tter mill h:3,s about disappenred, too; so

that going to mill is a lost joy to boys and men in many
11arts of th.e country,

In the mount,1.in count.ies there rerna,in

a few of these e,ncient mills, picturesque enough to be enshri.ned
Every time I travel into the mountains, I

in great art,

see some man or boy going to mill with a turn of corn laid
e,cross a horse,land forthwith I become j,alous of him for
I

being able to function in such s, quaint and ancient custom.

Several yenra ago I ran into a small water mill in Mississippi
that hs,d preBerved the very flu,vor of the ancient times.

I

have since learned that this sr,w,ll mill, turned by tbe vmter
that fell only four of' five feet over a crude dmn, had been
"doing business ,it the sa,me old st,rn.d," out in e,n almost
unbroken pine forest, for nearly a hundred years,

Ju st a

small shed over the mill proper, a lever to lift the water
gate, the minimum of r~achinery, but it was the essence of the
old water mill of song and story.
Since more than half of our population now live in
towns anct cities,

a,

ls,rge portion of Americans 1nay grow up

without knowing the distinctions between plain corn hoecake
and egg bread, between muffins and pe,n bread.

It fls doubtful

whether a large number will ever know the flv,vor of potlicker
ancl hoecnl,e, served together.
quality of being excellent food,

Corn meal has the str8,ngo
whetber it is cooked in

the mo st 1jrimi ti ve way, vii th only we,ter s,nd salt added,
or i.n the most home-economics-approved way.
Corn, how poetic i.s i.ti, every phase, from the
planting in the spring to the barvest in the fall, from the
juicy roasting ears to the eornbread or hominy!

Stone Bruises
Has the human race grown tou[;her, or have more of
our generation put on shoes?

Somettling ig wrong, for I

never hear now of stone bruises, fearful things that all
boys and some girls of another time expected to have as
a, matter of course,

My father was fond of telling how some

older ms.n who had moved to the county seat once remarked that
no boy was worth killing if he had bever had a stone bruise,
One of the man's own sons heard the remar 1, and went out
Rt ohce c1,nd sts.mped on the sidewa.lk until he a,pparently
was worth much, to judge by the size and ache of thA brui,se,
Frankly, I do not know what a stone bruise is, but I knov1 it
can cause lots of trouble, even t>10ugh it may be the badee of
a regular fellow,
Sorn.e years a,go doctors told us nJ.so thB.t toe

itch i~ athlete's foot,

Back in the nineties no one ever

heard of such a thing; toe itch was just toe itch, a disease
that Hny person who went barefooted(B.nd v1ho didn't?) could
expect to have,

Now all sorts of disinfectants and other

things are used to stop the dread athlr"te's foot; then all

'
that was necessary was to tie a yarn str•ne
v.round the toe
affected, with a bit of fried-1wat grease added for good
measure.,

l!'laming ulvertisements tell us all Borts of tlline;s
to do for itching or offensive feet,

\Ihci,t we used to do

is stLl.l a e;ood remedy: we soalfed our feet in borax water,
the very tl'nne; that doctors advise us to do today.

An ignorHnt

cobbler once told me a valuable secrnt: he Sfl.id that the
psrspiration of tl1e feet ret1,cts on the shoo leather to form

2

ah acid that hurts tlie skin; borax neutralizes this acid.
How simplll, but how few people can rea,son it out so well!
.,_ • .,..i

Anotl1er 8,ilment that I re,rely hear/. of/\is the
Again this may be due to the

stumping off of toenails.

preva,lence of f,hoes, 'but it may imply also a gree,ter care
on the 1iart of children the,n we once knevr.
alwe.ys noiting
with pride to something.
.,, ""

"

People are

Every genuine boy

pointed with pride to the dirty re,g that wra1~ed up
from which u nLail had been stumped.

e,

toe

It is ame,zing how easy

it is to catch a toenail under something and rip it off.
The pain is severe, but ordinary boys can stand it and have
sorcie enee;ry left to bo,ast e.bout how li. ttle i:t hurt.

.i'iy

most vivic1 experience wi tb toenails car,1.e v,1l1en we ·were plo,ying

Hide and Seek onee at a neighbor's.

In order to reach

"hoVie," we had to run arounct(a large house or through the
passage, or "dog trot,

11

I chose the latter wo,y c•.ml :failecl

to pie!< up my feet 1:iroperly.

That toe still looks

sonewhat li.ke the f'ine;ers of peoi:,le who fed the old-fashioned
sausage mill not wisely hut too well,

Nails are still mashed, esvecially since we have
so nlC'.ln:f ki.nd s of n1a.c1jinP-ry.

lleari.ng

SONG

grown

rn1-J,n

E11t there is snnll fun in

telling how he got his finger caught

in a m.!!-chine at the Bhop; men ought to know better,

TioGides,

it is a little too late for the10 to l,i,ve a 1·;hole li:feti.me

A

pride in th•J cuts and bruises t1:1ey have recmiYed i;.nd

borne nobly,

Confederate l!eunions
Wi thi.n the .last fev1 yeE,.rs there has practioc11ly
pasrrnd in Kentucky and farther south one cf the most
picturesque of a11 institutions, the gathering of the .last
remnants of the Southern armies for tl1eir annua1 reunion,
When I was a boy, it seemed tha..t the old soldiers were about
as cor1rnon as V/orl<l War veterans e.re now; they were so cornroon

tlmt one re,rely thought about a, time when they would not be,
But their reunion alvmys created a stir, whether it was only
a local a.ffnir or a reunion of the whole South in some

lE,rge city,

Frorri
m,y carlienjt boyhood there were neetings
,,.

in our county,

Since I had a b'g voice and no fear, 1

oftAn hac1 to say

8,

I

piece for the old boys,

In that way

came to look forward to the annut1l event, for it gave rne

a chance to shinee
It was hard for us children to believe that any of
those who got back alive wore plain privE>,tes,

:3o much honor

was attached to one's being a ca1Jtain or a lieutenant tbat
the title was tro.nsfer:ced to privates, just as in our time

all. preachers and most coJ.leee ~rofessors, whatever their
education, are called ''Doctor,''
actttally u lieuten~nt.

One of our neighbors was

Long ,,fter the war, when he

entered politics, he was at once a captain,

It was a

di.sappoint1Qent to rne when I discovered tbe,t the 1£,tter ti.tle
was given locally b11t not by the

c. s.

A.

Onii- the grec,,t clay in question Urn old clolciliers
e,sserriblecl in the:i.r fre,ye(l old uniforms,
them.
~}tripesa
Uf3

if they Bti.1 l ov1ned

The Stars and BarB flew in t,hP, ploce of the Stars P.nd

Some long-winded s1)eaker, rc:1,rely a soldier, raoved

to tears b,v his account of the heroism of the rnen who

2,

came back ancl of the :,till gJ:'etJ,ter heroism of thorw who died,
One almost ree;rctted tl'iat hiri fnther or hir; umile e;ot back,

for that argued a species of cowardice, which no reul
Confedernte ever t•,dmi.tted having,

At the (conclusion of the

speech the old fellows, with quavering voices, gave the fwnous
"Rebel Yell,

In spite of their advanced ages, the yell

11

really had an effect on us all.
We would ,:,ro bably not lm ve
unconscious
been surprisedl\or have seen the/\hur,1or in the fiery speech

J

made soPiewhere in the Uouth in which the orator said that at
Judgment Day the Co!'lfederates would rise i'irst, give the Hebel

Yell, und take possession of ~aradise9
A morbid curiesity seized all of us when we had a
chance to talk to the ones who suffered wounds,

]'or the

twentieth time vie asked ,just how the wound came to be,
I

how long the sufferer was unconscious, how long it(took him
to get back on the firing line again.
On reunion days we
men with
looked ~-round gt thel\missing v,rms and eyes and legs with a
queer sort of pride that seem.s to be a. pRrt of everybody,
never thinking, it eeems, how guilty hurBnity as a whole was
and is for these same wo1mdf;,
The people on the side lines got their share of the
d1;ty,

Some of the old fellows got be1,,,stly drunk and acted

as if the war could be fought all over again at the drop of
a hat.

More often the mere visitors, younger men, did the

homo~ of getting drunk 2,ncl CLJ,using tronble,

T\efreshment

stnnds dicl. a big business, ice cream and soda pop being the
things most boue;ht,
Rut this rather picturesq11e gathering has gone or
is so nearly gone that it has f'ew other chapters~
Brave or
cowardly, the old soldier has become a past institution,
'lfe who had relatives in the number suffered po,ngs when trie
tBinning 1in8 met last without our uncl8B or grandfathers.
Sic transit gl:ib!!Jia fill,l[l,di,

I?ideli ty ·v,as so fD,r o,wv;y :fron1 other centers of

po1mlation that it had to provide its own entertainment,
except, of course, for the rare circuses or tent shows that
came along, there or to the county seat.

I'arent-teacherB'

associations V1ere not in existence then, but what was a
good deal like one grew up :in our little co@nuni ty.

Some

of the active younger people, including the local teacher,
organized a literary society, which met around from house to
house each week.

We really ha.d some J)rograms, too,

vms more trmn an aver3,ge amount of talent in that neighbornood,
and the society used it,

Ye,us af'terwards I can truthfully

say that I have never attended any cornrnuni ty meeting that
has been conducted any 111ore smoothly and effectively.

'l'he

leaders of this society are scattered now or dead, but I
think thn.t the neighborhood, now blessed with a good hi.gh
scbool, ougllt to pay some kind of tribute to them, however

I will assume that responsibility,

late,

rh:i.s society was for the drn,b i:1finter months, when

1

r:whool

Wf'l,S

out 8nd wllen social life, aster ChrifJtma.s, was
\o.l

likely to be at al-\ ebb • .:'even the Sunday School was frozen

"

out, and thA circuit ridArs came only on pretty llundays.
In order to rAa.cb all parts of tlie community, we met o,t

different house eacb time.

Chairs we:re in d enw,nd.,

made benches by laying planks from

chi:dr

fl.

We

to chnir or from

stovewood block to sto\lewood block, folding a quilt 1J,nd

\\'

.,Jlacing "over the bench to make a cornfortnble seat.

A b:lg

fire was built in the living rooM fireplnce and anotller in the
front room, with subsidiary fires in tlle kitchen or dining
roomo

Most of the time all of them were needed, at least

on om, side, tbe one v.vwy froM the fire,

.I-

2

The program started with quotations, every one
giving on" on an assigned sub,jcct.

Some of the best maxims

of the whole world were given, alonr; wl.th queer ones and
On the night when "Music" was

some intended to be comic,

the subject of the quotatiorrn and the proe;ra,m, one comic
fellow, tlJe neighborhood mimic, gave thnt old clnssic:
"J~usic hD,th churms to soothe a suva,ge,
Soften a roclc, 8,nd split a cs,bbage,"
N,,,turally, the quotations from the Bible were the ones most

commonly hen:rdo
Then followed speeches, debntes, pantomimes,
bre,,kdovms, r;ongs, dialogues.,.,.everything t11at you could
think of,
11

It was for such an occasion that l learned to say

1 Stole Them Breeches,'' a pie«e that records how a colored

brother felt shabby in his old rnggecl pnnts and stole a better
pi-1.ir to be

bt➔,ptised

Little Lamb,

11

ino

Li ttlo fellovw e;ave "Hary Hw1 a

:rv,inkle, 1.r-•. vink1e, Litt le Gta,r,

111

11

11

T:t'Y, T:ry

Again," and ull the other favorites from the schoolroom,
Fo child who cou \d talk ·~ms too smeJ.l to po.rticirmte,
remeP1her having hec:.rd ci, little -

give a speech, as we called it,

boy in

I
1:1.

dress

Already his voice had

renchocl auctioneer pro11ortionr;, 11rolrn.bly bigger th,,n i.t is
now!>

Sometimes tt1e progrp,,rn ended vrith lie;ht refreshments,

cake and pickle or popcorn,

•r~us did t11e neighborhood

take care of itself, even though the big world knew and cared
nothing about it,

I cannot help regretting that Fidelities

of our time too often depend on some outside attraction
for enterte,inment, with out developing their own tP.lents,

Singing Hound the OrgRn
Not every home could. afford an on,nn in the oltl
days~

~jur~t

t:L8

not eve:ey borne haB a piD.no

or

1"'B,clio no 1.v, but

every ol'.'ggn wa,., a community inntrument, nny,vay, e,nd could. be
uged. whenever it

VJ&G

Sundc:i.,y t:1.fternoori 'liva,s the

eo desired,

official time to gather at some pl.ace where there wae an organ
and sing until it was time to go home to feed the stock.
It was not nececsary to be n real P1no:Le:Lt~ri to
play the accorrpnni.ment to the r;ongs we sang.

Some good

chords would do, if one did rot know how to read the

could do pretty ~ell for their training.

Some ott1er person

did the leF.ding, inorit of the _people, r%1.le or female,
the air.

s:i.nting

Of cour:.rn, there was t11e nei.ghborhood alto,

r;uch

altos as are rarely fo11nd now, but they were rare.
Host homes would not tolerate G.nyt·hine lmt

sacred songs on Sundayo

Tha.t MO&nt tbDt we muAt resist

the temptation to sine; "Aae;e;ie,"

11

Dttr<Li.ne;,

I Am G'j".ov1ine; Old,

11

and dozens ef otlrnr r~ore worldly tbtngs that could b8 rrnne:
on an,~, other da.y, wi tb or with out tho accom.pF,n:lr10nt of the
orgo,n, thfJ fiddle, o:r e,r1y con.bination of P1us·icul j_nstrumontf.:i11

~ilrlly, for the heads of the house had to confess to a jay
in hegrine; us,

of

11R

in 8J)i tA of the hL:r.m <ionn on Snndc);y.

knew thj.s fi.nd acterl accordinflYo
There is something very appeE~ling to

seeine peovJ.e eitther arot~nd the orran to sing,
fa

1ne

YE)t in
Thero ia

neir,hborli.ness i.n it al.l, v1hich s,,,th Yc1.:rlcer, in hiD :r·r,clio

2

progrEJMf\, bGS perpAtUi\tea in OllT Aophisticated time.

Old

people, with broken voices, often joined in with us, moved
by the spell of other times and places.
A word shotlld be snic3 f'or tbe organ, for most org&ns

were worthy of notice, both for what the.;r ooulcl and for whet
they could not do.

Geldom did a~ organ keep its true tone

for rno:r.e thun a few yenl'f:ii,

If there were mechanics who 0011ld

help them, I never ~et any s11ch.

Sornetini.es a ltl~Y would get

stuck 1:1,nd ca:rry its tone r1ght through the wllole p.i.ece.
Still mo:re often the octave stop would get out of order,
so tl11°,,t

fl

not0 mie;ht be a miJ.o too high.

Rt1t people ~round

rx1y much c,,ttention to such ninor things as v, notets being
ohst:r(;perous

~

Ve:ry rc1,rely vie 011Aned. tt1e front roorn on other dvys

me.lodtesa

G~lect corrtpFtny soP1.etirnes ce.,me on off dv.ys Lnd

could plby the oreB.n in any way they chose.

Gornie sone:s

thus sometimes got to us, songs thst ~o clung to ever after-

occasions r:-;p_.ng th8 sonB h:Lrrnelf, 0.oing whnt we all adrn.ired
as sorn.etrling sktl11'Dl, both :ple,ying nncl e.ingine;.

Tho radio brings ue great things, things I enjoy
an mu ch as n,ny one,

I

~J-trl

suro .-

But sometimes I long for a

full-voiced group 05w~ateurs a.round the organ or, now, thG

piano, a group that takes soriously the responsibility of

Hi.ght Hand, Left HE,rn)
So much iB being clone for Urn olcl and the
poor i-¥! oi.r ±iFie that one rrd.ght ,ni,y that social ,rncuri ty

is the biggest idea of our time,

Probably some of the hope-

lessness of the Rged and poor vJill cease to be, and life will
not he regarded aR a burden to be horne,

Whatever is done

by the stE;,tes aml. the nation in e;uarn.nteeine; an old-aee
security to everybody, it will sti 11 rernni.n a matter of
.loc,d. pride that we formerly provided fti.irly v,el.l for
the ,,ged and the 11oor of the olcl-fo.shionecl country neighborhood,
F1de.li.ty was and is very much like hundreds of other
out-of-the-1118,Y places;

I

,lPl

i.n r,1entionine; a noble deed todD.y,

1>Jerely chronicling wh,c,t rnrnt lw.ve happened hundreds of
Somo of the host deeds I have ever heard of died

tiP1es.

without being trumpeted Dbroa.d.

It is 1,robab.ly doubtful

propriety to save from oblivion, even for today,

the story

I nm to tell you,
OJ.cl 1Wan George 'f/ataon d1ed
8.Dil.

s0rr1.e

f1~fty yec;;.rs e{~~o

left a very srne,,11 farm, v, smnll house, and two old mules

as his legRoy to hie throe ole1-maid daughters,
years the old ladies lived on their farm and were able to

make o, mene;er li vine;

I)

The mules were amone; the oldest

I ever know of, for one of them lived to be thirty~six.
their younger de.ye thoy ha,d dr,w:m a prnirie schooner,

wagon t

II

In

"covered

all the way to tbe ro.nhn,nd le of Texas e.nd back, v1hen

Old Men George got a fit of roving fever.

'J.'he old lei.dies

plowed 8fter a fashion and raieed enough to feed themselves
and their stock.

rrhnre came

e,

But etge attacked mules and old ladies alike.

tirt1e, some five yec-.rn eSter Old Han George died,

v1hen it seemed tbat tbe poorhouse, called for euphemism's s1<,ke
tbe "county :farm," would be thej l,e;Et hor~e of the old maids.
And then something happened worthy of telling.
The neighbors would not heer to Bending the old

of the neighborhood.
The wornen/\took charge of' providing

la,d.ies to the poorhouse,

for their needs; the E1en s,greed to furnish wood and othe1·
J~very year tl1ere ·vvould be

ltttle farm,

a

fl.

e;a.thering a.t the simple

domttion party on a la,re;e scale,

The women

m•.l i

brought canned fr11it, dried fruit,Af'lour, meal, and clothing;
the l'len chopped wood and made rej_)airs ,:,n the little house.
Vci,rious neighbors from tir~e to time took turns about in seeing
that everytr1ing was ,lll right with the throe old "girls," as
they were called locally,

J~ven in the v1orut weather people

called by to see the old ladles and to keep them cheered up.
This went on for years and years,

Ry and by one of the g±±ls

died, but the other two were supported in their sirnple
life.

When the second one died, i.t was necessary to

break up housekeeping, for the one remaining was too old and
feeble to live alone,

She vvas taken in by a relative D,nd

lived only a few yeH.rse

If you were to go into that neighborhood today and
say how much you feel that this ie true charity and true
neighborliness, you uiight be met vlith "' Thl,rnk stare, for the
Fidelity people are fond of following the Bible injunction
of not letting one hand know what the other one has done.
-tl, <,. WIt seemed so nat11ral to ~ to treat their
T

aged and dependent people like this that you would hurt
their feelings by pfaisir1g them for such a deed,

But I

felt that I our,ht to chronicle tllis, j1rnt to :,ho'!/ how people
could B,nd did take care of their prohlems before tlJe days
of state and national social security,

A Village OrE,.cle
J~ver;y villci,gc hc1.s its wise mH.n or or<:1,cle; l 11 idelity

would not have been worthy of remembrance if it had not
qualified in this rw,rtioulnr,

Our wise man was a,n elderly

e;ontleman, Uncle John Hancock, who li1red to be ninety-three,
He was born before the whole western part of the state was
open for settlement, even before it had been boue;ht by the

-:flifr- Kentucky and Tennessee commi.ssioners, Isaac Shelby and
Andrew Jackson, from the Indians,

I heEcrcl him say tha,t he

hunted in the prairies there v1hile l.t was Bti.Jl IndiE<,n land,
But it

WRS

not fJ,e;e t1,J.one tl1a,t made hirn e.n oracle, hov1ev8r

much we children liked to heci.r bim tell of times so remote.
He wns a nitBtic

philosopher, f,s,r a,beEtd of bis age,

He he,d picked up a knov,ledee of law that made him resgectecl
by the licensed ls,wyers of the county seat.

He had served

numerous ttP1es as a squ.i.re or ·mo.gistr0,tE~ ri.nd was known ln

our community for his fairness in settling cases.

There

was nothing soft in the old 1nB.n, even when old i:i;ge began to
come on.

He kept his fine physique to the very end and

was E>able to V/8.lk some five or r;ix miles, from the home of one

of his children to that of cwother, only a few dayfJ before

his death,

I have eeen bim walking down the road with a step

as firm as tho.t of r1en young enough to be his r;rand-chi.ldren.
I walked witb him sometimes and kept a constant stream of
questions going, for he loved to talk and was in his way a
Bort of uuthority,
Jlesi.des 1,rn, he knew many other ttnnes.
cornmun.l ty he lost caste for

H

In our

while by voting wet vi'hen everybody

else of r1uch consequence voted dry,

He stoutly maintained

tbat regulated saloons were better than so-called prohibition.

2

From his long experience he argued that humanity was better
off when it regulated its own morals without depending on
You cHn :i.maf_;ine how bitterly mmny of

government to do this.

J,nt the worth

the people of the section opposed this idea,

of the old man brought h:i.m bnck into fnvor nfter the election,
especia..lly since the dry forces won by

R

huge rna,j or:i. ty.

Like Goldsmi. th' s scboolirw.ster in THJ,; J)J,;:,ii;HT'i;J) VILJ.AG:rn,
he v,as an adept a~guer,

'"

' ion, or what have you,
on politics, reli:

I cannot remember wbat particular fsitb he professed; it
rnD.tt,irs very li. ttle, anyway, for he could argue for o:r

against any position and do it so well thet the younger
generation were provoked: they could not afford to get
u.nsry with hirri, because he was Bucl'.1 a patrinrcb, ,~nd they
could not c1own him in a fair 11.rgument, tho onl." kind be
ever indulged in,

Since he was born in 1811, h8 was fifty years old
vrhen tbe Civil

began,

·,11w

The events of that time he

recalled as i.f they had hr, :'_penfld the duy bei'ore.

1'hough he

v_ra,r:i e.. Southerner in s~rr(lpathy, I never hen:rd hir'.l. so,y u, bitter
or prejudiced thing, v:rhici1 was more tl-wn rema:rknble in our

J.:i ttle v,orld,

Gt,ge experience lw.d tauf_;bt him that in every

war botb si.des have good nnd bad attitudes and tlrnt wD:r itself

it en unmixed wrong.
T1birty-fou:r, • J
(d.C

1

t\\s~
\.
. Tl t'·r1e

h onor

j'
o·.

ago, when he

,VGHI'S

'
wr1' ....t 1nr_:,

~ or

J

pHSSed

'c~1e
l
1 1,
· t t )_._e
l

(.'.V,/b.Y,

oou:n t

I

y pc.-i..per a

brief obitu11ry, wr1ich I tried to "T%,1<e less sti1'f th,m the oneE,
I 11sually wrote or :rend,

A whole generation lu.tor I am i:,;lar1

to arid these few words, since our villagB or~cle was so
typicrtl of the wiso men thllt, 8.lmost mir~culo11sly, appear in
cver~r time B,nrl. plo,ce, shov,ing thnt c;enius is not D. monopo.~y
of uny aee o:r race
9

It is a rnistt:1Ju~ to v,Bnume tbn,t educa,tion ia wholly

a matt.er of dee;rees and forrrw.l schooling, as v::d.1w.ble a.s these
are.

In other ti,nes, when the genen.,.l level of formal

educv.tion wo,B quite lovv, every cornMunity hv.d one or mo:re

men or women who represented a species of scholarship.
of these prided themselves on their skill in arithmetic and
were the oner, constantly consulted when some ba,ffling probl0m

J3ooks wer:e

arose, in the school books or in practical life.

used by these local scholars, but more often they relied on
certain tricks of the trade that they had learr,ed, in true
Jliblic:: . l fa1.shion,

"here

fl.

little, tr1ere a little.

11

-to

knevr llO'.'tt\.meaBure corn on the eur, 1,vit'h or witrlout tl10 shuck9

how to esti.mRte the num11er of boarrJ feet in a tree; how to
lay off foundations for houser,; how to cut rafters for bRrns
or houses.

Some of them could esr,ima.te the ,,,eight of

a.Btonishingly v,ell"

c1.

hog

So much did we respect them that we

seldom Ar,pee.led frorn the clec1si.on of thc chair,
Another kind of scholar kncw the tricks of the
language c1nd was the court of last resort when we got into
a dlbpute fl.bout

UBLtgnso

l fear that many of the decisions

v;ere rendered with out suffici.ent evi.denoe, but it is remci.rkablo
hovr often these gre,n11ru-1,ri9ns were abreast of the best scholarship
Ono r; :ch scholar

v/8.B

up the creek sor1e four miles and vrho
Rt ch11rch Rnd on election days.

1\i ll lJac1clox, v.iho lived
'1'8.S

seldom seen except

Bill looked the part that

he played in our little world: he wore a Van Dyke beard,
one of the :few men of tlw.t kind in a comrnuni ty where flowing
beards were the rule.

1 had not seen any Nev:, >:nglctnc1ers then,

2

but I know now that he looked 1.ike a professor of li tor2,ture
or :fine arts i.n

c➔,

Hew iGnc;lo.ncl exclus.ive ac1ccdemy or college,

rhe:re wo,s a certo,in aloof'nesa about( him that we cn,me to faSBo ...
\.
ciatA with scholarship, a.n aloofness that he was the last one

1

Away up tho creek he li.verl,

to mini.rrdzeo

in a fine old

r%UJ.-

si.on, one of the fevr in our n,eie;hborhooc1, but Bi.11 1 s mind
vias in contcict, though only throuch the v1elilll:ly newspapers
and the ,,,,,thodist church p<1,per, witb the whole outside worltl,
'l\1 ougb l

e;rew up in such crn environrn.ent, I

thought

that everythi.ne worth knowinc was to be found in books a
\~en I was eighteen years old, 1 applied for the Fidelity
ochool, as ·we said .i.n those ch1yB

o

neie;hborr,, had no fornml educuti.on v10rth rryentiontng; he
could road his Bible and could atne; all the 61d Southern
Bour;ht ·nim out and

Harmony tunes froir1 Memory,

\'/hen I

g.i.ve me an,'.' dire et o.nswer,

lrrnteatl, he &,:Jked me, as if

by o,ccident,

}10\'lf ri-1a,ny

bur:1he.ls of

st~~tj.nc the dir~ensions.

corn

he hD,d in hi~; crib,

Wnturv.11y I went .for this, for I

know ho,,, rr1c:1,ny cubic inc11e8 rnr,,~e v, buBhel"

shucks Rnd cobs into account,

thour;h,

D,S

I did not take
I rlctd pro:,c1,bly :never

thoucht of that beforfl; the hoolrn st,:Lr1 nothing r•.bout this,

1~, RnswAr wa,s rieht arid alno wron~; I d1a not get the school.
To thir; dEtY I do not know whether my fic;uring hc;;,d an~rthine;

to cto with his decision, but his pra.ctical cornnon s011se
cettainly E,truck v. bJ.ow at my wd,be:r coelcy book-learnin1~.
And thu,t wc1s V!herc tbc 2-verc1,ge ne ic;hborhood scholar bu,d the
inside tru_ck on

UB

book;t tre,ined young squirts.

/

of(, low,,rs c:_:;!J/~,,i/.

A

/31
1

I

live, the more J believe thot no
separated from the forces of civiliza-

r)lace is

tion tlw.t it/cannoj; and does not }Jroduce some soulr; thcr,t
/

l

c:l..

rise oJ,ovl the orctj,nary .levels,
I

Whetber i.t is A biologicnl

'

.\

or n.n i!j(erpositioi~ of J'ro,ric1ence
say;

s/,,111

# .I

/20

-/

will not pretend to

leaye {11at to wiser one/;than

Anywa~, therm blesqed. beings come

jo..c..

us,

I

ctm hope to be,

out of the trec. ,m:rcn

of rfcial br,.ckgrour/f1s or as sr,ec .&,l creations,

/

1

One such \\1e:rson who

of thous1wc1s of peor\le

.. errnecl my own life gnc1 the lives
lrnew VIHB

Aunt ],lorry tTmldox, the

\
mother of Bill Mac1c1o~, the l cal scholar and linguist,
\
\
o, young wor•nn she ht:1,d\ come

her husha.nd and her small

chi.1dren all
I

Purchase, to make her h-r. in the wilderness.
neigtiborhoocl of re.lated farn.1 ltes cunie in

t(1e

A wholo

sri.me rn.igratione

}lcfore Annt lfo.ry left her settled hop1e i.n the olcler state,
she dng np bulbs and roots of flowers and saved seeds from
tlJe JJ~i.c,.nts timt she had

loved t ,ere,

These trco.st1rAs she

stowed r1,vni,y in the furniture in the covered vtcte;on,,

When

the caravan reached Kentucky, she planted these seeds and
bulhs and roots in the ,rirgin soil and cultivated them
in loving remembrance of the home that she had left forever,
A11 of this took p18.ce a vibole generation before I was born,
a.s Aunt Hnry di.eel at

D.

very n.clvo.nccc1 ae:c on rny fourteenth

birthcle.y,
But l1ere is tl1e strange b&'!f..:c;sing that she unconsciously
conferred on her rclati,res and frtinds: the few flowers that

I 3I
she had brought with her became the anceBtors of flov,ers by
the thousands that graced the homos, big or little, in our
remote country nei,rt1'6orhood,
I

married and established

ci,

Whenever one of her children

nevi home, Aunt Hary' s flm-,er beds

gave their share of beauty to Btart off

a tb\~1iof1t in

the

The children expected this just as much as the

c le~:i.rlne::s.

boys expected a horse, "'"bridle, and "'
"saddle when they became
~ven after all the inroads on the flower beds, I

of age.

reNember how large a becl of diSf od i ls therG was in my boyhood,
all the thousands of bulbs reying out from the few that she
had planted in the wilderness long before the Civil War,
'l'be daffodils ttw,t I e;rew in my l"lo1ner gB,rden came from this
bed, gs did also nmny otl1er flowers: rosebushes,
ro s.e amnion

jl

japonicas,

forsythia(blooming'willow, we called it), gnd

numerous potted plc1nts,

Sometimes wlien I he1,r people tu.lk

about ancestry, I w(crulfl like to tn,aa

-l IX.,k ~

t"tl'l f,.lreefJ't,7y

ef thro

flowers of olrl ]'i.rlelity 1i,nd see bow mB,ny of them could.
trace their descent rigbt back through Aunt Mhry's flower
e:arden to l'lorth Ghrolinn and post~Hevolut1onn,ry days..

Guch

a study would be a contribution to our understanding of how
culture is transmitted through simple and humble me,1.ns, how
tangible and intungible things can sbow tbe value of our

heritaGe ..
Too niueb hQs been m2,de of BI)eetncular events in
history, events thnt der1ancled nnd received a11plause,
we nre as ·wise

fJ,S

1Ne often irr1n.ginn ourselves to be, v.re 1.vill

go back 2nd dig up some other aspects of our civilization
tl'1n.t sho\v

how

Yitb:'0'-A':l;e_,e

and hovr fnr we hD,ve cnrr1e frori1 savacery.

/
Ker1tc1cky v1<1.s onc8

rJ.,

greB.t luF1ber stote; v1anton

drH,truction of our forests hn.s about brought to an encl.
any likelihood of our seeing a return of earlier conditionp,
but

the preAervation of our ti.rnber in stfJ,te o.nd m,.tionnl

reserves and parks will insure to our descendants a supply
of timber that ,pill 1rn.rtic1.lly serve their needs,

~)ince

I lived in the ,Juckson :Purchase, the la.st West of Kentuciw,
I knew r>,s "· boy much of the tradition of lumbering a.ml its

allied industries,

Here s.nd there in tile state the SE>.r1e

condltions still exist in n, SNctll vray,..
ThA F.inv1mill literally cut ct sv1n,th Elcrosr:; our t:tmeo

In ulmost every community there formerly e:id 1,ted ono or rnore
mills, loonterl, usuallv, in the actual woods to be r11inod,
'l'o th0rr1 VT8X'e t:w,uled tl'H:! most D:romifling logs;

the~ others VJA:re

broue:ht togethor in hes,ylfs at 1.oe;-ro lJ.inf,'.E n,nd reclucrad to n nrrn s.
GoarBe,

:Youe;h .lurri~ber

-wc1.f1

E.JCiY.'ec1 out,

hot1ses Rnd hBrns and fences$

to be used in building

Yel1ovr po~)lo.r, our most

distinctive timber, suffared soonest, as lu,~ber of this type
V/8.S er;1.si l.y v1 orkcd. e.nd r0lc1.ti vely light

e

'Phe variou B oc?,ks

. sufferAd next, ,,,it\1 the nurnero1rn kincl,s tnd.ling,
we,s a grcwt renclez,vous for the neJ.e;hborhood,

the few mectumi.ce l things we knew,

'.l'he ni ll

o.s it vw.s one of

Great piles of S8~dust

8.nrl rotti.ng SCFintlings often were the only remnants left of
gie;nntic forests.
Cloirnly Rl1ied wi tb tho sawmill inrlustry wci,s that
of cross-tie rrw,king.

1'hi.s wnfl known as tie-hacking, and the

men who me,cte tne ties were called ,iiQ-hacks,

Usually the

tie-hfl.cks were a roving lot, who moved on e,s they demolished
the timber resources.

Me,ny of the',•se.wmill people li.lrnwise

2

followed the opening up of new fields,

Cross-ti.es were he~n,

r:, sk:t'.1:1 t"he,it soerne unbn1ievable0

often ':'Jith

so useful in builcli.ne; the housos uncl barn:3 before tlie r,mwmill
oa,r0.e, bec:;,rne the c:nnbQ)l of

B,

mox-e clerJtructive use of tj_mbGr.

Cross ties were hauled to the ~earest rn.ilroad or to the rivers,
v.ihere s:peciD,l bonts cDxn.e for them.
time whBn I FF! writi.ne; I

Within a few weeks of the

Do.w a tie r>oat goi.ne; up one of our

central Kentucky rivers for a oare;o of ties, in m1 area still

Rut E!Si.rle froJYt the wo.wtefulnesR of the mill tlrnrc
The very

were thinr;n tht1t t]_ll of t~s :rcrr1e1nher v1i th IJleasure.

ski 11 of tho men vrho lw,d hr,.uled hurrn loe;f; throupJ1 the rnudr1y

held

11p

one end of the loe;, was a. thing of note in any neie;h-

borhood,

Hore

8.,t tn,

ct i ve sti.11 wc1,s the ski 11 of the

rafteman, who bed piloted hiR colloction of valuablo logs
down sane t~e2.cherous creek or river in midwinter and had
1:L!il'cd throue;h it

,i:u., li.ttlo the

Y/Ol'BO

for

V/08.1",

·.ehen it

was treat sport to visit the mill rind soe ·the hu~e J.o~s dis-

FJfJV/P.d

V/OOc1

tll j.cknesg

Q

e

In f~ct. thP P12n wt10 cou1.r 1 do this work was

n.1nor:;t as rnucb eny:i.ed aB th(-'J ri1e.n YJ11o cut bu ·:cJ.les at the
0

v1heo

t - th:re shj. nc,
All the esrlier r1ills were run h~r water power

li nwJ.ly U, ere vrnuld he,

0

ct tl1c l'Clc'. lly er,tn.bl18hed r-1i 11s

~J.l]_ or 0VBn D cotto11 eino
t30 v.r·rien v,in Vie-ll,t v,.1Jtl:) e, lo?
wa~on, drawn hy oxen, to tt1e old mill, we were likely to
see most of thA machinery of r;, .r1l1ole rF;i.ebborl1ood,
1

tho title ir: the nv..rne of

E1.

,rory

<Jif:;tinttive rr1nseum in onA of the fiUbu:r.bB of f.:itoc1<bol1 11~--,,,,/,.,,

~1wedcn,

ct. :,11.J.SCtlrn

that ii3,t'trr1.cting internv.tionu.1 attentione

ThoJJgh i t is privr,,tely ovmcnl,

it h;;.s tlle full cooperr,.t.i.on

of the eoverMnent snd the snbolaro of the f~reat universiti.Ase
My p\l~posc in telling you n,hout it is to offnr

c:1,

ciuge:estion

to some onterpriainf person to do the swqe for our own

cot1ntry and its rich follclore.

ho11se stood elsewhere, for the aotuul ho11sAs, lj.k0 those ir1

or 11odr~rn inii tu,t ionB.

One houan c:1,nd :i.t~; irnrnedi.P.te

The c,ctuo,l

environs representf a typical fishing shack,

furnishinrs are there, and, on occasion, the acttlt~l fisher-

men Rnd their families oome down to the CBVital and put on
thei.r part of the show by acting j1rnt ELB they would twve D.t
horne,

Another honsfl IW.f3 been hrotJp;ht from the ltw,hering

c1llt11rnl 2reas; itnother from the mj_ning country.

ln the

surrJrqer t11ere are whole v1eeks y/hen it i::; :~Josoible to sP-e
.

'

all the p0ople in Urnir 'r10urrnFJ, c1oi.ng thcd.r rlil)stincti.ve

work:~

A nomi.nc;.l fee, qbout the r,qui.valont of tvienty sents

ln our noney, trJ cl1arc;nd for ent:CaV\CC to trle v,ho.le r:1aseurn.•

1:ll{P,

ho1•,li.nr:, orci,quot, and pool,

EvAr since one of
plri,c(~ and told me r-i,bout

j_ t,

rzy

former teachers visited tl1e

I hc:.ve v,v,nted to Eee sor0c

2

Kentnc~r tov•n or cit;' institute just such a :lE;.ce .

'::.'here

are so reny peo,ie ~ho travel around tnat an t..ttrcctive and
~orth- ~~ile show ~l~ce li~e this would bring good returns ,
,especiallJ if the o~ner ~ould t~ke p~ins to s~e that his
exhibit vmA both al)thentic &nd typicb-1.

I cannot thi~k of

e.l 1_ the things the-t would Make a "ltrnemn va l1n,hlc , but here

are some suggestions:

A

hotise frol'll the Mountoins , a typical

no 1 mtc-.in ct.bin , ··ith the cookinc vessels, the chairs tind other
furniture , ~nd with soMe people to do the handicrafts peculiar
to the mountains .

Another house could he broueht from onr

coal- mining regio~s , still cPother from the lumbering 8rebs ,
e.nd

so on .

As our o-[;riculture is VRried , several houses

froM as MEny different parts of the state would be necess&ry
ultiMately .

Unlike-~ • Ford's village , there would be no

e~fort to ge t histori~~l housPs ; hence the actual expense
would be rrnch less than he has

bC.l!-IA

~

(.\.+

to bring almost

E

ny of

hie nuMerous ho~ses to D9arborn .
Persons who wonld be planning a. sight- seeine;
journe~r over Kentucky could e;o to such "" )luce ar.cl look
over the types of hovs~s
know :'."I.ore ubout.

aml

industries he yrnuld want to

As time went on , such u collection would

hDve r1orP n1d more Museurri val 1e , ee::pecir;.lly eince tnere are
1

rapid chc1nges going on the t ·rill ultirw.tel? destroy the
distinctive architecture of vrrious parts of the state .
Th is may see a hare-brained scheme to so"'l.e , but I actually
hope to sea it r9alized sor1e day .

11

Consu1A Planco"

Horuce was not alone in Edmittine that he w~s
different "in the consul.ship of ~lancus" ;

nany e lesser mu.n

has boasted , rost fncto , of what a,,ga~l yol)ng cuss he 'i,as in
his dr..:,r , even though his li vinB contei:1:,oraries b:,r no means
corroborate his daring stories .

Just such a nun in my boyhood

was Ed Hudson , who h~lct the uni~portant role of tenant on a

creek- botton farn .
and

decidedly fat .

He

VJ as

short , slow- Motioned , dul1--~ t ted ,

It just suited his mRke - up to spend his

days hehind a slow ox- team plowing in a newground .

But when

~d joined the loafers at tne little general store in Fidelity,
he was a.

ciifferent nan in eirery vmy except his ou t ward ;; ppearance.

As hP v1hi ttled boxes to shavings , he reviewed his exploits
of lone Eigo .

He admitted that he had he:nmerl up a dozen

Vankees and captured them single- handed .

His

SWf:ly-

bo eked

old mRre , lie seid , hod o..itcistinced ever-:,, horse in the county.
For ~rears I lis"t.et..ed to Ed ' s y&rns and believed every one of
other
them, attributine the indifference ~lf. his ~listenere to sheer
envy .

And now he is dead and lies in the lidelity cemetery

in an lmmErked erave , thoueh he was deserving of a royal to111b ,
if even half of his stories h~d been true .
Ed's achievenents were of physical prowess ; your
reE:l hero is the toothless old gentleM.~n who confesses to
hav{t""'b'een
car1paign.

&

sheik ~ long about thP. time of the Tilden- Ra~res
He had his choice of the e;irls in his little

neighborhood .

Some whoM he refused to notice drowned theMselves

in the mill- pond .

And yet his ancient spouse looks rfther

commonplace , startlingly like a dozen otner old ladies that .
you know .

She often SDoils the old fellow's turnE by reminding

him of Jinny Bryant .

Che says that Jinny was courted ardently

2

\

by this same old fellow i,n the "courlpulship of Ha~•es , " but

Jinny had a mind of her ovn .
that is , a man from a neignboring town .

Strange i:t is to

,t'

hear ho':! the old l[ldy tc1.kes her husband down o. buttonhole or
two; but as for her , she used to be r'luch souc;ht after .
Many
yc,.rd
ho~ses were hitched to he~ father ' s front Afence .
She could
have had rian~• fellows better looking than JitnM~' , but she udMi ts
thrt he was considerably better looking then tnan now .
How dashing and daring all those old-timers; how
dull and uninterestine; tbeir descertdants !

RoJ11ance , so say

the oldsters , died about the ti ~1e when all the public lands
hart been given awf;..y .

Aeroplanes fly hourly over the great

plains , but they lack the glamor of the prairie schooner .
Great oce~n liners hurry across the ~tlantic in five or six
da:rs , but what are they, with all their bigness , to the
Jfr fflower?

11

'rhem was the days"for ram.a.nee; steam and gasoline

a:r.e all humbug .
Jt if'l astonishing ho·7 nearly true to soflle of the
talk I have heard these remarks are .

fuen we had our fling ,

we like to think , we lived at a tine Tihen personality and
indivicluc,1,l efforts Mattered ; no,,., it ie c..11 a I"JE.tter o.f pull
or a hopeless strurgle .

Probably this very attitude is

as tvpical of the folk as any other one I could nention.
One old mun during the ,orld Tar told me that Stonewall
J~ckson or Robert ~. Lee could hlve ended the ~~r in a few
wee1<s , and he was not just trying to be loyal to the faith
of his fet1er~; he honestly believed that a large portion
of the world cane to an ena on April~ , 1865 , when Lee surrendered
at . ppoMattox.

been like Poe 1 B flr:i1..·r(=:rs~-:nie:.cely c

1'101)1.eBu
'/!OJ'c1S

f;-)j·1f..

·1, ..

T1ut 1 feel tbn,t

nges ..

1e, no oftnn re:for:c0.cl to 1n f.i.cttot, in tneoe very
c"t1s.rc1,c ters

o

','/e C"i.rr:) nov 1 t,o

rJ,CCUfJto·;rtec.1.

v:i.e;orou.D eir1s t1"Jc-~.t it iD tL bit l'1r._rd to j_M,:.cirie

fi_

to

t:i.(1n

~

f:_

v.rf1en

1 1

1_ }1e rr-10BL :Cet,1.i. .n:i.i-1c on1;;r::;

rrithout l.1r:.v-inc hc;d

r:nr:ri,1.i..no

l.;;;.,rlJ.ns;

t"r.icir i:nn.i.nc;,,

it v"ol1lc1 ex:,;or:Jf.:i thei:r .li'"·1h2, ,,,_1J'1ir,b r-'.hould be

conceri."1.nc1_ ri<':0orous·~y by ;_, r:Lr-1:Ln:1:· f3t1.:i.rt,· of

fold,.

1rJE,ny

.,·;ven lc.-...c1ieEi 1 feet •,,re:cn nor1e too clr·ir;t~r

<.-·.

•

r,, vollis1i.1UouB

Huh.ject for

:'\. :f1:.,J·1.ouf3 cix-J.13 'Ji. scho()l :Ln tl·1e

If the

1v :r::.,elf tlluu
0

:LP')'

h1°;

could hnl:)
1to
.,

'.:'!hen ti1e .lt1_cJ.,r
,,
It
dc-HJOI'OUZ

\,;,c . ts

not

0

ti TC co:1 l(]

C(): \P,

flo.s.'Linr~ by ..

t1-1e f.:;:::1,' 7 ni.netien~ bend over suJJ'j_cientl~r to

:i.n tl:e f;_.1.s'c·1.Lon oJ

in t1nbe li e:ltahlc f::ceecl or1Q
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YARNS AT THE STORE
Fidelity was just like your little village in its perpetual assemblage of loafers, who chawed tobacco, whittled on goods
boxes, and told yarns.

Before the days of the telephone and when

the newspapers came only once or twice a week, this assemblage
was the news gatherer and news distributor for our neighborhood.
A typical preamble to many a bit of news or gossj;j) was, "I heard
Actual news, pertaining to politics or

at the store. 11

religion or matrimony or business, was told and retold until it
became legendary.

When late news got scarce, there was always

the Civil War to fall back on, for Fidelity did its share in
that mighty conflict, as several of our local heroes could testify.
But the cre:am of the talk, after all, wasj! the yarns that were
repeated to every newcomer and ever so often anyway, whether there
them
were new ears to hear # or not.
The crowd of loai'ers expected
this and gave the cue that started the lengohy yarns on their
usual course.

We,~ knew all of tne incidents so well that we

would halt the yarn-spinner often to remind him of something he
had lett' out or unintenoionally failed to color highly.

If I could

repeat all the yarns I neard tnere and tell them in the actual lirigo
used, with appropriate vocal e,ccompaniment, I would be made in a
literary vmy.

And there are endless Fidelities in America

where the same thing would be true.

All honor to the writers who

can get their stories published; by far the better portion of the
good storiee are still tradi tiona,l, waiting a master recorder or
a change in taste to make them sought after by the best magazines.
Some of the yarns were distinctly masculine and could not
be told here.

However, many of these forbidd.en stories were in

their way masterpieces of narration e,nd slipping up on the
unforeseen ending.

Wheneyer a tenderfoot, as he would have

been called out West, came into the village, we tried our best
yarns on him to see whether he would bite.

Sometimes he would,

and we laughed our horse le.ughs until he got red in the face,
Nearly always, though, he let us have our own laugh out and then
caught us with one equally clever.

Since he would not have

a big group to help him with his laugh, we would join in for
company, glad to get something new to pull on the boys and men
who were less fortunate and could not be at the store at that time.
Foil days afterwards we spres,d the new yarn until everybody had
heard it a dozen times and all the nice fellows had been made to
blush.
The best yarns concerned actual neighborhood. ht~ppenings
that had assumed traditional features,

There was the haunted

house, for instance, with its long story about the girl who
refused to marry the man who built the house for her, about her
unhappy marriage to another man and her early death, and
especially about the queer noises around the unfinished old mansion
for years after she had. passed away.

For nearly fifty years

the fihouse stood, a monument to faithfulness that made even the
hardest-hearted people of Fidelity marvel.

Endlessly was told

the story of the tragic seining in the Tennessee River that took
1-,,ito\
the lives of five of our neighbors.
After we" heard for the
fiftieth time this pathetic story, we felt more than ever the
slhmple pathos in the fenced-in graves of two of these victims in
our little graveyard.

These two men were mere share croppers,

newcomers to the neighborhood, and did not have a family lot in
the graveyard; the other tl!!hee were natives, two of them fathers of
falllilies, and buried with their relatives.

The one that raised

our he,ir most was the story of our sleep-walking woman who went to
the cemetery by night and caught a horse, which she rode in her
night clothes far away into the night.
Any one of these
yarns, properly told, would reincarnate the old village and its
inimitable yarn-spinners.

"PASS AROUND THE HAT 11

Of course all of the readers of this column have long
ago become accustomed to dainty baskets or collection plates
in your churches and may be somewhat skeptical of my saying that
in many a church a generation ago the collection was literally
taken by passing around the hat.

The men serving in the capacity

of collectors of the money looked just as dignified or pious as
their successors do today with their better equipment.

The

small change fell into the receptacles quite as readily, though
it did not often make so much noise as it does on a hard plate.
I have even seen dollar bills lying in hats, with a corner
sticking out at/ia rakish angle to invite other dollar bills
to follow suit.

When the hats were brought to the front to be

emptied, it was the uniform custom to shake them well and to
feel under the lining for stray coins.

Very honest and straight-

forward collectors actually turned the lining out, nearly always
finding some coins beneath and, of course, illustrating for the
onlookers(and, believe me, there were onlookers) the openness of
honesty.

What the preacher was saying while the money was

being poured out

does not matter; I do not believe I ever heard

a word he said.

Even in church the sight of so much potential

buying power stopped our ears.

Just how much candy or

licorice or wax could be bought with a typical country-church
offering!

It looked then,and still does, Just a bit too

much for one man, although he was the treasurer or something, to
pocket all of this hoard and look as important as only such a man
can look.
Church was not the only place where the hat was passed.
If it had been, we might have more reverence for the custom.

When a medicine show came along, with marvelous cures for everything
except laziness, the suave spell-binder collected his money for
the nos"trums in his hat, usually a "wild Western" one.

Sometimes

__

money was raised to purchase something for the church or thelschool
;,,.

or other civic enterprise; again the sacred hat made its rounds,
watched even more closely than at church.

I never heard of any

fun being poked at passing the hat; it was so sacred and permanent
an institution that it seemed a part of our very civilization.
Our colored friends went us one better on collections,
for they had a plate up in front of the altar where the money
was deposited by the brothers and sisters,

That gave the

contributors a chance to walk the full length of the church
to make their contribution and, quite incidentally, show off
the new dress or shoes.

One of the neg,oes who worked for us

was in a very irreligious mood one Monday morning because some of
the sisters the preceding day had made two trips to the
collection plate, depositing a nickel each time,

The new spring

clothes that they wore gave them a chance to be generous with their
money and be noticed at the same time.
All of this brings up an interesting question: .Just
how much public attention must be given to money as such,

There

is still a left-over feeling that paying for anything publicly
is a bit coarse or boorish,

"The Old Planters'", a story by

Thomas Nelson Page, records how hard it was for a Confederate
colonel, who after the war ran a hotel, to accept the money of
his guests,

I suppose that the old gentleman felt as sheepish as

country people used to feel when they charged the mere chance
wayfarer for his bed and board and hay and corn for his horse.

MADSTONES
We have become so accustomed to the Pasteur treatment
- __j

for hydrophobia that even the most ignorant are easily convinced
of its efficacy,

Two generations ago such was not the case,

as all of the middle-aged people oan recall.

When a person

was bitten by a mad dog, the case was hopeless and likely to be
horrible.

Not far from my home neighborhood just about the time

of my birth a young~ woman was bitten by a dog that she was petting.
Nothing was thought of the matter at the time; a few weeks later
she developed all of the symptoms of the hydrophebia and died
a few days later in the greatest agony,

This story spread every-

where in our section and gave all of us cold creeps, coupled with
a feeling of absolute helplessness.

I do not know whether any

one tried a mads tone on her or not, probably not, for
that the mere break in the skin had long ago healed,

l: recall
And that

reminds me of the uses of this mysterious stone that is likely to
be found in every-.- community,
In certain members of the cattle family there forms in
the digestive system an accretion somewhat resembruing stone,

Older

people who discovered these stones piously preserved them and
applied them to fresh snake or dog bites.

The theory was that

a madstone, particularly one obtained from the paunch of a deer,
would adhere to the wound and would draw out all of the poison,
<

To make the stone give up its potson, it was necessary to se~k it
in sweet milk, but I have forgotten how long this process had to
go on,

Old-timers used to tell me that the stone after clinging

for a while to the bitten place would turn green, showing that it
had drawn out the poison.

I do not remember whether any one of

my acquaintance had ever actually tested one of these miraculous

\
talismans, but the faith in them was so strong that a mere man
hardly dared lift up his voice against them.

I am sure that I

grew up to believe in them as implicitly as I believed in
calomel and quinine.
How this superstition grew up I cannot even guess.
Probably the very presence of a stone-like object in the
stomach of a cow or a deer made it appear something queer and
likely to be of magic use.

There might have been other uses

long ago, but this one great use was the only one left when I
could first remember.

\MOJeylA

One wonders whether some of the snake

"

fanatics may not have a stock of these magic stones to protect
themselves in case of actual

snake bite.

This custom of treating snake or dog bite again suggests
the tho~ght that many of us civilized i)nes would resort to a madstone if we were desperately bitten and could not get any immediate
or trained medical service.

The pr.;ychel:eg;<;

oi'?tm family of

such a victim would try anything, and why should they not?
When the psychology that we have built up from our long association
with science suddenly meets a new obstacle, almost any of us returns
momentarily or longer to the primitive days when we were distinctly of the folk.

Before you laugh too much at a madstone's

powers, imagine yourself in some such tragic predicament as
people of half a hundred years ago had to face, before Pasteur
and his treatment were ever heard of.

OIJ) WAGONS
Wherever we go, we see cemeteries of old and used cars.
Sometimes I wonder whether we may no get to the same pass that the
Chinese have reached with their cemeteries: we may have more space
in car cemeteries than in crops.

I do hope, though, that no

religious or other sentiments will prevent us from using the ground
where they have rotted away with age.
Now this is quite different from the fate that befe.Ll
the old wagon in other days.

A wagon was not merely a model

11'it._\\ II\

for a few years' use; it was an institution that may have~connected
vit~J.;y: one to his great-grandfather.

Some of the old home-made

wagons, wrought out laboriously by the village blacksmith, could
have made Holmes•s "one-hoss shay" ashamed of itself as a mere
upstart.

But even the oest of these finally came to their last

official usefulness.

But other romantic things awaited them,

even after this.
When the wheels grew mld and t.ne felloes wobbly,
the track became snake-like.
hold.

Sometimes the rims would not

This necessitated soaking the old wagon in the creek or

the horse pond.

I have seen hundreds of wagons soaking, especially

in very dry summer weather.

In a few instances I have seen old

wagons left permanently in the pond.

I suppose that this is as

suitable a death as the official bombing of an old battleship.
When the soaking was neglected, we often had a rim to come off while
we were on a journey or hauling things around the farm.
some art

l:;o

It takes

get one of these recalcitrft tires back in place; a
~

few strong expl(essions left over from

are not out of place, either.

plowing in the newground

Even soaking, however, by and by

fails to stops the downward tendencies of the old wagon, and

0,

new shiny one, smelling strongly of fresh paint, becomes a part of
the farm life, with the usual pick-up in spirit on the part of
the men folks.

The old wagon, now discardedJbecomes the property

of the boys.
playthings.

Individual wheels are taken off and made into
Two such, with a mere fremework for a connecting

link, were predestinated for breaking calves.

Even the rims them-

selves become gigantic hoops for the boys to rlhll, except on
Sunday afternoons.

To keep one of these in motion requires a

deal of hitting and running, especially when
down hill,

~ goes

bounding

The boy who has never rolled one is to be pitied

and put into the same class as the boy who never turned a grindy'1cllt"'-

stone or,.... bareback.
The old wagon has a lot of iron that comes in handy
around the place,

The thimbles mali:e

hog-killing time.

As they are needed, the other iron;i parts

good irons to heat at

can be taken off the rickety old ruin and remade, if necessary, a,t
the blacksmith shop.

The wooden parts gradue,lly a.ecay in the

horse lot or a,ccumulate dust in some little-used shed,

I do not

remember ever having seen any one burn up an old wagon.

Whether

there was any prejudice against such an act I do not know,
tainly many a, farmyard had its antiquated old ruin gradually
becoming a part of the dust, sitting amid the jimpson weeds
and dreaming of the useful life it had once led,

Cer-

"SISTERS UNDER THE SKIN"

"For the Colonel's Le,dy and Judy O'Grady
Are sisters under their skins!"
Kipling I s "The Ladies," from which these lines are taken,
may not be so popular as it once was, but this sentiment is still
potent.

To the student of folklore there is no truer statement

of the relationship that we sustain to all the rest of mankind.
Civilization may conceal some of the folk ways of thinking
that all of us indulge in, but a camping trip, a sudden frtght,
a happening that temporarily throws us back on our roost primitive
resources may reveal, even to the most sophisticated, how much
like plain people we are.
Fo; instance, I had long been away from Fidelity when
my first child was born.

I had forgotten, at least temporarily,

all of the remedies and superstitions about babies.
was my daugh:be~born than here there came back
folk ways of raising children.

No sooner

e,ll these old

"A fellow feeling" on the part of

all the neighbors and che,nce acquaintances caused them to pass
along all of the folk remeroies they had known.

My wife and I

laughingly said that we could have placed a barrel in our front
yard and got it full of suggestions as to how to raise a baby,
especially one that did not grow off fast enough.

Fortunately,

few of the givers of free advice di-e=l'W-t chec~ to see whether
we used their remedies or not.

Anyway, the child gradually grew

up, because of or in spite of folk backgrounds.

You and I did the

same, with our catnip tea and red flannels.
When the child started to school, again we found
ourselves a part of the folk.

Other little fellows, raised

in harmony with or defiance of folk thinking, met in the same school

\ 0 C)
room and painfully started along the way of learning.

And

every d.ay the child was thrown into vital contact with folklore
that all children, regardless of their homes, believe in.

Fears,

good luck practices, rigmaroles, and charms became as much a
part of her life as they had been of mine, under far different
i

circumstances.

School, after all, teaches quite as(xnuch by

its contacts with all sorts of people as it will ever teach through
its curricula.

When promotion or graduation. came along,

we went to exercises and became a part of the general public,
for nothing tears down quite so effectively stiff boundaries as
the fellow feeling on the part of proud parents.

Even when the

daughter graduated from a great university, we found ourselves
in the midst of the throng of fathers and mothers from all walks
of life, each one eager to tell of the marvelous achievements
of theX'S( sons and daughters.

The only objection I could possibly

raise with any of them was that they would not let me tell enough
about mine.
Civilization is a pretty thin veneer.

With some of us

it is practically transparent.
The old basic folk lifeblood
o'<
.aM. method of thinking is right there all the time, merely waiting

a chance to come to the surface.

Education, money, social

standing, ancestry, achievements, all of them seem to divide
us into cliques and clans; it is desperately hard for us to
remember our boundariea, especially for us country-bred. ones to
lose interest in everybody who drives past the house or
walks up the aisle at church or buys groceries from the same atore
as we.

However much the snooty ones may turn up their noses at

certain classes of humanity, we folklore people know and rejoice
in knowing that basically there is much to bind us to the
"least of these.

11
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Children's Superstitions
In my files are several sheets of superstitions written
out for me by a little ten-~•ear-old girl who belongs to one of the
very best families in western Kentucky.

When she gave them to me,

she laughingly indicated that she did not believe all of them.
There is about the whole list something so childlike and so

',i

.

genuine that I regard t ~ as a real find.

It would be

impossible and even unkind for me to reproduce her naive sentences
and still more naive spelling, but they form almost the best part
of the document.

She told me that many of her friends believed

these superstitions, too; many of them are labeled as emanating
from certain of her friends.

I feel that in reviewing her artless

little document I will be showing a fairly typical group of
living superstitions.
Some of them are very common and well-known everywhere.
Lu<-K,

For instance, there is the one about its being b a d ~ to see
the new moon over the left should.er or through branches of trees.
Others concern the bad or good luck attached to having a cat
cross your path, white for good luck, black for bad luck.
The little girl told me that she knew a lot more of this type.
The distinctive feature of her list is "stamping," that
is, spitting on one's right thumb and stamping the palm of the left
hand for good luck.

You stamp for a one-lighted car or for the

tenth stre.w hat on a given day.

Very similar is the one that

says that if you kiss your knee three times after seeing a onelighted car and make a wish, it will come true.

Horse shoes

are lucky, of course, but this method of assuring good luck is new
to me: Hold the horse shoe over your left should.er with your
right hand and spit through it three times.

Here are two good luok-wish signs that are distinctive:
Take off the rings of twelve people and turn them; make a wish
while turning the twelfth, and it will come true.

When you see

a star fall, make a wish before the glow fades, and it will come
true.

I suppose that one has to be loaded with wishes to

respond so suddenly to a meteor.
Another one that seems rare to me concerns the good
luck attendant upon putting on your clothes backward without being
aware of doing so.

I suppose that this would. apply to stockings;

if so, I should have been in continuous luck when I was a boy, for
it was almost a daily occurrence.

One boy I knew wore his stockinge

right side out one day and wrong side the next; you could tell how
he had come from Saturday night without even consulting a calendar.
These little superstitions are good indicators of
how child and primitive minds work and show that all around us
there is still a feeling for luck signs and similar things.
Every community has its own versions of these and other signs,
and, as Dr.

c.

H. Jaggers has shown in his thesis on SUPERSTITIONS

OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS, the presence or absence of
superstition is not connected with one's immediate background.
Some of the most superstitious people are from the best and
most independent homes; some of the least superstitious come from
ordinary or even poor homes.

f~r

Children's Postoffices

Did you ever play postoffice?

I do not refer to the

kissing game by that name but to the play postoffice somewhere
between
~two country homes,
A cigar box tacked to a tree or fence
post was good enough; even a hollow tree was often requisitioned,
Somehow I liked the hollow-tree postoffice best, for
it suggested more romance, as if the marvelous letters we got
there were a sort of strange f:truit of the tree,

It was even

permissible to nail a tin can or bucket on a stake or stob, but
not often did we resort to any such fancy ways of making a postoffice.
The letters themselves were works of art.

Just what

they said did not matter; it was the idea of getting some mail of
one's very own,

When the United States mail came only once or

twice a week, it was a thrill that few of us smaller ones could
expect, I mean the actual getting of a letter,

But in our play

postoffices one cou+d get a, letter a day and more.

Besides, we

could save the stamps of the rare letters that the grown-up
members of the family received and paste these on our letters with
a little white of egg or a bit of flour and water.

In the ab-

sence of these, we could draw our own stamps and color them with
colored crayons,

Some of these stamps would now set up a

collector for l i f e , ~ ~
I have tried by numerous ways to remember what the
letters contained,

Evidently they were regarded as very

important on the day of·their being received and even later, for we
kept, among our possessions, these badly spelled and worse written
messages,
I would wager that many of them started with "I
thought I would write you a few line.a to let you know that I am

Or they may have had this

well and hope yofre the same."
stereotyped message: "Hello l

How are you today?

Well, I hope. II

After we got that far, it was nearly impossible to think of something else to say.

We could quote a few verses from our collection

of rhymes obtained from candy kisses, but the postoffice was not
necessarily a ILo.ve-making affair.

It was ordinarily used by

children who were considerably below the love-making age.

Some~-

times, I remember, we drew pictures to represent photographs and
sent them with requests to exchange.

At one time my sister had

some two dozen such pictures that she had collected at school or

dli

the hollow-tree postoffice that stood on the small hill between
our house and that of the next neiehbor.
There was no trusting to chance in bringing the mail.
We wrote our letters, hurried across the field to mail them, inserted them into the box, and then gave a significant yell to the
other children to come and get them.
set forth at once for the mail box.

They usually answered and
We retired modestly to our

oVln houses and waited breathlessly until the neighbors yelled for
us to come to the much-used postoffice.

Whether we played

this for days at a. stretch or had seasonal revivals of it I
do not remember, but many another old.-timer has told me that he, too,
got thrills out of the penciled messages and drawings that
he found addressed to him in the haD.ow tree.
Children now would JJ.robably get bored with such play.
So many of them get mail of their own once or twice a day that
it is unnecessary to devi(e other ways of receiving mail.
Besides, telephones are evibrywhereJand quick means of communication
are just a matter of course.

If a small boy now took time to

write a note such as we sent a.nd received, he might miss hearing

'l.°::.':!..e s ,

the results of the major league -. .s.

~f;-3
Bark Whips

/ t-....3'

When toys are so plentiful that few children can keep
up with theirs, it sounds silly, I know, for me to tell how we
A very distinctive possession

valued ours in the old country days,

of the country boy was a bark whip, especially if he had made it
himself,

After all, it did take some skill to make a good whip·

and to keep it for any length of time,

Little boys did not

own jack-knives; they were too dangerous for little fellows.

When

one got big enough to have a big knife, he had to use it, and whittling or making things crune as a matter of course,
To make a bark whip, cut a straight limb of hickory ./(or
papaw,

Carefully peel the bark from the tip, leaving enough of

the end for a handle,

Cut out the peeled part of the wood

except a small port.ion, which should be sharpened to blend in
with the whip,

If you are not very skilled, you had better

divide the bark into three strings to be made into a whip,

It

is a mark of real art if you can plait a four-ply whip and make it
round, like a rattlesnake,

Some of the first ones I plaited

looked snake-like, that is, after a snake had swallowed a few
frogs and a setting of hen eggs.
binder twine makes a good cracker,

A leather thong or a piece of
Any boy who has patiently

gone through the process of making a whip like this should be
allowed full freedom to crack his whip as long as it lasts.

The

only trouble is that the bark soon gets rather stiff, and the
rattlesnake effect is lost,
After all, the bark whip was just a bark whip,

The

thing that all boys wanted to do was to wield the genuine leather
rattlesnake whip that the he-men of the threshing crew used to
drive the horses hitched to the "power.''

Some of these whips

were two or three ~ards long and could be wielded with all the
Oro-c,'b',:, e-ol.

grace now ~sea. by wild Westerners at a rodeo.

We did not

practice cutting cigafe~s from somebody's mouth, but I have
known country boys who could do &qually clever feats,
to plait one of these long leather whips and do

O

By the way,

fine a job of

your work as many people could do represented another of the arts
not now so common,
But back to hickory and papaw,eaff,

Both of these

varieties of trees were designed especially for whips and whistles,
Cut off a length of either, with no knots showing,
little end of the length shape up your whistle.

At the
Then tap the

outside of the bark gently all a.round with the handle of your pocket
knife, not too hard, for that would break the bark,
deft twist remove the bark.
your whistle and mouth piece,

Then with a

Trim down the wood inside to make
If you want to get a siren

effect, cut off the mouth piece from the rest of the wood,
leaving the Ail cf th4 core to run up and down as a sort of
piston, to give variations of sound.

I forgot to tell you to

run the core of the whistle through your mouth to get it moist,
After you start whistling, it will usually be moist enough and
to spare.

Then whistle until some one with jittery nerves

makes you stop or until the whistle dries at night and breaks,
We boys could not express enough conteQt for the ignoramus who
in making a whistle tried to use the big end of the limb,

That

to us showed how little sense the human animal could have,
But do not take too many airs to yourself in making a whistle,
for the best of us often made a failure, for it is a delicate matter,
because of the nature of the bark and the state of the sap,
things of artistry come with difficulty and must be respected
for this difficulty,

All
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Buggy Fixin's
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The modern car, with its accessories, all stream-lined
and chromium-plated, is good enough in its way; not even the most
expensive one, though, can bring the distinction that was once
brought by the latest model of buggy.

Buggies ranged in style

from the lowliest ones used by the family to the most ritzy
ones that were the property of the young bucks.

The horses

attached to the vehicles were of an equal number of kinds, from tl:e
old family nag with colt following to the high-reined, prancing
young gaited animal hitched to the rubber-tired buggy.

Style

can always find a way, even though people of later times fail to
be impressed with the greatness of the bygone styles.

Wouldn't

it sound queer now to hear some one bragging about having had the
first rubber-tired buggy in thet neighborhood?
We had better start with the whip in a .discussion of
accessories.

The whip was a necessary instrument of torture

to keep the horse going, but it often had plenty of style, too.
Sometimes a bow of bright ribbon decorated it; the cracker was
likely to be bright and long if it were new but of a telltale
lack of color and length if it were old.

So valuable were

buggy whips that they Wl!'re sought after by thieves; at the oountry
church there were often seen whole stacks of whips that had been
brought in by their owners and left in a corner for protection.
The world, the flesh, and the devil, as personified by the bad
boys, were always present at the country church.
Laprobes had great style, too,

For summer use there

were light, flimsy things, about of the same consistency as
the cover for the organ,
I believe.

Usually one such came with the buggy,

For winter use there were heavy ones, rug-like in

dog

tPft

Some of these had the figure of a

thickness and heaviness.

woven into the fabric, and with glass eyes added.

In case of rain

either type of laprobe could be supplemented with the waterproof
contraption that came withl~he buggy.

This hooked on to the top

and went over the dashboard, leaving an o:pening for the lines.
Driving in very rainy weather, one showed only his face to the
passers-by,
A plain top was 9"ood enough for most people,
fancy tops intrigued the young bucks.

But

Sometimes these took the

form, in summer, of gigantic umbrellas, with dangling fringe.
h .. Ar..jes
The very swanky~ often lacked a top completely. This
necessitated holding an umbrella over one's heart's desire.
Girls in those days were delicate creatures in public,

If a

ray of sunshine had struck them, they would have fainted on the
spot.

When you jumped a girl out of the buggy and walked her

into the church, you had to hold the umbrella over her until
she got safely inside the door.

How boorish it ;{puld have been

(to escort her through the crowd without so much as t:,ing to
shiel~d

her lily-white features!
There are enough leather straps on a typical set of

harness, but the young gallant had still more for his steed.
A brilliant tassel attached to the bridle served to shoo away a
few flies and to strike envy into the hearts of the other owners
of horses and buggies.

Shafts without any devices to stops the

squeaks soon develop as many sounds as a pai~ of new shoes,
There used to be a queer kind of springJ._ that could be inserted
at the shafts where they are attached to the front axle that
would stop some of this unnecessary noise,

One such detice

~

would also hold the shafts very firmly up off the ground when
the horse had been removed,

Makers of doodads and thingumbobs

had plenty of trade in those days, as they still do,

11A

PIEC.E OF THE WAY"

When we were children, we would often go to spend an
afternoon with neighboring children.

When the time came to leave,

which always arrived too soon, we begged the mother of the children
we were visiting to let them go a piece of the way home with us,
Sometimes we pretended that we were afraid to go alone, but most
of the time we were honest enough to admit to the mother and to
ourselves that we merely wanted to extend our visit a little longer
by having our hosts accompany us, like so many outriders of a king,
as we returned to our castles.

Not infrequently the children

went all of the way home with us and then begged that we be allowed
to accompany them back to the cross fence or the end of the pasture,
Sometimes we managed to kill several extra minutes thus and put off
the chores as long as possible,
Regardless of how many times we started away from each
other, we had to go through all of the time-honored ways of saying
good-bye,

When we left the huasep, we went through all of the

formalities with the mother and inisted on her coming to see our
mother.

Down the path a piece we would yell back the whole

rigmarole again,

Then at the parting of the ways we told each

other good-bye again and again, requesting a return visit at the
very earliest possible date,

After we parted, we scraamed back

and forth as long as we could be heard,

"Parting is such

sweet sorrow,"
Somehow I miss the neighborliness of this old habit.
We get into such a hurry these days that we hardly value our
neighbors.

The world is so large that we can find friends

everywhere and are not confined to the narrow little community
where chance has left us,·

But in having the world for our

_si;;:

neighbor we los~some of the little intimacies that still mean
everything in a big, busy world.

Sometimes, when I am fearful

of the responsibilities that mature life has brought, I wish I
could go a-visiting across the fields again in the same calm way
of fort~ears ago and loiter on the way home, accompanied by
the same artless, innocent children that I used to know,

All

of us are miaaa.{aged now and would probably stumble on some of the
rough places made rougher by out bifocals; we might even drop one of
our false plates and have to search in the weeds and grass for it,
But, anyway, the leisurely walk along the path across the brook,
by the hollow-tree mailbox that we once used, and down through the
orchard would restore some of the love of life that s-eme
may have lost in growing up and raising our families,
ride my stick horse along the path and show off his

'<:,11:.u.s..
I could

gaits,

Sally could wade in the creek to her heart's delight, away from
the watchful eyes of her mother,

Both of us could climb

the trees by the brook and endanger the few skimpy clothes that
we used to wear,

~

Now this is not the raving of a man who has been disappointed in life, for it has been lots of fun to live and
experience all that comes to a normal, healthy being.

It is a

lament, rather, for some of the finest things that human society
worked out in other years, things that our complex living finds
hard to enjoy.

"Without haste, without rest," as in the proverb,

was the life of the country boy of the last generation before this.
He was never idle a moment, but he
of activity.

made idleness itself a type

He came and went leisurely, in spite of the nagging

of his elders; he found rest, not on expensive ~acations, but, lilb9
the heart, right in the midst of activity.

Old-Fashioned Hours
Nothing smacks more of our living in a modern world
than the constant reminders we have of the passage of time as
well as the correct and infinitesimal division of time itself,
It is a remote neighborhood indeed that does not have e, chance to
set its clocks and watches every fifteen minutes by radio,

All

the old reliance on a family clock or watch that was thoughfo be
infallible has vanished; nobody seems to think now that the solar
system is run by his time-piece,

If one's watch does not

e,gree with the time s,nnounced over the radio, then the watch is
at fault; the owner no longer feels superior when his watch registers
a few minutes slower or fe,ster than his neighbor's.
Time was not so often checked on in other days.
railroad time was somewhat scorned,
Seth Thomases on railroad time.

Even

Very few people kept their

Nearly everybody tried to

keep "sun" time, probably about the hardest kind of time in the
world unless it is checked by an astronomer of merit,

Certain

floor planks in the ki tcben or certain ceiling planks on the wall
indicated time to hundreds of people and were sworn by more than
any of us would regard anything short of naval time broadcast from
Washington,
This individual type of time caused some funny things
to happen,

Some neighbor would be so far ahead of us tba.t his

farm bell would ring for dinner fifteen minutes ahead of any other
bell,

We got even with such people by getting uu much earlier.

according to our clock.

This matter of getting up earlier

was and remains one of the fetiches of farm life,

I have known

people to pride themselves on eating both breakfast and supper by
lamplight, even on the longest summer days,

I once boarded in

such a home and was regularly eating breakfast at four o'clock in

first days of July,

Some people thought that one bad not done

a full day I s work unless be started before the sun came up.
Bedtime varied considerably, in spite of this obsession
about early rising,
chickens,"

Some of our neighbors "went to be with the

Others, especially those who liked to read or

talk after supper, sat up until ten o'clock or later,

We boys

used to swear tha,t our fathers called us earlier the morning after
we had been to a party the night before,
In spite of normal bedtime hours we sat up long when
troops of company came to sit till bedtime or to spend tbe
weel(-end,

Even the sma,11 children would be forgotten and allowed

to hear many more startling tales as told by the visitors,

In

most instances it was necessary to get the whole party ready for
bed about the same time, as all the rooms ha,d to be used, and
pallets or other beds had to be made on the floor,

For years

I wondered why I can camp out so easily and sleep on the ground,
when few men of my age can do so,

Recently it occurred to me that

I got toughened to sleeping on the floor when the relatives came
in hordes in the summer months,

l~ven if there were enough beds

to go around, we had often to sleep three a bed, which just
explains sleeping so soundly in a pup tent,
A very ticklish point of time concerned the hour when
a young gentleman caller should say farewell s,nd mount his
steed,

]'amilies disagreed on this: some preferred ~:30, some

thought 10:00 correct,

Any young man staying over the

correct hour was likely to have bedtime called on him.

The

girl's father resorted to the dropping-the-shoes technique,
which still prevails; a very loud "Bedtime" usually followed when
this hint was not taken,
What is 'I'ime'?
Some of our people still feel hurt at
During
suggestions about running up or setting_ bacis: the 1 clocks.
the Great War some people referred to ~r. W1 1 sons time as
nnnnAArl to God's time.

HACKS
Recently in my home town there died a very picturesque
character, a man who could have been called the last of the
hack-drivers.

For years he had been driving a taxi, but

most of us remember him for his earlier vehicle, which was
one of the distinctive things of our town.

It is doubtful whether

any more popular person has ever lived in the town.

Time and again

when a carriage was called for, the caller specified that
Mr. McAlister be sent.

He was the soul of courtesy, a quiet,

genteel gentleman of the old school,

It increased one's respect

for the occupants of the house where his vehicle stopped,

We

knew that genuine folks lived there and knew how to tra,vel in
style.

It was often impossible to get him, for

~Ii

the demand

was so great that he could not get around to all of his calls in
his two-horse carriage.

Parents often sent him around to

the high school on rainy days to wait for their children; the
ones who had to walk felt j,es J ~ envious of the more fortunate ones who dashed away in Mr. McAlister's closed carrie.ge.
Timid e.nd fearful old ladies, who did not trust the new-fe.ngled
cars and thought that horse carris,ges were good enoliigh for anybody,
gave the old gentleman a clientele long e.fter other hack-drivers
had modernized and were rattling along in automobiles.

As some r:f

my fellow-townsmen said when the old hack1nan died, he was an inrestored
stitution, one not likely to be pf!ift.##, as completely a thing of
the past e.s the Civil War.
Our fellow-townsman

was a member of a great profession.

Probably without knowing it, he belonged to an order once very
numerous and lovingly described by visitors to New York, or
Boston, or London, or Paris,

Before the days of even horse-

.

drawn cars the cabman was on hand at every furnl:ti>on; the coming

of the railroads even increased his usefulness, for the number
of travelers grew rapidly, and it was mainfestly impossible
or unthinkable for people who were going away on the train to
trudge with their baggage to the depot,

Besides, there is

the /j,_ntima te touch of a cab that no public conveyer has ever
acquired.
too.

It can go where you want to go and on your own time,

You do not have to subject your pride to the insult of

waiting on a street corner for a lumbering vehicle to come along
at its own good. time and stop condescendingly for you.

o'f.r

To step

the street car elicited no comment and scarcely a noticing

glance; when a cab stopped some}ntere, all the neighbors looked
up from their work or glanced furtively through the shutters or
curtains.
Then came automobiles,

B;ir degrees they have driven

away most of the street cars from our cities,

Not limited to

rails, they dash here and there, giving you all the conveniences
of the old cab and often quite as much of its style,

For a long

time, though, the new vehicles seemed too obvious; young people
might patronize them, but the old-timers felt safer and a bit
more aristocratic in the horse-drawn cab,

An elderly gentleman

of my acquaintance long kept his private phaeton and drove a
high-stepping horse along the streets where he was often the cause
of squeaking brakes, which he, in his deafness, failed to hear,
It gave me one of the strange thrills of my life to find his
horse and phaeton "parked II between two modern cars in a busy
downtown street,

I could not keep my eyes off the strange contrast:

the shiny, new, standardized cars, with little or no distinction;
the old but aristoctatic phaeton and the spirited horse, remnants
of yesteryear.

OLD BARNS--NEW BARNS
Somehow I have e,lways felt a sort of contempt for
Nebuchadnezzar and that other rich man in the Bible who rejoiced
a bit too much over their fine fortune, the king by gloating over
the great city of Babylon which he had built, the other hastening
to tear down his old barns and to erect larger ones.

Both of
When I look

them suffered, as you know, and deserved it, too.

about rne and see how many of the old landmarks are going down,

I have considerable difficulty in rest~&funing rn.v fondness for
quoting from old and well-known stories of men who rejoiced
a bit too soon.

It is well enough to tear down the old ~ouse
.

when it has ceased to be of any further usefulness; it

I '1,
seem3

e,lmoitt

criminal to replace old and beautiful architecture with what seems
to any fair-minded man a mere architectural fad.

This tendency

is not confined to our own time, however, as any one can tell who
has had layers of paint taken off Seth Thomas clocks or other
pieces of furniture.

In some of the cities of Europe the

most beautiful of wood-carving has been painted over when styles
changed.

An acquaintance of mine sawed off the rockers of a

priceless rosewood cradle and made a bed for his baby.

Probably

the ability to appreciate what is intrinsically good and beautiful
is not so common as we sometimes think; a desire to be in style
is often stronger than a sense of the values of things.
Anti1J,ues as such are not necessarily beautiful;
often our ancestors had ugly things and ugly styles.

It is

significant, though, that there was nearly always a dignity and
air of solid worth about the furnishings of the colonial houses
that gave our new, raw country a distinctiveness that modern
buildings, copied from every type on the face of the earth, are
not likely to have.

Whoever has visited at old Williamsburg, Virginia, since
John D, Rockefellew, Jr,, has been restoring it cannot help
feeling the distinctiveness of the seventeenth and eighteenth
century architecture,

One somehow expects something of this

(!_ignity in public buildings, for we have kept up the classic
and semi-class_ic tradition here,

But the inviting shops along

the restored streets make our more modern structures look like
a primitive type of architecture, probably emanating from a people
not very far advanced from savagery,

For sheer architectural

ugliness nothing could be worse than some of the business buildings
of good-sized towns of a generation ago,

There is decidedly a

new conscli!ousness of architecture of our time, but it often
strikes me as hopelessly experimental and therefore likely to
be hooted at by later generations,
Between the dignified, though formal, architecture
of our earlier American days and the present came the Victorian,
with its elaborate and meaningless decorations,

The fine old

colonial mansion, whether a genuine antique or a modern copy,
has a dignity that no amount of change of style can destroy,

The

"fixy" house of forty years ago, probably very proud of itself
then, looks decidedly now like an outmoded automobile,

While

I was writing this article, a local citizen came by my house
driving a 1904-model, two-cylinder automobile; down my very
street there are houses that resemble in their way this queer
horseless carriage, now #tt/,!$,41. superseded and laughable,
Many a poor country fsxo.ily have lived through depressions-and when were there no depressions?--hoping for better days, so
they could tear down the old house and build a new one, like the
pictures in the magazines,

And now they discover that their old

house has architectural distinctiveness that many a wealthy person
would like to have,

And they do not meet the fate of Nebuchadnezzar,

4V!
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LOOKING P'B}ART
'Phe learned dictiomi.ries tell us tha,t

11

peart" is

H

dialectal form of "pert" a.nd th1c,.t some of its meanine;s are
Obsolete

obsolete, such as "expert, skillful, keen, clever,"

words Rre supposed to be those the.t have gone out of usa,ge, but
I fear that "peart II is still very much alive in many pe.rts of
I would like to remind the learned

the :rnnglish-speaking world.

men who record usRge that "peart II and "pert," though they may have
originally been the same word, lone; ago acquired different
connotations,
\

Tliere are two meanings for "peart II that are decidedly
folk in flavor,

Bright-looking children are "peart,

11

any one has been sick and is getting better, he looks

When
11

peart."

I cannot recall ha.ving heard the word used der·ogatively, as we
It was an honor to look "peart,' 1

always use "pert, "

Eyes, all

will adrnit, do tell how bright the spirit is that resides behind
them.

A dull eye that looks sleepily out upon the world lacks

charm e,nd challenge,
beholder becomes

11

Put a g learn iriV>such
an eye, and at once its
,._

peart-looking,' 1

Shy little fellows ths,t accom-

panied their fathers to the country store often looked peart
because they were so thrilled with their good fortune in gettine; to
ride behind and be really bie; fellows, not babies,

Sometime,s

tbey ,~ere not only thrilled but v.ctually a.fraid ofthe strane;e
sights and sounds, though to older people there was nothing
more exciting for them thBn seeing a sleepy village and its
rather worn loafers, whittline; endlessly on goods boxes and spinning

o lcl, o l.d yafns,

Those small, i,ee.rt eyes took in, tl1ough, ma.ny a,

thing that older eyes coulcl not see ancl tliat no amount of hardship
or years could dim.

l

''

When chills and fever racked us in those quinine-andcalon1el da,ys, we certainly lost the light of the eyes, so
often referred to by the poets,

An ''ager'' is calculated to

shake a lot of self-conceit out of most of us.

Between every-

other-day obi lls we some times rallied and looked peart c1,gain, giving
encouragement to our pe,rents and ma.king them bope that triey would

yet raise us to be grown rn.en and women.,

Peartness also vanished

under tbe blows of too many green apples or too mucb boiled custard

or

too many bel1iine;s of other da,i.nties on the farm.
Probably the
out
thing that took \tbe gle8,l!l of tbe eye most effectively \WJ,S a
1
good and very necessary scolding or licking at school.
It N8,S
1

days, sometimes, before one felt pea.rt again, especially if one's
ps,rents ijept up the old-time rule of giving a whi 1,ping at home
f'or every one received at school, regardless of tbe ju.stice or
in]justice of the proceeding,
But, fortunately, peartness is hard to down.

Sickness

of whatever description ultimately ,ielded to tbe surging life
force within; the eyes brightened, the big voice came back, one
f e.lt equal to any mea.l set before him, and even the taunt& and

jeers of the bullies n,.ttlecl off' like bullets on armor f)late,
Life brings "unpeartening'' events, but the force within us
rises under stress and Hnswers blow with blow,

When children ceo.~e

to be peart, humanity will be on its way downhill,

~
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Is it possible that children of today can get
snob thrills out of company as we did i.n tbe country e, e;eneration
ago?

J,ife was a bit bumdrum for the six days that men were

supposed to la,bor or until the late afternoon of' tbe sixth day,
Saturday afternoon was supposed to be a sort of balf-holide.y,
which some ha~d-bearted parents refused to honor,

If we went to

the store, partly on business and chiefly to gossip, we came bome
OY

(A)

"-"f 01,1,S

fairly early, for there were sure to be some buggies driving
A

up to our house from tbe big road about an hour before sunset,
We would take the horses and put them up, doubling up on our
own if necessary.

If there were boys in the crowd of company, and

there usually were, they went witb us to drive up the cows and to

sto t,\<..

feed the t¥iil"l 5 e,

They compa.red our v,e.y of doine; things with their

own, sornetimes to our discomfiture, but belped in their vmy,
glad to be m,ay from home chores,
'rben came supper.

Of course, there was a second table,

for decorous people like us had no modern foolish notions about
children,

Just bow our motbers could trot out a supper for so

many people on sucb sbort order remains sti 11 one of the
mysteries.

After the others, usually relatives, ba.n eaten a. big

hole in things and had ~awdled a.way a lot of time asking each
about people we had never heard of, the boys were turned loose
among the remnants.

Me.nners, if tliere were any, remained in

abeyance during our onslaught,
or anything else; we ate,

We did not tB.11, about relatives

Somehow, again, there was always enough

for us, first or second or third cousins and all.
After supper, wbile our elders smoked or chewed tobacco a't')d
spun yarns, we sat e.round a.nd listened until Motber would suggest
tbat we boys go into some other room and entertain ourselves,

A bit of spirited playing soon gave way to listlessness or
near fights.

Then we came back to the living room and

heard great te,lk about predestination or the political campaign
I

/Because of the need of every
\.
sort of sleeping place, we were allowed to sit up as long as the
or the Civil War or

11

haints.

11

ye,rns went on.
But the longest-winded relative by and by ran down.
There viere many half-hearted attempts to get the crowd sts,rted
toward bed.

The oldest or most select of the company were shown

to the front room; the other members, pe,rticularly the boys,
had to sleep on the floor, giving their beds to women and girls,
Pallets were made on the floors, and one by one occupied.
matter if pallets were hard?

What

Filled with the extra food prepared

for company and tired from our late hours, we slept on and on,
three abed or more, until it v,as necessary to roust: us out to
start breakfa,st,
Breakfast i. ts elf was big enough but likely to be plain
in comparison with the really big event of the visit of compa,ny,
the Sunday dinner.

During the morning we tried to entertain

our visitors with out viola,ting the usual fa,rnily regula, tions
about not playing most thine;s on Sunda,y,

I am afraid we often

got by with some of the games anyws.y, for ]'ather was busy
entertaining the company and could not be expected to watch every
move we made,

Long before the big dinner we had become ravenous

and wondered whether the clock had stopped,

Another indignity was

offered when we had to wait until tbe seon~d ts,ble was ready,
But what we did to tbe dinner repaid us for our long wait.
Dinner over 1 we se.t around, telling and retelling some of
the yarns that we prized,

Not long s.fterins.rd the guests began

getting ready to drive back across the county to their homes and
stock; we reluctantly bade them adieu and turned to our own dull
n'hn'l"'~Q

~
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T]{Ji] FRONT PORCH

Recently I made another trip into the mountains
and rejoiced to see in their untouched purity some of the instiNothing

tutions that other parts of the state are rapidly losing,

clings to my memory of the trip more than the front porches of the
simpler homes.

Since

A house without a porch was rare indeed.

space is at a great premium in small houses with good-sized
familes occupying them, net'l.rly all of the front porches had their
Many a household article we,s plainly

own use a.s storehouses,

visible a.s I drove ci,long, things hanging up on nails or pegs or
sitting against the wall.
times were in sight,

Even things up under the joists some-

I know the type of thing put up on the

joist so well that a small handle protruding told me at once
that here was a butcher knife or a tobacco knife.

'J.'hat ls.rge

lump tmc.k 1n t,trn r,1·10do1v~ '"Ff' r:roDably s, whetrock,

In the midst

of the things often sat men or women, doing their work.

Some of

them were bottoming chairs, others were weaving baskets, e.nd others
were churning or shelling beans for dinner.

All of this tied up

in my mind with other times and reminded me of wha.t I ha.d
personally experienced or had ree,d of.
I~ many pjiaces I saw people sitting out in the ya.rd,
s.nother passing ins ti tut ion in ms.ny parts of the state.

These

people were cutting apples to dry or were peeling other fruit to
be canned indoors,

I observed that nearly every yard had one

or more mere visitors, who were probably offering bits of neighborhood gossip to while awe,y the time for those who were working.
Again the small house sometimes le,cks room for all of the things
that need to be done,

Out under the maple tree or in the shade

of the house is as good a place a.s any and a time-honored one
to carry on the work of the fe.rm home,

I
Mere room is not the only res.son behind sitting on the
porch and in the yard,

Here is greater freedom: floors are not

so easily s,;poiled, one can chew his tobacco more readily, and
the people who pass along the big road cBn be seen and greeted,
Just recently I saw a woman washing right out aga,inst the road,
when there was a spacious back yard,

The cons ta,nt parade of

cars must have kept the be.ck-breaking work from getting monotonous,
There is something appealine; about these front-porch or side-yard
groups,

A passer-by can stop without feeling that be is paying

a visit; it is easy to drift in or out of the conversation and
then be on one's way,

If it is fruit that is being worked,

one can get plenty to eat while regaling the workers with news,
If there are plenty of knives, you can offer your services and
peel apples or peaches or pears as a sort of friendly
you tarry,

s~k\te~ while

It is not necessary to have a chair offered you

if the people you stop to see are on the porch; you can and will
~ (r{tlr-

sit on the "floor and dangle your feet,

If I were an artist, I

would like to photograph or paint some of these front-porch groups
that I have seen recently; they would illustrate home industry,
neighborliness, and forethought all in one,
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SIR. ROGJrn DE COVERl.EY' S COAT
In the second nmnber of

T]{fl;

SVi<:CTA'COR, issued on

March 2, 1711, appea.rs the character sketch of Sir Roger de
Coverley, who must be regarded as one of the il!ll'llorta,ls of
English literature.

In this sketch/ we are told that the

excellent old gentleman was "crossed in love by a perverse
beautiful widow.

11

Because of this disascer, says the v.uthor,

"be continues to wear e, coat and doublet of the SRme cut that
were in fashion at the time of his repulse, which, in bis merry
humours, he teJ.J.s us, has been in and out twelve times since he
first wore it.

11

In some ways that sentence first started me

in my interest in folklore, for I had observed, too, that things
come and go, usually in oycles.

A generation or two is usually

necessary to restore a lost style,•but some of them are almost
e,s recurrent as the style .of Sir Hoger' s famous coat.
Why not start a list of such things with pigtails?
We old-timers can haraly think of the one-roomed cuuntry school
with out recalling hosts of plea,sa.nt-f'uced little girls with their
t,,_._v....,
hair done up in plaits, the standard way beine; to p?ccci t two on
the top of the hea,d and then unite them into two more fs.rther tow.:c:,d
ward the back.

Tb ere came a time, as you all remember, when

pigtails went outo

'
V\IA II'

If you found a little e;irl with her!\ in IJlai ts,

you felt sorry for her for being the child of an old-fashioned
mother, too set in her ways to dress her child becomingly.

When

I was teaching my first school, in 1907, bobbed hair for little
girls wns slowly m8,ki.ng its way into l!W school district.
of two of my little-girl pupils was severeiy criticised

A mother
because

her two girls, rather large for their ages, seven and nine,
sti.11 wore a Dutch bob,

Most little girle stuck to the tradi-

tional plaits and felt or pretended scorn for this outlandish

) '7 7
I oan imagine the talk a,t home when the conservative

now style.

But pigtails, after a long

children wished for bobbed hair.

season of being out of style, &,re in ne:ai.n, so common now that
they elicit no comment.

Children from palaces and huts alike

come to school v1i th pigtails, and those that cannot sport long ones
do their best with shorter/..c:nes until their hair grows lone; ae:ain,
Then there are corsets, with a.po logie s to any living
Victoric:ms.
dresses.

1'hey were as fi:x:eo in style, it seemed, as
Then there was a great noise about how they wrecked

hectlth, a, noise in which physicians and feminists joined forces,
'Phose who clung to such outda.ted contraptions were looked upon
pityingly by the liberated,

Some few E,.ppa.ren t ly remained

indifferent to the noise of conflict a.nd then woke up some years
later to find themselves in style again,
llow many a student in my classes has laughed at

l(rsu Robert Drownin~'s curls!

Sornc-1 stuclents could rwrdly believe

that such Rn unbecoming way of drsssine; he,ir had ever been stylish.
Gome to my classes any day now and see for yourself whether curls
spoil tne effect of youthful) girlish beauty,
Not all the s~yilies that have gone in circles concenn
the women alone,
and umrn.ni tary.
a,t them,

A generation ago v~iskers seemed outlandish
All the jokes of trie comediccns vrnre directed

Nearly everybody except Gr~ndpa shed his hirsute

adornment and kept a good razor htcncly,
are comine; bvck.

J3ut gradually beards

Host of those tlw,t llave b.ppeared as yet are

pre tty skimpy as compared with tbe ones we used to l<now, but
just e;ive style time, and there will be whiskers that will rival
those of Fedaral and Gonfelerate officers.

When some college

hero or some popular politician blossoms out in full beard,
look out for a return of the style,
Meantime Sir Roger can save bis old coat for future use.

"BUil.NIHG DOY/JIT "rlill HOUSE I 1:VAS BRTJNG UP 111 11

Durine; Uie summer va,cation of 1939 I camped in both
the Great Smoky Mountains and tbe J!lammoth Cave National Pa,rks.
Both areas, as you know, were inhabited in most places for many
years before the land was bought up b:r the government for pa,rks.
It was my lot to camp on the exact sites of houses more than once
and even to build my fires witb parts of the structures that had
fairly recently been home to people now scattered,

No one

engoys the prospect of great parks more than I, but tbere was a
strange touch of sadness when I thought of the passine; of
an older order," yielding place to new," by which cultivated
lands return to wild nature,

Out in the youne; woods I came upon

signs of an earlier settlement c1,nd felt like Goldsmith in his
deserted village,

In many ways the past is forever melti.ng thus

into the present, leaving relics of itself if you and I can
interpret their significance,
VThere my neighbor used to cultivci,te a garden 1 the ea.rth
was black and fertile,

As he plowed, he sometimes turned up

bits of' broken Indian pottery and an occasional bone.

The

Hound Builders hhd once occupied the same pla.ce and had made it
the burial place for their dead,

Vlhat a sad change for them in

my neighbor's growine; beans and potatoes from the soil made fertile by their decaying bodies!
As I have said in another of these articles, every
staunch old mansion I have known occupied land that had been
wholly or partially occupied by less pretentious buiill&Aings,
The 101:; cabin that became home for tbe pioneers gradually lost
its sacredness as the center of' the farni ly when the big house on ~
hill fWmJ from the lif'e-gi ving spring was occupied,

Reduced to

a tenant's home or a stable or bay barn, it often lasted on in-

definitely, though man forgot,
But mere things, as tangible as a mound or a house,
do not illustrate all of this principle,

Customs, ba,bi ts,..-

!110r~s, s,s the sociologists call them,... grow up and become solid
and respectable; it would seem almost wicked to question their
immortality,

An invading army, a change in economic life,

a mighty pestilence, or blighting ste,ndardization gradually or
sudden/ly overcomes them, except for e, few isolated ones,

Those

wbo have accepted the new1 wonder at the persistence of the oldfasijioned people in clinging to their ways, sure that only the
new is right.

Sometimes the dominant idea lasts so long that

the old is literally wiped off the face of the earth,

The last

person who spoke Cornish in l~ngland was studied and wisi ted much
as the bird students watched despairingly the last J>assenger
Pigeon, in the Cincinnati Zoo, grow old and die,
In language there are small remnants that still resist
modernization, in spite of almost universal enmity,

"Oxen II is

the last of its clan, once an important species of plurals,
"mice,

11

teeth,

11

"Mer,,

and a few others struggle again:!l""i the leveling

process that would make all plurals end in.§•

And "this" and

"that" still preserve plurals, "'Chese" and "those,

11

when all othEI'

~ a d j e c t i v e s of the language lone; ago gave up the
struggle,

It may be that all of them will at some future time

disappear as completely as the Cornish language,
in customs,
He,ere and there, whether in language,or in the woods,
I'

e,ppear still these mute reminders of things that used to be.
Reduced to humbleness--"obsolete" we call tbe words thus
degraded--they live on in the midst, of their enemies, probably
hoping for a time when they can be stylish or powerful again.
~

'.Cennyson has his King Arthur :regretfully say that thus God
fulfills Himself in many ways, f1est one good custom should
corrupt the world, 11

11

~
I

7;

J;lfARTIN BOX,71;S

When Alexander Wilson, our first great ornithologist,
rode his horse from Lexington, Kentucky, to New Orleans, Louisiana, in 1810, nothing impressed him more than the hospitality

shown by all sorts of people to the graceful Purple Martin,
11

The Choctaws and Chickasaws,

11

be says, "cut off s,.ll the top

branches from a sapling nee,r their ce,bins, lea,ving the prongs a
foot or two in length, on each of which they bang a gourd, or
calabash, properly hollowed out for their convenience.

On

the banks of the Mississippi the negroee sticlc up long canes,
with the same species of a,partment fixed to their tops, in
which the Martins regularly breed,"

One of the redeeming

features of the people of our pioneer days is the fact that they
loved the Bluebird and the Purple Martin and even then made
houses for them to attract them around the ~farm.house,

In

thinking be,ck over the thousands of country houses that I have~
Sf€. IA

~ . I know of nothing that is more commonly found than some
species of martin box,

We boys in the long ago often dicl. our

first bit of genuine carpentry when we made a martin box and
mounted it on ~\ pole, which, by perverseness, nearly always
vmrped a,nd left our house sitting at a rakish angle,

Few

of us did a very artistic job in this carpentry, but the ma.rtins
seemed not to know the difference and accepted our invitation
to make our farmyards their home,

In the mountains a.nd elsewhere

I have seen gourds like those Wilson mentions still attra.cting
yearly their full quota of Purple lfartins,
And that reminds me of other boyish contra.ptions that
link the present day with times long gone,

Nearly everybody

has made a windmill and placed it on e, barn or on a long 1,ole,

I have passed places within recent months where the yard contained a windmill for each of the several boys who lived there,
Regardless of their lack of paint and sometimes a la,ck of balance,
the windmills fluttered and turned in the wind as if they bad
real business to do; the tall windmill on a stock farm, pumping
water from the well, could have done no better,

What is almost

as good to the one who recalls childhood efforts at creation is
to see the mere stub,l'f of a windmill over a smokehouse or henhouse
or stock bann, the mill itself having long ago been bihown away.
Rvery one of us had our windmills to do this very thing, I am
sure; it was heart-brealcing to take down the wing or tail or
whatever it is left when when the mill blows off,
Down by the brooks in spring and fall flutter mills
still wobble along as in the older times.
plaything seems more poetic,

No other childhood

Lone before dams were made, I

suspect, boys knew the force and power of water because of
their fluiter mills,

Not to have made one is to have missed

a joyous part of being a boy.
Nearly every boy I knew tried his hand at some
device for saving labor, usually with lamentable results,

There

were things that would open the gate when you drove up, that is,
they were supposed to open the gate,
"burr-fighter,

11

I recall how I invented a

with which I whipped the cockle burrs out of ray way

when I went across the fields in late fall,
mess of

fl/,

It was a clumsy

wire and probably damaged my clothes more than the

burrs would have,

I always wanted to invent a bed that would

spill me out at the correct time, little realizine that another
boy, of my father's generation, had already done this very thing,
Rather oddly this boy became in later life our most eminent
student of glaciers, John Muir; the invention took shape in his
pioneer home in the Wisconsin woods,

CHrnS'rNUTS
Here is a passing institution,i indeed,

It is autumn

while I am writing this, just after the first good frost.
colors are blazing on

~

tae hills, acorns a,re drli>pping,

there are hickory nuts and to spare.
chestnuts?

The

But where are the

In many ways they were the most distinctive nuts

of our childhood, for

.O"'" schoolhouse

1;-h-e

a.rea, stretdJhing miles and miles away,
wooded hills the chestnut tree

stood in s, huge wooded
On many of the rugged

grew and bore its nuts.

The

squirrels and we knew where they were; no fall went by without
our accumulating even more than we could eat daily,
liked them, too, but we bad plenty besides,
were actual events each fall,
ashes on cold fall nights,

The worms

Chestnut hunts

We roasted chestnuts in the
The chestnut timber made wood that

spe,rkled and popped on our hee,rtbs; the long, straight poles
were used in much of our building; chest\llut lumber, sawed and
planed, ma,de beautiful ceiling for our houses,

And v1hen

the telephone came, it was chestnut poles that we cut

and

planted to carry tl1e new magic wire that connected us to the big
outside world.
And then came tragedy,
everybody knows.

A blight attacked the tree, as

For years there wa,s some resiste,nce, but now

the fight seems over, with the invisible blight a,s the victor,
On mountain sides there are millions of dead chestnuts, showing
what a daal of food is no longer available for the squirrels and
the birds and the chipmunks.

Many a favtl'(iite old tree that

we left in our wasteful war on timber has b111rne its last crop of
nuts and stands gaunt and dead or else has long ago been reduced
to firewood,

The next geneni tion will never know what we mean

when we tell about chestnut hunts and stamping chestnut burrs.

Iv/
C)

They will probably think their parents are cheerful liars and
wonder whether our chestnuts were ever any more real than
,'fairies and goblins and elves and squidgicum-squees that swaller
theirselves,

11

When anything happens that we can possibly blame
some one for, we are really happy; we can abuse him with pleasure
e

and the~by ease our minds,

This is not~ue with the chestnut,

though, for man in his wastefulness has not done this, even though
be has often

vJ

done untold damage to nature:

Witness the

passing of the Great Auk, the Passenger Pigeon, the Heath Hen, and
the Carolina, Paroque t,

But a disease, as

of man, has done the work.

:ret

beyond. the control

I had hoped that some of the

chestnuts would escape by being hardy and would r epeople
the whole chestnut world, but such is not to be,

The few survivilng

ones remind me of the trees that grew from the grave of a man
on his way to fight at Troy in Homer's epic: when they got tall
enough to see Troy, they died back to the ground.

I still

hope that our national government can import some hardy
variety from some other country, so that people will a,gain know
the joys of chestnut hunts, the sight of ripe burrs opening after
a heavy frost and dropping down their treasures,

s01,rm FOLK TERMS
One of the numerous people who have written me since
these articles sta.rted appearing suggested that I write a folk
That is a big order, I know, one that I could not

dictionary.
tackle.

But the suggestion has prompted me to list some

folk words that may seem strange to the younger readers, but
were our daily stock-in-trade in the nineties.
.8:fld

Doctor Q.uiz 1

Doctor I. Q,. 1and other radiop quizzers would find themselves

pretty ignorant, I fear, if they tried to identify these
words.
First of all, we shall

tooke<,t
~

some words used in games.

The sports writers of our times pride themselves on knowing
slang and quaint ways of saying things about games.

Let them try

to digest these: aggie, antny over, roundance, taw, scratch,
middle man, knucks, roley-holey, bull pen, town ball, crossing
out, nailing to the cross.

When we played marbles, we started at

scratch, a line scratched with the toe of the shoe as a starting
place.

An

11

aggie," or agate, was a ma,rble that made us think

of agate as a substance.

'Che middleman was not a wholesale

merchant but the big marble we placed in the middle of our
ring, or, rather, square.

When we found ourselves in a tight

corner, we took rounde,nce, tbe.t is we shot from another
point but the same distance away,

See how many of the others

you can recognize.
How well do you know your old-fashioned farm?

Could

you make a hand-stick or a double tree with a drawing knife?
Could you tie a hame string or mend a btilrcingle or a belly band?
If you had access to a blacksmith shop, could you baminer out
a clevis?

Would you know a razor-back if you saw one?

how about a muley cow?

And

Could you feed the shoats or the filly?

And do you know how to grow goober peas?

If you were sent out

to cut a mess of wild sallet, what kind of herbarium would you
bring home?

Can you rope off a ca,lf or build a smudge fire?

If you went to school, could you toe the line and turn
down in spelling and make a headmark?

If you went to the country

store, would you know what you would get if you called for wax?
And how much do you know about these eminent people: William
Trimbletoe, Russell Barlow, Jack Robinson?

Can you use a stereo-

scii>pe to entertain yourself on Sunday afternoons?

Would

you recognize a Dresden shepherdess if you met her on the road?
If musicians came along playlilng a potato bug and a box, would
you know enough to call for a ballet?

And after everything

was over at the exhibition, could you go home peaceably and feed
the critters?
All of this goes to show that every age as well as
every profession haB its own argot or slang,

If you score

perfect on this Doctor Q,uiz test, you have lived the other side
of nowhere or back of somebody's field, you have eaten your
share of corn pone and hog's jowl and ham-meat, and you
are sharp enough to stick in the ground and green enough to grow.

THII PASSING OF UNCLE

Nothing has impressed me more within the last
several years than the passing of the dignified old Negro
rete,iner whom we all ce,lled "Uncle."

When you consider that

the Civil War ended seventy-five years ago, it is easy to see why
there are so few Negroes left who once knew what slavery was like.
All of us of my generation knew the type well; even
the younger people can see this fa,i thful old servant in the
literary interpretations of Southern writers.

Nearly always

Uncle was really old, at least so to us younger people,

He could

remember when our parents were babies; he had carried them on his
back or made whistles or whips for them; he grew up with our
grand-parents and probably stayed around the house during the
war to protect the family while Old Marse and Marse Bob were
out in Ferginny fighting with Marse Robert E, Lee.

Whatever

other faults he may have had, he was loyai to his white folks
and believed that no other fa,mily was ever quite so brave or
h1,,d so rnany _pretty women-folks.
Uncles were numerous in my childhood, as I have said
in an earlier article.

There was garrulous Uncle Charlie,

always the hero of his endless yarns, who could remember everything that had haJ)pened and plenty that had not, i.f we were to
believe his white folks after he ha,d gone away,

He talked

right on, like Hark Antony, a "plain, blunt man," whether any one
listened or not,

Somehow I listened to him, regardless

of the distractions around the country store; I wish I could
remember 1,,ccur0,tely all the yarns I have heard him spin,

Then

there wa,s Uncle Pompey, dignified and pompous, as if he knew the
Latin meaning of his great name,

Uncle Ed was the caterer of

the neighborhood down the creek from us: he was called in to

I 8
cook elegant big dinners when company ca.me.

He told me that

abolition was a mistake, that the Nee;roes were better off under
the old system.

And Uncle Matt,

short of stature but full of

dignity, strutted on Sundays in bis frock coat, the (j;ctils of
which a,lmost touched the ground.

All of them knew the

va,lue of the families to which they bad belonged and had not
strayed far away from them after Jlfaree Abe Limcum freed thep((slcwes 0
There bas grown up a fine loyalty among many of the
younger Negroes, pa,rticula.rly the ones whose parents have kept in
touch witb the .,J# white folks, but there is lacking sometbing
in the s.ir of these younger ones, though some of them a,re not
actually young in yea.rs any more,

Better educational facilities,

travel, participation in elections and farm programs have
given many of this type in our state a bearing quite different
from the Uncle whom we delight to honor.

The Nee;ro who has

learned a tre.de bas developed an independence tha,t contre,sts with
the servility e.nd worshipfulness of tbe older type,

While I

persona,lly like the Negro who he.s been able to sustain himself and
his family in our ratl1er difficult times, I somehow long for the
quaint manners and talk of the old retainer who loved to defend
the traditions and pretensions of the bie; house.

COUNTY-COURT DAY
:mvery county in the state still has its county-court
day, but there is rapidly passing away the tre,dition as we older
The automobile and the resultant good roads

ones knew it,

have put the county seat so much nearer every one that going to
town is no longer the ad venture it was in wagon or horse-and-buggy
days,

But the throngs still come to town on that day, 0,nyway,

though they may run out home at noon or else come only for the
af te rno on.

I am spee,king of a typical county where there

are good roads and plenty of cars; the old system is not wholly
wrecked elsewhere,
County-court day--Fourth Monday or 'rhird l!Iond11tY, etc, - is basice,lly what its name implies.

On that day the court sits and

transacts its business, such as it happens to be.

But this did

not give the stamp to the day; that was given by the activities
of the fe,rmers who had come to town.

Probe.bly a mule-buyer

was--and still is--on hand, to procure a large shipment,

(A

week before I wrote this) ))50,000 was paid out at a single
county seat on county-court day,~ m~les -

Farmers might

swap mules or horses, particularly if the day were in fall or

~i-/4/, spring •

To get ric of surplus stock before winter or

to buy needed work stock showed wisdom on tbe part of the fe,rmer,
There was always "trading" to do e,t the stores: spring clothes,
winter clothes, bananas for the children. who did not get to come,
ice at the ice plant for ice cream tbe next day for the family or·
the neighborhood,

Tobacco, cattle, hogs, corn--anything could be

brought to sell on this e,uspicious day,

After all, probably

even these were mere excuses to get to town and see the other
fellows and their stock,

One county· had s.nd still has a te,ter

day, when sweet potatoes for bedding form the one big item of

I
Bale or exchange.

The same county has become famous for its

mule day, which ha.s got into the rotogravure section of THE
COURIER- JOURNAL,

Thus county-court day can become one of our

best-kno'i'In institutions.

:rnven Bo great a writer a.s James Lane

Allen has devoted some of his best writing to this saine picturesque
institution now so rapidly changing in many places,
It was many times my privilege to enjoy county-court
day as one to the manner born,

We drove our long, weary miles

to the county seat, tr,,king our things to trade or sell,

We

parked our wagon( we did not know the word "parked" then) in the
We came back at

vacant lot with other wagons and went up town,

noon and fed the horses and ate our shoebox lunch,
pink lemonade on the square,

We bought

We bought, just s,s we were winding

up our day's business, our sack of bananas.

We drove back across

the hills delighted with our big day, especially if it were the
fourth Mond0,y in October, when we nearly always had a political
cs.ndida.te as an extra attraction and had learned that his election

would assure Free Silver or the full dinner pail or some other
wished-for ideal.
Since I was a pi,.rticipant then s,nd have long been an
onlooker, though a. sympE,.thetic one, I still wonder at the humor
attached to us as we drove into the town with our treasures,
which were the very lifeblood of the county seat,

If vie and other

farmers had taken our produce elsewhere, the little town would have
had a struggle to keep from starving, I am sure,

Illy-concealed

smiles greeted us, often smiles by people who had left our same
rural sections only a few years before,

Living in town was a. big

thing; some of the clerks that smiled at us are still smiling at the
ea.me old stand and proba.bly a.bout the same old wages,
'rhus we
got our revenge, a little belated s. nd questionable, but somewhat
sweet,

'

'

THE DONATION PARTY
Preachers in other times preached pretty largely
for jo)r, I suppose, for what they made of this world's goodB would
hardly hold soul and body together,

1:heir churches, if they

were Methodist circuit riders, were often fa.r a.part and practically
inaccessible in winter weather,

It seems to me now that I never

heard of a circuit rider in those days who was paid all he was
supposed to get.

Just how they lived through this trying

ordeal is more than I know.

~lii/J

Some sort of memorial should be

erected to the preacher as a fl.nancial manager who could live on
practically nothing; it would be better to have the monument to
his wife, who had to manage the funds or lack of them,
We parishioners, with our farms and gardens and chickens,
sometimes felt sorry for the poor preacher, who went here and
there like Halley's Comet and had no chance to acquire anything
except the barest necessities of clothes and furniture,

Some

community leader started collecting material things, for even
preachers had to eat,

From their abundance people gave canned

goods, preserves, dried fruits, and other things, even quilts,
brooms, and sometimes clothes,
could not draw on a home supply spent a few cents and bought
some household article at the village store,
big pile of things was ready,

By degrees a

Several couples would lot,d up their

buggies or a wagon or ttdo and go across country to where the
preacher lived.

In addition to the staple articles they carried

freshly-prepared foods in abunda.nce, enough for a big meal for
the well-wishers and the family and some to spare,

The pr-eacher

and his family met the/ bringers of good things and blessed them
genuinely, adding a wholesome religious service as a part of
the celebration,

Then, a.fter a dny with their preacher, the

for
parishioners came away, feeling virtuous
wortby people.

l/i

tbeir services to

\

I g /I
I

I fear tbat happenings of tbis character are now rare,
not because they would not be welcome, but because we are a mucb
more matter-of-fs,ct people than we used to be,

We have lost

many of the principles of good neighborliness, even though we may
be a little more prompt with our cash contributions to the church
and its e,gencies.

I wonder sometimes whether we are as close to

our public servants of all sorts as we used to be or whetber we
just regard all of them as hired servants who do not need our
neighborliness.

Certainly there was in the old donation party

a heart-warming experience, as I know from memory of the one
I attended when I was teaching at a small village, farther west
than :E'ideli ty,

To the best of my knowledge that one was the last "t,'i,1e.,

I ever heard of the traditional celebration; I do hope that
there have been many since that time, more than thirty years ago,

~
PLbWING CH.AIRS .
Not long ago I wa,s visiting at the home of my older
brother a,nd sa,w a, cha,ir tha,t rer~inded me of some of my ea,rliest
experiences,

The front legs of this little chair, thouc;h

originally round, were flat end pretty thin.

I was told tbat

this flatness had come e,bout through the chair's use for
three-quarters of a century as a plow for children,

It ha,d

come to Kentucky in a covered wagon from North Carolina, a plain
little home-made chair.

.All the way over on the six-weeks'

trip a little boy who was later to be the uncle of my brother's
chillftren had *idden, a sort of seat perilous, I suspect Jon lllany
of the mountain trails.
the chB.ir

c1.• cross

That generation of children had plowed

the floor while they were les,rni.ng to vmlk and

had also ridden it down slopes when sleet or snow covered the
ground,

It

VlfJ,s

paSf38d on to the next generation and cl id

eqmJJ.ly we 11 th ere, though rnean time its ler;s were wearins thin.
It r;ives one a sort of poetic glim1ise to think how many
people learned to walk while pushinu this little chair along
and how Plll,ny slightly 18.re;er chi lclren experienced thrills and

1h .._,

spills as they whizzed d,own the slope by the henhouse orAbarn,
Chairs were useful to the i.magins,tion of the child
in other times,

Walkers for small tots were not yet in style;

even perambulators had come into only a restricted use,

Little

boys who had to stay indoors on cold winter days could turn down
some chairs ancl make e. train or could rlo1,J:1 them in the style
of toddlers, if Mother did not object too seriously.
occa::,1ion I went into a, home on

8,

On one

cold winter day when a,11 the

chairs on tbe place hacl been converted into coaches for :,,n h<m,ginary train; the mother of the family spent a good portion of my

visit with her apology, which was unnecessary, for my sympathy was
with the youngster who had done this,
After we got to be good-sized, we felt sorry for the
little boy who had to ride on a chair down a snow-covered hill,
Meanwhile in our growing up we he.d learned how to build a sled, or,
rather, a slide, which seemed much more masculine.

On some

occasions, when the ice-crust was very strong, we made a good
sled merely by using a wide plank,

I was riding on one of this

sort the ds,y I tore most of' the tail off rriy overcoat,

I should

have been sorry for this, but the garment was merely one I had
inherited as it had heen passed down the line of boys to me,
honestly believe ths,t this clisaster made it necessary for me to
have a new overcoat, one actually bought for me,

I

lt'ROH lt'I Ri]PLACl~ TO HTIA'r:J<:RS

When I was caught in a storm not lone aeo in the
Mammoth Cave National Park, I soui;ht refuge for the night in an
old c:le.serted church.

Tb ere I found among otber remnants of

former times a Wilson beater.

In tbe silent watcbes of the

nigbt, when I tried to sleep on tbe floor, I begen to connect tbat
old stove with a whole cycle of changes tn the heating of
houses,
Forty yea,rs ago i.t was practically impossible to find
i.n most rural sections any other way of heating a house except
with the open fireplace,

That was the style we had inherited,

We cut cords of wood and still did not have enough to last through
the winter,

It was always necessary to get out in the worst

aeather and cut more.

Practically all of the heat went up the

chir,mey, however poetic the open fire may have been,

One side,

at least, was wo,rm when the open fireplace was in its heyday.
BRgklog, forestick, andirons, taking up the aslites, cooking on the
fire, wood !),shes for lye and soap-making--all of these were
tied in with tbe big open fireplace,
By degrees came heaters, but for many yea,rs they had to
fight their way.

'.rhey were ce,lled unhealtbful, because they

heated the a,ir of the room too much,

'l'he fa,ct tbat they

consumed much less wood we,s in their favor,
give up old tbings.

Stovewood is so much sms,ller that it does not

take so much strength to carry u. loe,d of' it
huge baclcstick.

but it is hard to

HS

to wrestle wi.th n

1'he wood for the stove is likely to be sawed

and not cbo:rJl,ed at the woodpile, thus deprivine; the household of
the useful chips.

And the fire c0,nnot be seen, an objection I

ha.ve bea,rd often.

I recall how rnucb some people rejoiced that they

riad stoves with isinglass doors,

through which tbe light could shine.

Besides, tbere was tbe Franklin stove, whicb witb a little
manipulation could be a stove or a grate.

Just in recent

years I visited in nn olcl-fa,sbioned house wbere a :wranklin stove
was still being usecl, a pretty fair substitute for the open
fireplcwe,

One of the objections to

c1,

stove is thnt tobacco-

chewing loses most of its zest with one.
Some of the stoves that v,e had in the early clays 1nere
cast-iron thine;s tha,t could produce a lot of heat but could
rnrely

w::_{:~~J &efl:t'.t!2:rfl,0J1Se

six feet away.

Vie used to crowd around

the stove\ not to keep wa,rm so much as to break ranks and
I\
be less formal ttrnn vie vierA in our se8,ts.
'L'here ma.y be colder
plaees than tbe olcl one-roomed sehool at Fidelity, but in a
balf century I have not found them,

The two cast-iron stoves

roe,red like furnaces, but winter crerit right up to them.

Vle boys

dragged in piles of dead saplings ancl. lii,rc;er vrnod to replenish the
fires,

1

aking turns 0,bout in the mornings to build the first fire@,

'Jfe did not die from the BXIJosure, for tie;ht houses were unkno,m

then.

Besides, we were wrapped up in several layers of winter

clothinc;, so much so t\1EJ,t we perspired freely wben we played
Dc:1,re Jlnse or 1-Volf Over tlJe Hivero

'Pben in the cold roorn. v,e sat,

developing a cold that most pe o:rile regnrclecl as the normal. ;:,,ccoHpn,t1:iment of vr:l nter.
Stives are still. doing tbeir work well

and will lone;

contmnue to do so, but I fear tlle old fireplace is ,:, p,,.ssing institution that fer, of the younp;er generfl.tion v1il.l rern<JFlber as we
do,

Drtlo~iictures in the burning ccn:,ls will bave to be sougbt

elsewhere; boys' energies will bave to be direeted to something
else besides bringing in baovy backlogs,

N.unmrno:u,nmss
'rbe

of being a good noic;l1bor hns by no mev,ns clisHp-

E1J:t

poared, but in our standardizetion of life by the rules of
urbcm society we are likely to lose much of the neighrJol'lineirn

t·hat once cl.'H'.J,racterized v,ll of us.

By no mt~ci,ns fi,re we hctrder-

hearted, as c~n be sho,vn every year by the generous resvonse to

Co1nmuni ty Chests Hlld other forms of obEri t,,, but we let,e,' our
do11'3,rs or materiL;ls do tbe v•ork ttrnt people i.n other days did
tl1ernse.lvesa

in a toyrn cttmosp"here l1as made

~~

flte"

Bome-

times forget how genuine is the sentiment of old-fashioned
interest in what is hnppening to those whom chahce made our
ne2.rest neighbors c1.nd our friends c1..s a ElEJ.tte:r of courseo

When I

Y•ent bu.ck to. Picleli ty not so lone; u.go to tl1e funen1,l of my oldest
brc,ther, I mHrvelcd all Urn tiF1e I was there at tb0 e;mrnine old
neighborliness tlrn,t lrnro never been allowed to die or to weaken,
'l'houc;h Ply brother hE:.d died suddenly lr,.to one 2.fternoon, b"r vihE,t
we ~10uld CEtll es.rly rnornine; the neighbor women bad brougbt in

all i:;orts of food, for it

V.'BS

known the:t many frlends and

relatives froin adistanco would be on hand.
neiehhox·B Fn1r::t 1:H;;.ve

Sh.t

Sorne of tli o se c;ood

up <J,ll nie;ht pre_pEring food fox· thi2 occa-

I had Hlrnost forgotten tt1c,,t gn,.ves wero rstill due; by
tho neighbor boyc arnl nen,
been a long drouth, but help was plentiful for tho hard, backNot to ba.ve la,id a.v,,ny
tbH:t tbe

COt:lFJUnity

bD.d u.lv,u:1ys practiced

R

citizen in tl1e fnstd.on
VIOU1d

buve

Sl'lClCked

of

lack of res1,rnct, for tho man himself anr1 for ttie cormnunity,
I ctune [1.vr:.:i.::r fror11 1i1ideli ty even proudc-a· of my long connection Yiitll/4

it; I bopo tl:mt hges will pa,;s l,ofore this old-fashioned neighborliness ,,vill go out of st.v1e.

Jn the very mtture of thincs w;,.rmtb of neighborliness
such BS this does not exist in the towns and cities,

it is impossible, anywuyo

Du t

H

J'rolmbly

1.1 of the youne;er cenen,.ti on rot>tod

in urban atmospheres have missed something very fine by not
kno,ning trJB genuine feeling of responsibility and neicbborboocl
c,ride att;,,cbe<l to these custorr1s and ot,,ers equally 1::ood,
Just recently a well-to-do villace in the state
sent out v10rd for corner-carriers, rc:Ster-Jrw,kers, vnd other

professionals to assemble for a bouse-rr:.isingo

A society of'

farm bo:rs in tbe bi.gh scbool of tbe village bn.d ;olc,rmed to
build a clubhouse,

One c;enerous man clorni.ted the loe;E, other

Bkilled men b,nd boys lJev,ed them, and t,ien cnme tlJe old-fb,shi.oned
house-rr1isingo

It nm.de a good item in the paper E,,nd cr,,usecl ;,,any

of us to reca,11 how ordinnry ,mcl matter-of-f,,,ct Erncb thine;s vrsre
in our boyboocl.

'l,unint old customs, you v1ill say,

and r,roba.bly

a mere revival of them that will not lo.st long, but for the
educ,J,tion of those farm boys in neie;hborliness I can think of
notriing finer,
tlJe sicate

HB

J would 11,,,,te to see us become such creatures of

sor,1e of tbe r,:uropean peoples, but i t vJOulfot

hurt us to feel ago.in tbe strange thrill and pride in neichborhood
affairs tbnt all of' us once bad and that most peoppe of the
rural sections bave never lost.

FOLK AHT
:3y degrees the nms8 of peorJle, e,,ucatecl and unecluca,ted,
are beginning to realize that basically the folk are artistic,

:r;;; lw.ve lone known the.t primitive peoples like the lncl ians can

1

do morvelous things with their ho.nds, but the Btran17,eness of tbeir
artistry has attracted us more often than the intrinsic value of
A g<1ners.tion or so ae;o a few people discovered,

thflir works,

Hlmost by 11.cciclent, tha.t the Soutl1ern Nec;ro iB basically a rnusiciam.
Ji'or a long tirno it w,rn re17,o,rded as queer for r,,ny ope to see
beHuty in music such as tbe fE,.rl'I hands made; long since I have
been grown-up it was unthinkable for a group of Negro singRrs to
a.ppeHr before

f\

white audience,

When even great wbite singers

included "Swing Low, Sweet Chu.ttot" or "Steal Away to .Jesus" -,1,v,f,fpfg'
in tbeir repertory, I bave bee,rd very adverse criticism,
the doubters bave been silenced,

Slowly

Probably no part of the country

now appreciates Ne1:,ro spirituals more tban does the So11th.
Only lately bave even the best of us recognized the
o,rtistry pr,"sent in mmy of tbe fwti.vi ties of tbe simpler ones of

our own race.

It bas taken us a long time to get over the

prejudices engendered by caste systems,

Now folk things cl.re qui.Te

the rage; I hope that much of tbis enthusiasm ir; genuine and not
merei:y a pa,ssing f'acl,
TnJ.Velers along our hi()'mays have no diff'icu.lty in seeing
tlw.t folk industr .es now have their inning,

:Basketry, which bas

continued without interruption since prebistorical times, is now
expression of beauty;
attracting attention because of its ~ !'1any a busket
bougbt from an Indian villa1:,e is no !'10re s,rtistic than those made
in our own white homes.

Quilts, rugs, counterpanes, too, are

attracting attention because of their basic artistry,

Country

THTil OLD-:D'ASHIONJGD KITCHJ~N

It has been a long time since I was entertained in
an oid-fashioned kitchen,

I wish I had pictures of some dozen

the,t I have known in many 11E,,rt{of the state, ki tchcms that were
mode Is of their kind.

Probabiy few of tbe kind I shaII tell you

about are to be found tode,y, but they were once numerous,
The kitchen was not merely a kitchen in those days.
There was a large open fireplace, with the flue from the stepstove running into the chimney,

Many of the older cook

vessels from the days when cooking on the fire was the only way
to prepare meals were likely to be in evidence,

'rhe kitchen wcw

not small but combined for winter use, at least, the dining room
and the kitchen.

Then it was the place to do the washing in the

cold weather, when it ws,s a bit too cold outside.

The wide fire-

place held the vmsh kettle, that useful vessel that might be the
center of soap-making or of pumpkin-cooking or of lard-rendering,
as well as its more common use in washing the clothes.

There

was likely to be in every kitchen a tripod, on which sm0.ll vessels
could be set to heat, with coals banked beneath them,

'l'he

oven, in which sweet potatoes could be baked, was probably the
last vessel of this sort to be laid aside,

Sometimes I saw a

pipkin, a small, long-handled saucepan, I suppose one would call it.
In it you could heat a small quantity of water quickly; nature,lly
the pipkin was of iron, strong and long-lasting.

So far as

that is concerned, all or nearly e,11 of the older cook vessels we~e

.

of tbe same sturdy me,ter:lui,1.
Tbe other objects to be seen in an old-fasbioned kitchen
were quite as distinctive as the cooking vessels and the big iron
kettle.

Hanging by the side of the jamb would be strings of

peppers, enough, it seemed to me, t c season all the sausage or bett;rt

I

or liver in the whole county,

'

Such strings were for decoration

quite as much as for use, I suspect.

G

There were strings of
Dried rings

onions, with their dried tops plaited together,
of 1mmpkin appeared in manyl_ki
tohens,
--,

,?

Sometimes there were

pieces of meat, away over in the corner beyond the intense heat
of the fireplace s,nd stove.

I have seen strings of twists of

tobacco, also hung up to dry in the kitchen,

We tied ears of

popcorn together very deftly and made ladders of them for the kitlilten,
Since the kitchen was a subsidiary of the a,mple smokehouse,
there might be jars of pickles, sauerkraut, e,nd other housebold
necessities, as well as canned e,nd preserves fruits and vegetables.
As you sat in a well-stocked ki tcben, you could see at a glence
that the family were not facing starva,tion for the winter,
I loved to sit in such a kitchen and watch grow into a
(meal some of the old-fashioned foods that such kitchens produced,
There might be pork s,nd turnips, for instance, or hog's jowl
and turnip greens, if it were not too late in the winter to kill
the greens down.

There would be smoked sausage, out down from

the beams or rafters, here or in the smokehouse,

l·lain hoecake

or corn dodgers just went with these other foods, as did
fried pies,

Some good sorghum mole,sses, with plenty of butiller

0,nd hot biscuits, might precede in time the fried pies,

.

None of

us win those days had ever heard of vi ta,mins; we jµst e,te as long
as vie could hold another bite, not a bad thing to clo when probably
the rest of the day vrnulcl be spent in the r,w1, cold air of the
winter woods,
There may not ba,ve been much style about the old kitchen,
but it wa,s a bee.rt-satisfying experience to be in one and feel that
here tbe life of the family bad its headquarters,

In fact, in

many a horne this room of many uses was also the winter sitting
room; you could spend your entire day within its walls, lea,ving
only for the bedrooms, la:psta,irs or down, when the da,y was over,

PUNKINS
As I write this, it is late fall; last night e, big frost
came; the leaves e,re brilliant or have e,lready fallen,

A few days

ago I se,w whole· wagonloads of pumpkins hauled out from the cornfields and left handy to the pig pen and the cow lot,

Some of them

in a few days will be carved into grotesque faces by small or larger
children who have never lost the poetry of Hallowe•en,

Toda,y

as I wci,lked in fron'tt af a big down-town grocerey, I sa,w a
croolrneck pumpkin lying sprawling among other fall goodies,
toda~r I ate a wedge of pumpkin pie for dessert,

Also

It is the

season of pumpkins for me, e, season shot through and through with
poetry,
l:!'rom our earliest days in America this poeti.v frµit has
been a part of our he±itage,

The Indians had developed it before

us and had known for centuries the invitting

taste of it,

Si.nee

they also knew turkeys and cra,nbe rries and corn, we inherited the
ma,kings of Thanlrngi ving right from them,

The pumpkin, like corn,

can be easily grown and produces an abundance Sf food for man and
beast,

l'he fresh new soil of the clearing just agrees with both

corn and pumpkin; there they thrive and produce a quick, sure suriply
of food,
A great variety of pumpkins exist, almost a kind for

every distinctive section,

The Nev, England pie pumpkin, a,bout

twice as big as your two fists, does not seem to thrive here, though
I have managed to grow a few for poetry's sake,

They have a

flavor that no other species can duplicate; a pious person
might say that they were just made for pies.

A very large
'

-\'\._

orange-colored pumpkin also grows in profusion rr~ f1ftl'le:r north,
I have seen fields so full of them that one wondered how any group of
cattle !!Jr bogs or people could ever consume them,

'l'hen there is our

own paler-colored vs.riety, of all shapes and sizes, though I confess
that I like the broad, flat one the best,

The crookneck has

an endless variety,too, but our most cornmon one seems to be the
white type.

When I tnught in a. country school, the children used

to bring me roasted sweet potntoes earlier in the sea.son and
baked crookneck pumpkin later,

There may be plenty of other

kinds, but these are the ones that I have known,
In the late fall, when the problem of keerJing the
pur11J.ldns from freezing became acute, we used to cook up. great
quantities of them in the big wash kettle and store up the
ricb residue

in stone jars,

As we needed food, we would take

out a portion of this and cook it down still further, adding
sorghum molasses for sweetening.

Some of our neighbors made

pumlin butter, a substance much like apple butter,

First the

juices would be cooked out of some pumpkins tbat were only
ordinary or average; into this stock would be dumped tbe very
very choicest pumpkin meat and cooked until it would be of tbe
consistency of apple butter.
Just wby a person of higb social standing should be
"some punkins" I have never known, but if it
to decide, I tbink I could soon make a clear
expression.

Izaak Walton quotes some reverend 1~nglisb e;entlems,n

as saying that God evidently could bHve ma.de a better berry than
the strawberr,iy but He didn't; borrowing the old fisher.man's
quotation, I would say the same thing about ~ pumpkins and pies.

THE TEAChl~RS I Il~STITUTE
Ever since the teachers' institute became a lost
institution in our state, I have wanted to place a small wreath
on the grave of what used to be a great thing,

When it was a

present reality, it often seemed cheap and some times unnece fJsary,
It was itself an institution of long background, a remnant of a time
when the institute really tried to teach people how to teach,
Long before my time I fear that it had lost most of this aspect
and was a week in which the local teachers lamely spoke on
subjects often a mile above their heads a,nd a hired instructor or
us
°'two worked off on ¥1:/ ~ supply of stale jokes and staler
pedagogy.

The institute lasted long enough for me to have my

own fling as an instructor; I held six in my own right and did my
share of boring people who could not run away,

Besides, I visited

many, many others in the capacity of worker for my college, largely
in the days when public educa,tion was having a hard ti.me overcoming
local prejudices and private-school jealousies.

In the years that

I ~ ~ n s t i tute:}1 came to know many speakers, from some of
the best I ever heard to the world's worst.

I also ca,me to know

ms,ny teachers in all parts of the state, some that knew only what
was con1,ained in the eighth-grade books and others that were downright
scholars who taught in the one-roomed schools through choice or
necessity,

Not to have gone through these experiences would

have taken away one of the most basic pha,ses of my education,
Today as I turned through some dusty old diaries of
mine, I found the complete program of an institute that I attended
sec o 1Ai(

when I was teaching my :t~t school,

-tlQt

About that time there was

a book on peds,gogy on the market I\ta,lked glibly about "percepts 11
and "concepts,"

I notice that the very first talk was on

"Perception," not tbfrdinary ldnd but the pedagogical variety

then in vogue.

One talk was on "The Chief Business of the

School in the Forma,tion of Concepts."

JJ[y, how big tha,t

sounded, almost a,s big as the later "motivation, 11 or "activities, 11
-e -i: Q.c,tl '1
There were ~ 59 such speeches during
or 111lmcial situations1".'

!

the five days.

We were gluttons for punishment in those days,

We had paid our dollar and were getting its worth in intellectual
growth.

Seriously, we profited considerably from these rambling

and multitudinous talks,
v,Ae,,

It has interestedAto see what I was talking about in
these free-for-alls.

On Jfonteti~ shared with 1,,noth er tencher the

topic "Application of General Notions," some abstruse phychologi.cal
thing, I suppose,

Since I had not then studied jl'he subject, I fear

I ma,de a mess of it"

On Tuesday I spoke on "The Study Period,

11

of 'lftlil,

which I may have known a little more, though I had taught only
one very small country school.
Thursde,y, when I spoke on

11

Iiy last Etppenrance we,s on

'l'he Science of Sanitation.

11

I cannot

begin to recall what I said or vms even supposed to say, for
it was all pretty much

D,

matter of repeating platitudes, I fee,r,

Whatever I said about ss.ni ta tion, I know, hnd no direct affect
on NY little school room or i.ts execre,ble outbuildings.

We

he,d the good old germ-proof water bucket and the leaky dipper,
but I do recall that I would not allow the children to spit on the
floor,

Signs in waiting rooms in those days read!'

11

If you spit on

the floor at home, please do so here; we want you to feel at home,
I am sure that I was hardly that libera~ i.n my school.
We who had bre,ss, 111ith cir without bre,ins, did a lot
of speaking in tbose days.

Any subject was our meat,

We had

gone to public or private schools where debating was the one
great outside activity.

We did not know a forward pass from

a, field goal, but we could do111n the best in parliar11entc1,ry law,
And we spread on the elocution that we had learned from books
or from the million contemporary word-sli.ngers.

11

ORDT•:nnm l!'ROI'i 1.'Hll CATALOGUE

Catalogues from mail-order houses are so plentiful now
that we look for the new ones as we look for new styles of dresses
or new models of cars.

In my later days at Fidelity we had begun

to order things from a catalogue, a little dubiously at first,
for we were afraid that the compm1ies doing business in that way
were conducting a skin game.

Since some of our neighbors had

tried their hand at ordering, though, i('nd had not lost their
money, we fell in line.

Thirty-five yea,rs ago, I find by

consulting my old diary, our family ordered from a well-known
house a new buggy, not a rubber-tired one, for Father was not
that new-fangled, but a good, roomy steel-rimmed type, a family
buggy.

A very important envelope came a, few days after our

order, e.nnouncing that our buggy had been shipped; still later
we got a notice from the depot, eleven miles away,that our treasure 1'w.d arrived •

Since I was the only boy left at home, the

pleasant duty was mine to go e;et the buggy.

I saddled our

old family hag e,nd spent most of the morninr, riding out Hcross tbe
hills fror,1 Ji'ideli ty to the county sea.t.

First after arriving

at town I went to the saddler's and got a brand-new set of harness,
made right there by an excellent worker,
everything srQelJ.ed!

Hy, how

ffe sh Etnd nev,

The buggy had been shi:uped lrnooked down; we

felt bi.e; put tine; it up, for another brother met me there to shEtre
in the joy of creation.

He also probably though I WEtB a bit too

e;reen 8,bout machinery to clo much with a nevi bug(';y.

After the wtrnels

and sbests were on, I drove up town, bought some srn1ci,ll a.rti.cles( "among
them some baker's brei,.d, a lapspread, and a whip"), and the11 a.cross
the bills to the f'mni.ly, who sat waiting for me, sca,nning a.11
horses and buggies that went a.long the big road.

In the buggy,

I notice in my diary, v,as e. la,:r.ge catalogus of the same great

mail-ord,~r house.

'J'hat v1ould be so ordinary

0,

thing now that /

no child would ever drea.m of recording tbe fE1,ct in

0,

C/

dia,ry; but

tbings were different in old Fideli_iy,
By degfees ordering from a catalogue got to be a
big tbing.

Y/e got seed co.talogues, too, and sent for things tlmt

v1ere not to be found in the packets for sale in tbe D. H. Ferry
box at the country store.

We took great pains to show the

visitors the stnmge new things we grew from those same mail-order
seeds,

Sometimes we made up an order in tl1e co!11launity, feeling

very important in doing so

o

There was a species of magic about it

all; you ha.cl merely to make a fevr pen scratcries on a piece of 11nper,
de11osit a hi.t of money witri the local postmHster, mail your letter,
and tlrnn wait a few days for the mc1,gie to work,
matters always seemed queer to us children, n.nywe.y; just why a
mere piece of blue paper, given in exchange for our money, could
he accepted in lieu of cold cash was(and is) etrancc,

But ai'ter a

few uses of this system we felt so confident that we no longer
fmued re suJ.ts.

If we had had p,,n account at the br,,nk, we might br,.ve

felt different, but it was e, :cs.re person v1ho entrusted his CEJ.r;'(j to the
hank,

V'l11en v.ie d6livered our r,roduce, vre got Ci:<_.sb or due bills;

I suspect fev! of us wovlc1 have known VJhat to do vlitti a check,
T',his ,Nill sound. stX'(Jined to

r1.r.1.11y

of the :';.roune_:er ones,

v1ho rrohe.bly thi.nk tbat r~ti.il.boxes were ,%tde to receive the bi.c
catalocues and the fat, chubby packages that follow the catalogues

into tbe remotest 9laces~

nut every institution ha.s to get started;

v1hile i.t is in tbe forrr1n.tive stDpG,

a being from anotber world.

it seems 8_.s nev1 and Btr<:1ne~e c1s

When you cet your next order from

Sears or Ward, like it if you wish or retmmn it and cet your
money back, but he aBS\J.rAd thr,.t othArs 1w.ve 110.d some of the1r
e;re3,test rnor,ients '.'!hi le .rm.king out ord:,rs or recei vine: tbern by mai.J.
or be' freight.

~
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Tlm MOVING-PICTTJRFTI SHOW AT FIDF.LITY

You can hide a country village for a long time from the
things that everybody else knows about, but by and by the world
learns of it and comes with its best and latest inventions,

For

years we ha.d heard of the moving picture and had somewhat doubted
the truthfulness of our informers.

By an by, thirty-five years

ago, n tent show aame to us, bringing the miracle that hns done
so much to change our social life and our very concepti.on of
thine; s,

The Hidyett Company( the e.ctiml ne.r,rn) brought i.ts

big tent and set it up on a level space near where the Fidelity
High School now stands.

From all the creek bottoms and hieh ridres

the crowd r:;c,,t11e:red, probr,.bly ,,,11 of the111 us slcepticP,l as I.

we saw bee;:i_me a le,ndrnv,rk in our e:ettj_nc; acquc:1-intcd ·with the big world
Lone; bP-fore tt,,lkies we lmd v-Jbb.t

beyond our fBrthcst hills.

e11rprisod us: colored slides were thrown on the board representinc;
scenes suc;gestecl by well-known songs'K.-- "Where Is ,ty './1c·ndcri.11c :Boy
Tonic:ht'/ 11 "Old Kentucky HomCJ,

11

Swanee ll.i.ver, mid the li.ke--; v.nd tlrn

eraphophone played tbe song, J)ro 11erly synchronized, we would say
n 0 1.v.

Tbe master of ceremonies apDealed to our seriousness by

ph1,yine: 1,,t tt1c ver,Y bcc;inning of l1i.s progrn.m Uie Tv-,ent.v-thi.rcl
rse,lm ancl the Lord 1 E, Prr,yer on his r;n,phopbome,

'I1 h e tall<:lne;

machine was still so new the.t we enjoyed this nearly as well as
tbe lt::1,ter C\Dd n1ore unusuc1.l show ..

The ooving pictures wure just m-0ving pictures, not a
y;la;r o.r anytbing of the sort.

They wou.10 be mere extrtts nov:,

news reels or some such tbing.
paradf, of Hineline; :•1rotllers

I

Circus, the sort of tbi.ng o.11 of us bad

seen in tbe flesh but never before on the silver screen.
a.nd J"udJr ca.me irnrried ia te ly o,fterws.:i:·d s,

runcti

sor:J.e\vbat obs curine; t1) e

i1r1yn·es,s.ion of tbe silent but rnr:,rvelous H10v:i.eso

I bave forgotten

most of tbe 111ov1nc: pictures, 1 &m so:r:ry to say, but I think I
cou1c1 re11:roduce ,11ord for w.ord tlrn Puncl1 and Jucly ti.ct, time-,,rnrn
tbouc:b it wae then.
About a yeHr lntor c1,n eclvortir;er for \/astern lcrncls cune
to us and shovrnc1 colored slides by tlJO dozens,
one of our no igbbors sold out bis f

c\.I'l!l

so compelling tbat

ancl c1,t once betook hhnseli'

After the co1orec1 Blides of tbe finest fruit I bave

season.

yet seen rmd of the lHI'f•.est f;rain fields tb&.t probably exist in
the world came some moving pictures of work in this fabulous
V/est.

,Tuc•t l.n the miclst of tbe first reol the rnachinci broke dovm;

all of us felt that we rmcl been oller,:tecl, thoucb we hM1 not paid a
cent for our entertnim~ent,
And tlrnn came u showboat,
trndition,

o,

genui.ne showboE,.t of the old

Some of tl1e ncigbboring families ·v;1ere spendin[';

e, S1:-1turdc\y on t.be river, vrith J.art:e picnic dinners e.s a nci,turD,l

part of the day.

About the time we were eo, ting

C>lH

d i.nner a

c,oe.(J-toned wriistle clown tbe river i'lt•,de us forget even our e,ppeti ter;,
the
It vw.s a small sbowboat, coming i;o tWcl1or at ,f;I./ very landinc wriere
we were picnicking,

The few heads of families present soon dis-

covered tbat we must bave a sbow nll to ourselves,

Tb ey

VJ

ent a bou.rd

the showboat and consulted tbe owner, wbo told them that because of
the smallnesro of our crowd it would be nocessnry to cl1arce us twenty
cents apiece,

1'bci,t 1•1eant i'orty cents for most of us, as we had

our best girls; hut wbat is forty cents when you want to do somethine; hnndso-r1e for

mm?

our twenty people, then, got all of the

bic;b j inks of tbe showboat, v•i tb its creY·I of' three, that otters
bad to take in a stuffy crowd,

There were mony sbort reels, the

only one I rerc1e11!,er being u. pillo,,r f'ir:ht in an orphanEcge or
boys' school or somewbare,
Vie hobnobbed wi tb ttJO owner and bis
v,ife 01,11d the ctwrnpion fiddler and felt sorry for tbe otbers we wet
~- +ha r,nnil AR ~.,,1ho ,vere com.inc: to n. :ree:ula,r, not g
corrll.no.,nd, performance.

TJ~ACT-IJ~RS

1

,ASSOCI/1.TJ.ONS

':'/hen the teEwhers' irrntitute di.eel, its twin brother,
the teachers' association, seams to have died, too.
few survivals, hut I am afraid that thore are not enoue;h left
Rea.lly,

for Bead.

it is e. pity in mc\ny v,a,ys t11c::i,t so e;ood n

custom should c1ie so suddenly rmd so needlesF;ly.

Just as the

institute at the county ses.t w2.s for the teacherr0, the r,.ssociE,.tion
On that day the

was for the people in the rural sections.
hie;h

fl.Del

mie;l1ty tcrncbers of ci.cljoining nei.ghborhoocls cmn.e and

cticl their pr•.:rt, shoYri.nr: off before their public.
C/3,rie

C\1 i lclren

Bnc1 listened 8.11d v,ent rw.ray determined to be school teachers

GDd p11blic speakerso

I vrn.s one of these,

and I ha-ve never ceasec1

to thanl, J'ro,riclence tlwt •r;hen I vrn.s r,. little, bc,y, tbe tee,criers chine
to our little country com,mnity a.ml bold forth for a dr,.y.
tliere I resol,red to be

a.

,~""""',w-,

~

8.nd I

2m

i(ip;ht

not tired yet.

Honestly, some good thinrs went on at these meetings,
'i'h8 catch wordB v1ore slie;htly dit'f,,rent, but t\'1ere vrns oft8n o.n
interM,t i.n tenching school th13t few of this time vrnuld associr,to
with

8.

ti.r~e when nohocly wr10 \(e:.1t school i.n

so much 2,s

Ft

B

country

oomrmrnity had

year's high-school education; most of the crovrd

who came to hear were probably about .fifth grade pupils in formal

schooling.

But e.'11 of them were alive, I can assure you.

'reachers

got up and expressed themselves, not overnwed by tl1e im;tructor as e,t
the institute,
on.

Sometimes patrons and even children \'1ere called
public
I made my firstAepeech at a teachers' association, a little

scared, perhaps, but eci,ger to get into the group that I ,f.pt,t
hoped to make mine for life.

It was just a little country church

where ·we met 11t Fidelity, but intellectual things attracted a lot of
us, even though we bad not ridden on a train or seen a steamboat.

By and by I grew up and was old enough to take the
examination for a certificate.
certi.fi.c,de ,,nd becan
than Jcid eli ty.

Bv hard work I made a second-cJB.ss

my first scbool, in a county fcrt\-1er west

And then I went to teacliers' 8.ssociH.ti.ons

us a professional.

Sometimes I rode v. nule tbat s01qe of ny

pr,.trons rm.cl lent me; sometir,1es I actually rented s. horrJe o.nd buccy
and took some young lady teacher,

There was still the great dinner

en the c;ro1J.nd thRt I bad 1rnovm G.t l?:1.delity; tho fine o.1d institution
vrns 1Jlive ci,nd well,
a violent death,

Only a few ,.-er;.rB l,:.ter, hoviever, it died

literally choked out by newer things,

J~duca.tion was the excuse fcir the meetings, of courseo
}Tinc1s in those times afJ in these needecl e,n occ[-i.sional quic}::entng;
teaclrnrs' s,ssociati.ons Frnpplied one of the most v2.l1.1able f,.bd
innocent means of co1npel.line: thoue;11t.

nut education was not allo

Tbe noclal pb<:i,se of tricse a.BBocic::tions riore thon bnle.nced whe,.t

we Bo11cht as intel.lie;ent heincs,

\le liked to see the teacbers and

OV111

to cm~pare Hnd contrast our •it11 those from tbe other sections.

I\
WA thrilled to tbe feelin~ tbat v1e were encaGed
tnHli ti.on,

i11

u ereat

tbe pusbi.ne forviard of exD.ltecl neiehborliness, cccll

it by wbv.tever viort1 .vor:i 1:w.y ~
rn[mcr s,nd certninly rnc1,dc, Uie rest of u,s inte1lectm1,lB L,lo.d we y1ere

li vi.nc,

1Jith nll of our nrlv2r1cement in education since I
:JOld rn.y littles red. mule and stu.rtecl off to school, J still wonder

whether we school people are as near our clientelc as were our

yer~r to aJDBD.r informvlly before thej_r patrons and those from
thP- su.rrounclinc districts,

f31C\P, of the Hoe,d,

11

must bc,.ve corile into our cor1ri1unity ox· county

on nn ohs8rvc.,,tion tour before tlie poem took f or1no

to just:i.f;/ his well-l<:no1·.1n poen b,nd ~ i t s _pbilosor;b;Io
Acrof3S t1ie creek on one of t1ie llicr1m,t
lived old Uncle

11

s,ntl

poo1Jest bills

ill C[diel1, in n little unrmintecl sbc1ok tbnt

lookect strangely liked several ctozen others of

011r

neighborhoodo

There was nothinB very distinctive about Uncle Rill except his
habit of keepinc the coffee 110t on crnrne coals r,,11 throuc;ll tbc winter
En,lnvitin['; everybody Vlho 1rn,sE<ed by on tlrn little country roce.d to

cor~e in and he.Ve
c1.n;ybody to do,

lt

cup.

/fm,

Now,

isn't that a fino thing for

especially one so poor ns Uncle J-1i ll und so

fe,:r a\\'O,Y from the center of' life?

llor10 tvrnlvo ni.les wost of :D'ideli ty lived my e;r-es,t-e;rr,ncl-

•~en he built his house, he dug a well ric:ht by the side of tba
X'OEH1,.,

This well vias a typical old-fashioned one, witb

an old ogken bucket, and 8.llo
£1.

0,

well-house,

:'1y the very Bide of tbF: roc_;d be hu.d

lone ho:r.·se=t::cou1::(b dug out of a loe; v.li th an D,dze.

Iiere the

-,ra:rf,,.:re:rs Btoprecl to i:-,:eresl1 tuern.selvcs anf heir borses, Eure of a
welcome, :for ttrn well never n,.n dry and was free to everybody.
Wben I uBecl to vif,it ut tbis olcl pl,•,ce, lonffter F1y gre,1.t-c;nmdsire
trn,cl passed avffy,

there vms ,,, constant stream of people cor1inc; by

and stoppinc; :lit tbe well by tbo sicle of tllo ron.cl,
Ji'ideli ty hnd and lw,s anotber j_nsti tut ion ths,t is

;;seN\/.._J_ C\.~

reno.rlmblo ns the union church, nov1 lone; cone but its bell 1->t:tn
mounted on tllEl ww1 h:le,11 scbool builc1inr;,
was n public cistern.

Tbis other institution

The v1a 1.er front o, lhrge store bu11dinc;

was collected in it,

I grew up to think the cistern a lare;e one,

and i. t must bave been, for I never knew it to run dry, though
many frn,1i lies used

(r rom

it, e,nd we usually had to d0pend on it

'·-"--')

to water the thirsty children in the schoolhouse, soma half mile
It was to tbis cistern tbat we went when Hiss ::s1rnice
let us go for a bucket of water.

The cistern is now gone, but

s, public well has taken its plftce, rigl1t out in the rockiest part
of tr1e village,

And tbat reminds me tbat only tbis very year

I drove througf, smc1,ll county-seat town where tlie old town pump is
still runninr; ,1,t the same old ste.nd.

'l'here used to be many of tbese,

picturesque tbings that bave had to go in the limestone regions because
of the danr;er/ of pollution,
Jfore and more I bate to see passing cornmuni ty enterprises
that beld people togetber lon3 before we even knew the word ''civic,''
It is a pity that vrn could not fence in some typi.cal cornrnunity and
keep it untouched as an object lesson ir, some of the virtues that
standardization may cripple or kill,

If I were asked to plab

a museum of this sort, I would i'ence in old :B'idelity, except I
fear I have waited too long, for modernization long ae;o reached
out and put its sta,mp upon even my real-dream Yillae;e,

\'-f O:I'tJ)U .i\.}'.JJ OCCU:J'A'l.1 I OJ<'"f:3

'1ver/J,,rt of U1re fJt,,,te li,,s
occupt-, tions.

Tbe language still used is often about all that

is left of tbese former tirnes,

Our co lloqui.c,,l spe ecb is full of

words that lose most of tbeir meaning if dissociated frmn tbeir
orir;inal meaning and setting,
Tbe earliest people in the state were the scouts or
]':[0,ny of these must have had strange fears when they

explorers.

heard the wild animals at night,
when sor1e one screams 11 ke

II

pioneer stories as I vrn,s) you

Just bow much are you frightened

pG,ntber'/

ffl

If you had been fed on

would almost lose a year's

growth at tl1e rnere mention of the name panther, or "painter,"
Just what n Salt River ftoa,:rer is the lists of I<entucky w1ld
(}."::,

animals fail to tell me,

I suppose that he vms the se1nc;or else
/I

a subspecies of 1 tbe Ring-tailed Roarer,

:Both mysterious ani1,1als

often were mentioned by the bold1 ba,d man who was wisbing or even
spoiling for a fight.

The same man also decfa.:cecl that he

could lick everybody within certain wide boundaries, could eat a
gri.nclstone or a corpse, ancl could mctrink

H

barrel( "ba,rl") of' licker,

After the scouts came the permanent settlers, &.nJliey are
still here,

For a long time the cultivated patches in the woocle

were mere "cler,.rings," which gradually wi.dened into fields.

Conste,nt

cultive,tion and poor Methods of cropping produced gulleys, v1hicb became
so common thB.t the cheapest thing you could say about any one was that
he was as common or cheep RS e;ulley dust.
Lumbering left its terms scattered Rround, too.
I hear often of a "whole re,ft" of something.
are, e,s straight as a shingle.

Honest people were, and

A triane:ular slide on v1bich

lumbermen b:rougllt out logs from swr,mpy or muddy ground was called
a,

11

lizard.

11

Dn,,ggine; loc;s was, and is,

"snakine" tbem,

I have

snaked many a log in the winter, chiefly, though, for woodchopping,

l~very farm boy who bas done this has something to

brag about as long as he lives,
Long association with the farm animals bas given us
many of our most expressive folk figures of speech,

"As stubbor·n

as H mule," "bawl like a calf," "spunky ass, blue hen's chicken,"
"independent as a hog on ice"--tbese are picturesque similes tbe,t
any country boy understood and still does,

Some wise man bas said

thnt most of whe,t he knows a.bout people he lee,rned by studying
the farm animals,

How dull would anything have to be to be as

dull as e, frow, unless you have made boards?

In the days wllen

many 0, farmhouse made its own leather) everybody knew wllen a thing
was as tough as whe.ng leather,

One of rny favorite similes is

tha.t something is as noli5.y e,s a litter of' pigs.
Mining as such is rather localized in our state, but
nearly every neighborhood be,d some one who went West to the gold
or silver ''diggings,''

''Over in our diggings'' was a well-known

expression when I we,s 0, boy, tbougb many of us fe,iled to connect
it with mining,,{,i/#14(/
In the vocabulary of our standard speech there are many
words t1mt reflect older occu1)ations, m1my of them now obsolete
but some reinterpreted,

Long before the disc~ver7y of what stefam

could do, there were ene;ines, tl1ough they were merely me,chines,
Our "gin,

11

as a tlotton gin, is a left-over of this rfll;tp{h{meaning.

There were cars, too, but they were carriages,
even trains, but they were ~ processions,

There were
J:[ost of the terms

applied to the railroad had already been used in st0,ge-coacb days.
But if you want to see how many terms mea,n nothing to us now,
read Holmes's "One-boss Shay,"
vanished with the chaise itself,

These terms have largely

LITTLE SHAVJ~RS

Mu¥'cler as a fine art has never developed as much in
America e,s one would have thought, especiall~r among small boys
who have been twi ttecl for being little shavers,

Probably

the greatest disgrace imaginable iixrwne; 'teen-ae:e boys is that of
being small.

Just as soon as a fellow gets through the gosling

age, he becomes the arch enemy of all the boys who have not get
started

op

this very trying and interesting period,

It llilJ,y be

that adolescent boys are thus cruel because of very painful memories
of how they were twitted only a few months or years before,

The

cruelty is there, anyhow, and the little boys must grin and bear
it until they can get up enough courage to l:1.ck a boy or two of'
a le,rger size,

Sentimentalists, though, have a hard time

vti th r,·co;iciling the inccimsistencies of boyhood: no sooner
do boys grow up ttian they pass along the sii,me cruelty that
they he,d suffered; the hums,n re,ce does not seem to improve very
rapidly in a,lLruism,
H0 nestly I do not believe that being a little shaver
is so disgra,ceful in the crowd of boys I know now as it was when I
was younger,

There were dozens of things then that the older

boys used as means of tormenting little shavers,

Si0e was one

of these, as if a boy can do much e,bout this except by eating
al1 the time and wishing fervently to e;row up,

\Veakness or

softness is another fault that big bad boys accuse small boys of
havine;,

If a little fellow falls anfurts himself and cries

quite na turall:I', somebody hurts b im worse than the fall did by
calling him a baby or MalllI!ly I s dB,r Ling,
most sensitive subject,

Clothes.)i used to be the

Short trousers, that badge of a small

boy, were never allowed -to be forgotten if big boys were around.
Worst of all were the clihthes that we had inherited from older
brothers.

These boys and their playmates never let us feel
IA.s

comfortable, for they always reminded of our disgrace s,nd twitted

I\

us for being born awa.y down the line.

-th,.,,,..,
may have ha,d our saare a.nd more I;;& our share of
cake and teace.kes a,nd floatine; island, just because we vrnre
little shavers, but we were left out when social functions
came a.lone;.

Big Brother, a bare two years ahead of you,

went into the parlor like an old hand, but you, cursed with
beine; in short pants and having a childish voice, bad to ste_y out.
If

8.

party occurred in the neighborhood, you were too little to

go except to some child's party,wbere you innocently played
"Drop the Handlu1rchitif" or
''Social'' or ''Postoffice,

11

11

Srn,.p 11 but were not allowed to play
Big Ilrother got out his new se.ddle

and rode &,vmy on his mule, while you, almost tearfully, stayed
at home with Mammy and had to go to bed early.

All this and
through
many more disasters came about through your b e i n g , ~ no
fault of your own, just a "little shaver,"

POIJGUNS
Today e,s I we,lked across the campus with a freshman,
we passed a dor;wood tree covered with Wight red berries.

I

Gould it
e,sked him vihat tl1ey suggested, but he did not know.
be that the present genere.tion does not know e.bout pcipguns?
If that is true, this article is to tell them of another
institution that they have missed; incidentally, as always, it
is to remind the oldsters of what they missed by growing up,
Popr;uns were of two types: those mHde of elder sta,lks
and those made of a joint of CHne.

Both kinds are good, t1,nd both

kinds make a loud pop when fired properly,

You cut a joint of

elder, remove the pith, and then trim a stick that fits snugly
as a ramrod.

Since an elder stalk is pretty large, it is usually

necessary to use paper wads for ammunition,

Defore there were

any germs, we chewed up paper of any description and stuffed a
wad of the pulp into our gu\lls,
until it is near the end.
it down part of the way,

Cnrefully push this wad along

Then insert another one, slowly pushing·
Then give a sudden plunge, usually by

hitting the end of tbe ramrod against something fixed and hard,
like a desk top or the side of the schoolhouse,

The result is

a loud pop, which with a little ims,gina tion sounds like the
report of a gun.

Always leave the second wad in trie gun, so

that you can get into action more quickly,
J\Tow dogwood berries were ms,de primarily for the
other type of popgun,

The pulp around trrn seed is cut to

fit the gun as you push the berry down with your finger or
the ramrod of your gun,

The technique of firing is the same,

but you can usually give enough force to the cane popr;un merely

my ja,mming tbe ramrod with tt1e pB,lm of your band.

I have seen

some palms ci,s sore from this as thumbs were sore from shooting
aggies in our ge,me of marbles.

ll}ogwood berries are considera,bly

more sanitary than paper v.rads v.nd probably should be the kin~f
aramuni tion used by boys whose mothers have learned about germs.
Besides creating a pop there are otuer uses of popguns.
With dogwood berries as bullets they make fine gtims in a fight.
There is small danger of serious injury, but a dogwood berry
properly fired can make a sting that lasts most of recess time.
When you go inside the schoolhouse, you had better put the popgun
in

H

safe place ,wmy from temptation,

It might be a good idea

to entrust it to the teacher, because sbe sometimes e;ets it anyway,
I refer, from tender memories, to the unfortunate he.bit the small
boy has of taking out bis popgun during books and getting it
ready tor th" next playti1,te,
nearly always when this hG.ppens, the popgun goes off e,ccidentally,
just as real guns so often do,

There is no bloodshed, but

the poIJgun is declared contraband, much to the amusement of the
other boys, who either did not play with their popguns or did
not get caught.

S01110times the cruel teacher would not return

the gun at recess time, c,,nd it became necessary to make a whole
new one, meantime missing most of the fun of scaring little
girls hs.lf to death e,nd raising a few whel)ils on one's best
boy friends.
Some one has divided the seasons according to what
boys are playing: kite, marble, baseball, football, basketball.
Middle autumn s,t Fidelity was popgun season, and everybody
was avid in celebrating it properly.

RUNNING A STAND

f-~1,-0l..Aq I,._

Vihen I was a boy and went the usual gamut of wishing to

I\

be something when I grew up, I had a long devotion to the ideal
of being the man who ran a stand and sold refreshments at a picnic

'
or political ge,thering or a Conferedate reu~on.

The thing

that made me so fascinated with this pe,rticular occupation was
this: our nearest neighbor owned the land on which there was the
On occe,sions

spring that was one of the meeting places at Fidelity.

such as those I have mentioned he .re,n bis s"hands and made me wish to
grow up just as soon as possible, so I could help him an{thus
learn my future business.

It was ages before he realized what a

good clerk I would make for him; by and by he ewployect me, e,nd
I felt as big as the boys who fed the elephants at the circus
or the man who carried a corner at a barn-raising or the equally
great man VJho cut bands at a wheat-threshing.

It took several

events like this to dull my desire to follow the professi,on of
ministering to the needs of a thirsty, hungry crowd,

Though I

would gladly have worked for nothing, I was actually pe,id, and,
in addition, I was allowed considerable freedom in eating, enough to
have indigestion for days a:tterwards.

'
Though there were set times to dispense soft d~tnks
!J,nd ice cream e,nd cakt, just any ge.thering was a sufficient excuse.
The crowd expected it, and they were rarely disappointed.

Of

course, the biggest days of all were the Fourth of ,Tuly and the
Condfederate Reunion de.y, both of which came in hot weather/ when
iced drinks and foods were much in demand,

On the latter dcjV ,

though, my services v1ere of another sort, for I had become expert
in saying pieces at school and was nearly always dntfted to speak
to the aging veterans and try to stir in them some memories of

their heroic lives,

With the aid of a little incidental mus:Lc

by our postmaster-actor-druggist and his fiddle I usually succeeded
in bringing plenty of cheers,
So far as I know, nobody has ever published a list of
JJ'ortuna te ly,

what people actually consumed on such occasions,

my diary for July 4, 1905, gives explicit figures, so that he
that runs may read,

About 500 people, it seems, had e;a the red at

the spring for the day, to celebrate by having a day off, to eat
ice cream and drink soda poJJ, and to hear the candidates for
the legislature speak.

'rJ-1ere was a big dinner on the ground,

largely of a private nature, as the tablecloths were not _9,pread
together but individually,

There was a "refreshment stand

and also e,n ice cream parlor," which "did a very good business,"
'.!!he se,les were

11

240 bottles of sods, pop, about two tubs of

lemonade, a great lot of cand:ir, wax, cigars, l!ltc,

The ice

cream trade was rather slim, but they sold some four of five
gnllons,"

For Fi.deli ty on a spree t,lla~ was something,

You must

recall that the bottles of pop were those huge things that were
difficult to open without getting the bubbling stuff all over your
Sunday shirt,

"Wax," my dear children, was and is tlle correct

name for "chewing gum,

11

"Gum" mee,nt

left after the sap of tbat tree dries,

11

sweetgum,

11

a sticky substance

Not to llave cllewed it and

got it all over one's teeth argued tllat you had not been about,
The eats being consumed and the figures properly
recorded, I added, very ne,i vely: "After the speaking the crowd
wandered first tllis way and that, staying until rather late in t,he
afternoon. , , • Every one seemed to have a ifrl4'/j{-/#most delightful
time,

Courting couples were plentiful, 11 (0f course, or what would

have been the use of having a hmliday or ice cream and soda pop?)
"We had only one little clifficulty,and that was settled in a short )lf){t
while,"
(Even the Ji/den of Fourth of July near Fidelity ha~ its
serpent; otherwise life might have seemed too good for this world•)

WATCIDAEN ON THK WALLS OF ZION

Man~r, many years ago I was v i s i t i n ~ at the home
of my roomma te:~it~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ n d a ; - : : went to a small
country church nea,r his home a,nd. heard a prea,cher of' a sect now
almost vanished, like so many of the ins ti tut ions the.t I have
chronicled in these three hundred articles,

The sermon was not

impressive to us beginning-to-be-sophisticated college boys, but
the manner of its pres en ta tion and the honesty of it have lasted
through all the intervenine; years,

Recently I drove by the same

shabby little church, which evidently has been innocent of paint
all the thirty years since I first saw it,

But it brought again to

my mind that preacher and his fast-d:i!l{lppearing type.
'.Ohew ,a:r;e
~ in the Bible, but for some reason I bad never
seen the words "Wa.tchmen,, on, the walls of Zion,"
I suppose that
the preac,ier s
this phrase was
te.xt, for he said it over and over in nearly

M4
I\

every s:}ecies of tune, a characteristic of his vanishing sect,
What else he sa1d I do not know, but those sonorous and poetic
words stuck,

All the rest of that day I repeated them, fascinated

with their poetry, little thinking what future significance they
would have.

Lo_ng ago the rather ignorant but sincere preacher

passed a.way, e.nd it is highly doubtful whether his grave is marked
in any fashion,

~

&t1gfl4r4o-··be7-e.g.G,t,oo~-t.o
/
th-e-1'!teil'll'C,n~£'-h·i-m-&:nd-hi -kifl<+:,,41-flo-for-su- . ·ny-yiffii s-imu:urmt
lat1,-:i••1tslttp~'l1tl-w

&i.-mp±e-bi;rt-rr:f"f-ee-t-1,fl ,

?reccrA, e,i,, S

the~1\"1ere, literally,

-

d-l!IG-fl, •

n ?"'~'J:'e·-i·n·-t1'¼e-0a-e .

·-with~ttreiT""

"Watchmen on the walls of Zion"
Probably having little or no formal

education a.yd compelled, as this preacher was, to make their living
by farm work, they had yet caught a vision somewhat above that of
their parishioners and were willine; to brave storms and floods

~Jl,

to carry their message tof,less fortunate,
vision, the people perish,''

"Where there is no

Very perversely I recall that the

collection that day amounted to the munificent sum of a dollar and a
quarter; I remember heatring the preacher say that this would
pay the man he hired to work in his tobacco crop while the
preacher rode horseback clear across a whole big county to keep his
appointment the next day at his little church,
Monuments, tablets, institutions, and churches bear
proudly the names of 'reat benefactors to mankind,

You can hardly

drive your car safely for trying to read the inscriptions by the
roadside, especially in the older parts of Kentucky and all of
Virginie, and Wew J!}ngland,

But who has erected a tablet of the

simplest nature to these humble "watchmen on the walls of Zion.)'
who gave as generously of what they had as any millionaire who
has blessed us with his wealth,

J11(any of these preachers were not

ordained in any striilct sense, any more than some of the faithful
old-time doctors were graduates of medical colleges,

They

felt a call and followed it, led by no hope of financial rewards
here but believing firmly that the laborer is worthy of his hire
sometime, somewhere,

Enough of these faithful souls are left to

be familiar to most of the people who will read this, but long e.go
they sank into insignificance in numbers and have largely been
crowded into the remotest parts of the state, where they carry
on still their quaint but sincere preaching of the gospel as they
understand it,

